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It’s becoming increasingly clear that mountain biking has moved from being a fringe sport to one that’s far more mature.



”



With all these formats vying for our attention, it’s quite understandable that rider numbers will be thinner in certain areas. However, it’s becoming increasingly clear that mountain biking has moved from being a fringe sport to one that’s far more mature. Look beyond the competitive scene and you’ll find councils, private companies and land managers pouring time and effort into the development of MTB trails; something virtually unheard of in the ’90s. A large percentage of mountain bikers will never strap on a numberplate but they are no less enthusiastic about the sport and more than willing to travel if a great new riding destination beckons. It seems that those with some sway in society are finally waking up to this, and they can now see the tourism potential that our sport holds. Just look at what’s happening in Derby, Hollybank, Hobart, Mt Buller, Falls Creek, Thredbo, Mt Annan, Hornsby, Molle Island, Townsville, Atherton, Alice Springs and many more places around the nation. Dollars are being spent on legitimate MTB trails that will attract visitors from far and wide. It’s awesome to see and I really get a sense that the ball is rolling now; hopefully it won’t stop any time soon. So does this mean that the needs of our racers and future Olympians are being forgotten? Absolutely not! If MTB trails become a regular feature in Australian society – as accessible as the local footy field for example – more kids will be drawn into the sport. Amongst them we may find our next Bec Henderson, Dan McConnell or Cadel Evans. And even if we don’t, these kids will still gain a with a real appreciation of the outdoors and may become a National Parks ranger or a planning officer in council; whatever the case mountain biking is sure to grow as a result. We’ve got the wheels rolling now; don’t let them stop!



John Hardwick Editor
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’ve often heard old-time mountain bikers bang on about how great the sport used to be. About how a National Championships XC race would attract 80 or 90 riders to the start line Elite Men’s category alone—the glory days. Now you’re lucky to get a line-up of more than 30 elites at the National Championships. Hearing this could leave you thinking that the sport is on a downward spiral, that things were better in the good old days. Thankfully that isn’t the case. On the competitive front, we now have many more sub-disciplines. It used to be XC or DH—take your pick. Now we have XCO, XCE and XCM—that’s traditional cross-country, XC eliminator and marathon of you prefer. Then there’s a whole range of multiday cross-country stage races on the calendar plus the still popular 8-12-24 hour events. On the gravity front there’s still traditional DH but now we also have ‘enduro’; a more accessible form of DH where you don’t need a dedicated gravity bike to take part.



mud clearance



Winning Letter ✲



OLD VERSUS NEW



I



was looking at a back-issue of MBA and I read with interest the test on the GT Sensor—in particular I was curious about the rear suspension set up. In principal it appears to follow similar lines to their first full suspension bike—the GT RTS from some 20 years ago. Both have a chainstay link below the rocker pivot and the shock link above. Under acceleration, forward force or when climbing, the chainstays are ‘forced’ forward, locking out or at least restricting suspension. The RTS would ride like a hardtail but the suspension was free to react when cruising downhill or soft-pedalling. My son and I still have original GT RTS mountain bikes. Around 20 years ago the RTS cost just under $3,600—seems today we get a good deal more for less money by comparison.
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Lindsay Thiele Good to hear that you are enjoying the reviews. You’re correct that the RTS used the chainstay lengthening to firm up the suspension under high pedalling torque. Many current suspension designs rely on exactly the same forces – generally referred to as anti-squat – although it’s usually much more subtle on modern designs, as it can do odd things to your pedalling action. In any case, the new ASO system is different to both the RTS and most other modern designs as the bottom bracket swings back and forth on their ‘Path Link’ as the suspension moves (the bottom bracket is fixed to the main frame on the RTS and most other designs). Because of this the new GT can have a really pronounced rearward axle path (like the old RTS) without locking out and turning into a hardtail when you pedal. What you say about the value for money on modern bikes is undoubtedly true. You can buy some very effective and functional gear for your dollars; hydraulic disc brakes, more manageable frame geometry and suspension that not only works but also pedals efficiently. Things have come a long way. Ed



CLOSET MOUNTAIN BIKER



A



s I am now a 76 year old pensioner, I do not have the money to purchase glossy cycling magazines. Instead I get an e-mail sent from the local library to inform me when a new copy of Bicycling Australia is available for my collection. Although I do ride a mountain bike at times, I am mainly a road rider. So I always request Bicycling Australia, which you have to admit is a splendid magazine. So you can imagine my feelings when the magazine with my name on the reserved shelf was a copy of Mountain Biking Australia. My usual reservation was there as well, so I borrowed them both. Now my mountain bike was a true find. I picked it up from a roadside verge rubbish collection one day. After quizzing the ex-owner I was urged to ‘just take it and enjoy’, so I did. It’s a Giant Iguana SE and my friends at Bikeforce overhauled it for $150. I’ve since had several years of fun on it. I also ride a tandem with



my wife Pam but when she vetoes the Sunday ride, I hide my joy and get the MTB off the wall. About 60 years ago in the UK, my cycling club decided to have some inaugural cyclocross races. I was one of the first casualties when I hit a tree and broke a collar bone, but that is another story. I have to say that your magazine has opened my eyes to some of the wonderful MTB equipment that is now available. Six decades ago my introduction to off-road riding was on my winter bike with a piece of a tubular tyre stuck between the crossbar and down tube for carrying the bike on my shoulder. How equipment has changed over the years! Anyway I will now request notification from the library for Mountain Biking Australia and try and keep up with the times in future! Len Hall Glad you liked the magazine Len. Hope your trusty Giant Iguana enjoys the new WTB tyres too! Ed.



Speak Out and Win



V



oice your opinions and you could win a pair of WTB Bronson Race tyres. Valued at $57 each ($114 total prize value), the Bronson is a great all-rounder that’s tough enough to handle just about any situation that arises. It’s designed with deep square edged side knobs for aggressive cornering, while the ramped centre blocks improve rolling efficiency. The tread pattern is also open enough to shed mud if the trail turns moist. To top it off, the Bronson is respectably light for such an aggressive tyre. From cross-country riding through to all-mountain fun, the Bronson is one very capable and versatile tyre. So write in and you could be rolling on some tough new rubber!



E-mail your letters to [email protected]



Distributed by Dirt Works Australia (02) 9679 8400 / www.dirtworks.com.au



quick releases



Photos: Grant Elmers



Epic Unleashed M
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t Buller’s IMBA Epic has finally opened, forming the latest big extension to their already impressive array of MTB trails. It’s touted as a 40km long XC descending trail, and it takes you from Mt Buller village to the base of the mountain at Mirimbah. Whilst the ride starts at 1,600m and drops to 600m, it certainly isn’t downhill all the way. You’ll also rack up 1,300 metres of cumulative climbing along the way. For those already familiar with Mt Buller, the Epic heads out on Gang Gangs and utilises the existing trail network over Corn Hill towards Mt Stirling. From there you climb up Stonefly and turn off to bomb down a fast fire trail descent towards Telephone Box Junction. More climbing ensues with a few nice sections of undulating singletrack before you get to the real drawcard. The final 10km long descent drops 860 vertical metres on some of World Trail’s finest singletrack; one bermed corner follows another with jumps, rollers and optional technical features for more skilled riders. It’s absolutely huge and by the time you hit



FIVE IS ALIVE! the bottom, you’ve well and truly forgotten every pedal stroke of climbing that it took to get there. From there a gradual singletrack climb follows the river, delivering you back to Mirimbah Park. It’s a great spot to finish with a picnic and somewhere the kids can play if you’re relying on them for a lift back up the hill. Alternately, Bike Buller has a shuttle service available—go to www. bike.mtbuller.com.au for details. The Epic is yet another example of how serious Mt Buller is in their commitment to providing great MTB trails. Along with Stonefly, the Delatite River trail, Copperhead, the classic old Klingsporn track and all the other trails, there’s now enough riding to keep you adventuring for many days and still keen to return for more.



T



he Capital Punishment MTB marathon is set to take place on March 7th. This will be the fifth running of the event and for 2015 it also marks the start of the Maverick Marathon Series; a four race series with rounds held throughout eastern Australia. Wending its way across Canberra, Capital Punishment takes in some of the ACT’s best singletrack, including East Kowen Forest, Sparrow Hill and Stromlo Forrest Park. The 100km course takes in approximately 43km of singletrack while the 50km option is almost 50% singletrack. This comparatively high ratio of singletrack (for a marathon event) makes Capital Punishment both challenging and loads of fun. For more information check out www.capitalpunishmentmtb.com and for details on the four round east coast based Maverick Marathon Series go to www.maverickseries.com.au



F



rom Blue Derby in Tasmania to Atherton in Far North Queensland, there’s a lot of fantastic trail development happening Australia-wide. Great as that may be, there’s still a clear lack of formal MTB trails around some of our biggest population bases—Sydney in particular suffers on this front. With this in mind, it’s great to hear that there’s potential for something truly special within reach of our biggest city. The city of Wollongong is located an hour and a half south of Sydney and the terrain is tailor made for mountain biking. While the city sits right on the beach, there’s a 500 metre high cliff-lined escarpment immediately adjacent, complete with lush rainforest and numerous scenic outlooks. After struggling to gain traction for



many years, the local mountain bike club is now making progress and the council is finally waking up to the tourism potential that’s hidden within the rainforest covered slopes. It’s all very much in the gestative stage but trail building companies have been through and confirmed the massive potential offered by the region. Local trail advocates have formed a group – the Illawarra Mountain Bike Alliance – and they’re working hard to get the project off the ground. If you’d like to see a MTB park close to Sydney that offered big descents (and climbs) with tremendous mountain and coastal views, get on board and support the Illawarra Mountain Bike Alliance. Look them up on Facebook and ‘like’ them to keep abreast of their progress.



MTBA News



M



ountain Bike Australia has pulled together a truly national marathon race series. The National XCM Series encompasses six events from all around Australia. It kicks off in the Northern Territory with Easter in Alice (the Bunny Buster stage) before moving on to the Wombat 100 in Victoria and the Convict 100 (NSW). Next up is the Dwellingup 100 in WA, the Kowalski Classic (ACT) and it wraps up with the Bayview Blast; a relatively new event on the south side of Brisbane (Qld). As a carrot for the elite riders, the MTBA are touting a prize pool of over $15,000, with the male and female elite category winners receiving $4,000 each. Also new for 2015, MTBA will have an officially sanctioned Australian Enduro Championships. It’s set to take place in Queensland during October. For the latest go to www.mtba.asn.au
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UNTAPPED POTENTIAL
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Mega Lumens



Di2 Active T



o accompany the long anticipated launch of electronic gear shifting for mountain biking, Shimano’s sister company Pro has added a range of parts designed to integrate the electronic components. The Tharsis XC Flat Top Di2 handlebar is made from unidirectional carbon and has moulded in holes and grooves that allow you to route the Di2 wires internally from the shift paddles to the stem. The matching stem has a unique headset preload mechanism that eliminates the need for a star nut inside the steerer. This frees up space inside to hide the Di2 battery if you wish and the wiring can be routed through the stem too. Along similar lines, the Tharsis XC Di2 post is just the right size internally for a Di2 battery; choose your preferred hiding spot and you can tuck most of the electronic components out of sight. The 160g handlebars are 720mm wide with a minimal 5mm rise and sell for $259. The post is offered in a 20mm or zero-offset, weighs 238g (31.6mm) and sells for $349. Finally, the Di2 stem comes in 80, 90, 100 and 110mm lengths as well as -6 or -17 degree drops and retails for $179. Shimano Australia (02) 9526 7799 / www.shimano.com.au
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T



his unique looking light comes from US based company Trail LED. With a total of 10 Cree emitters, the Halo is said to pump out a stunning 6,000 lumens on full power. The aluminium light housing weighs a little under 200g but the curved design keeps the mass low and close to your helmet; in theory this should make the weight less noticeable. With a 570g battery, the light offers a two-hour burntime at full power or twice that on the 3,000 lumen ‘low beam’. This beast of a light will sell for $1,299. If that’s too much, the Trail LED DS features a similar design in a five LED 3,000 lumen package for $649 and there’s also an 1,800 lumen three LED version that goes for $399. Full-Beam Australia www.fullbeam.com.au



Cool Cat T



he Catlike Leaf is aimed at the trail and all-mountain market, offering a little more coverage than a typical road helmet. It still packs plenty of vents and the 260g claimed weight (medium) is definitely at the lighter end of the scale for an all-mountain lid. Features include bug mesh on the front vents and the ‘MPS’ fit system has four different adjustments that help to fine-tune the comfort. Colour options include black, fluoro green, red, fluoro orange and green. The Leaf is offered in two shell sizes (54-57cm and 58-60cm) and sells for $140. Spare parts (such as visors) will also be available, just in case. Apollo Bicycle Company (03) 9700 9400 / www.apollobikes.com



Precise Pressure W



ith the relatively low pressures that you can run in modern MTB tyres, a few psi one way or the other can make a noticeable difference. However, the gauges found on most floor pumps make it hard to discern small variations in tyre pressure. That’s where a digital gauge like the BMP-90 from BBB can come in handy. The digital display allows you to tweak your tyre pressure one psi at a time and makes your chosen settings easily repeatable. It works with both presta and schrader valves and has an auto power saving function so you won’t flatten the battery if you forget to turn it off. The BBB gauge sells for around $25. Bikesportz Imports www.bikesportz.com.au page 14
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MTB-Friendly I
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ndoor trainers are great for pre-event warm ups, keeping fit when the trails are wet and targeted interval training if your serious. Unfortunately most trainers don’t play nicely with mountain bikes. Knobby tyres make a racket and wear quickly on the rollers, and with more and more bikes using thru-axles, you’ll have a hard time finding a trainer that’ll work. The JetBlack Whisper Drive trainer will work with just about any MTB and it won’t kill your tyres. Simply remove the back wheel and fit the trainer—it even adapts to suit bikes with a 142x12 thru-axle and there’s an XD driver option for SRAM 1x11 users as well. The Whisper Drive features a wide base that’s placed right underneath you for added stability and the remote lever lets you vary the resistance between zero and 1,200 watts. With the addition of a speed sensor kit, the Whisper Drive can connect with your smart phone or tablet and you can follow training sessions using JetBlack’s free app, from there you can even upload your workouts straight to Strava! The Whisper Drive folds for easy storage, comes with a lifetime warranty and sells for $599. JetBlack Products (02) 4560 1200 www.jetblackproducts.com



Slim 'n' Flat F



lat pedals aren’t just for BMXers and the gravity crowd. Many trail riders are turning to flats for everyday mountain biking. Race Face has introduced a new pedal that aims to be tough enough for DH applications, yet light enough for all-day riding. The Atlas features an extremely slim profile that places your foot very close to the spindle. This assists with stability, pedalling efficiency and provides added ground clearance to minimise rock strikes. The concaved platform offers a very large area with replaceable hardened steel pins for added traction. Four sealed cartridge bearings are used within each pedal and there’s a grease port for easy maintenance. At 355g a pair, the Atlas is impressively light. It’s offered in black, blue, red or green and they sell for around $199. Groupe Sportif (03) 8878 1000 / www.groupesportif.com



Stubby Stem F



rame geometry is changing and many bike brands are using longer top tubes with rangy front ends. With this we are seeing a growing need for short stems and more options appearing. The OM stem comes from Spanish brand All-Mountain Style. It’s 45mm long and beautifully machined from 6082 T6 aluminium with laser engraving on the black anodised finish. The zero-degree rise helps to keep the bars lower for long travel or big-wheeled bikes and the 30mm stack height will prove handy if your steerer tube has been cut too short. The handlebar clamp is 55mm wide, which should provide extra rigidity and support to the bars. All-Mountain Style offer a claimed weight of just 121g, which is impressive for an ‘enduro’ rated stem. All this comes at a price however and the OM sells for $195. Crankin www.crankin.net.au



Single Solutions L



ike the idea of a tidy chain tensioner-free single speed bike but don’t own a single speed specific frame? Well if your hardtail happens to have an oversized PressFit 30 bottom bracket, this nifty product could provide the solution. The BB-DX001 from Fouriers uses offset bearings and accepts cranks with a 24mm spindle. Once assembled, you can rotate the eccentric assembly to vary the effective chainstay length. While it only provides 8mm of fore-aft movement, in most cases this will be enough to get an appropriately sized cog combination working. It locks in place with two long bolts and weighs 151g all up— only 50g more than a regular threaded bottom bracket. Fouriers makes the BB-DX001 two versions; one suits Shimano/Race Face style 24mm spindles while the other works with SRAM GXP 24mm spindles. Expect to pay around $70 for this problem solving device. Tian Ye Roadstar (02) 9584 8450 / www.fouriers-bike.com
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Biking Boot I



talian shoe specialist Sidi is better known for their more ‘serious’ XC race shoes but their range also includes more casual backcountry style boots such as the Epic. It features tough Lorica synthetic leather uppers with a simple lace-up and velcro closure. The heel cup is reinforced and well padded. Grippy hiking boot style rubber is used on the sole and it wraps right around the sides to improve traction when walking over rocks and uneven surfaces. The epic is offered in a full range of sizes, from 38 to 48 and sells for $250. Cassons (02) 8882 1900 / www.sidisport.com
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S



pank – a brand born out of South Africa – has gained a following in downhill oriented riding. While that’s what they’re known for, much of their range is equally relevant to the trail riding market. The Oozy line is designed for XC, trail and all-mountain use; it includes wheels (page 44) and pedals, as well as the stem and handlebar pictured here. The stem is 3D forged for strength before being CNC machined to create a polished looking product—it even comes with a matching stem cap to round out the package. Weights start from 150g and it’s offered in 50, 65 and 75mm lengths with a zero degree rise. The handlebar is 740mm wide and the wall thickness is said to taper gradually from the reinforced clamping zone right up to the ends—this aims to eliminate stress risers in the aluminium. Available in zero, 15 and 30mm rise options, the Oozy bars come in at around 300g. Expect to pay around $80 for the handlebar and $90 for the Oozy stem. Pushie (02) 9560 7841 / www.pushie.com.au



Micro Shock T



he Microlite shock is pitched at the XC market or anyone who likes to count their grams. In a 165x38mm size it’s said to weigh 170g, which is around 30-60g less than most lightweight rear shocks. Beyond the potential weight savings, the Microlite offers three simple adjustments; air pressure, rebound and a lockout. The latest version of this shock also features a new seal design and shaft coating that’s said to reduce drag and improve the bushing life. X-Fusion offers the Microlite in three lengths; 165x38, 184x44 and 190x51mm and this shock sells for $480. DIY MTB (02) 4446 4636 / www.diymtb.com.au



Posterior Protection M



any mountain bikers prefer loose fitting casual clothes and choose to ride in baggy shorts. These BBB inner shorts can be used with any baggies that you own to enhance your on-the-bike comfort. They are made from a lightweight polyester/spandex mix and use an Italian anti-bacterial pad to keep you comfortable whilst in the saddle. The cut is cycling specific and they are offered in both men’s and ladies versions. The BBB inner shorts sell for $49 a pair. Bikesportz Imports www.bikesportz.com.au
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Nocturnal Vision P
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OV video cameras keep getting better, but most still struggle in low light and especially at night. Knog created the Qudos to provide supplementary light for action cameras when shooting after dark. With three Cree LEDs it produces 400 lumens and the 150g alloy body is waterproof to 40 metres. The rechargeable lithium polymer battery offers burntimes from 42-minutes and up depending on the power setting and spare batteries are available if you need light for longer. You can also vary the modes to change the beam width; a wide spread for ambient lighting or something narrower for shooting action sports. Available in black or silver the Knog Qudos sells for $149. Apollo Bicycle Company (03) 9700 9400 / www.apollobikes.com



Energy to Go F



uelling your body for long rides or races is an area where personal preference plays a major role. Some people choose to go with gels combined with plain water, others like solids such as energy bars and a good number of riders will opt for a fluid-only diet with a carbohydrate drink. The Shot Bloks from Clif offer another alternative. They are soft and gummy in texture, making them easy to chew, but less messy than consuming gels when you are piloting your bike down the trails. Each 60g pack delivers 48g of carbohydrate, which is split into six bite size cubes. Flavours include black cherry, mountain berry, orange, strawberry and tropical punch. The cherry, orange and tropical flavours are also infused with caffeine for an added kick. One Shot Blok packet sells for $6. Velo Vita (02) 9700 7977 / www.velovita.net.au



Get a Grip C



Crazy Cage



ross-country racers have often favoured foam grips for their minimalist weight but in recent years silicon foam grips have become a more popular choice. While they aren’t quite as light as basic foam, they tend to offer better shock absorption and comfort. Pro has recently added a silicon foam grip to their product line. Called the Silicon XC it’s offered in two thicknesses (30 or 32mm) and three colours; black, white or red. It comes in a 130mm length with an offset profile and weights start from 55g a pair. Expect to pay around $35 for the Silicon XC grips. Shimano Australia (02) 9526 7799 www.shimano.com.au



E



ver find yourself short on bike-specific ‘bidons’ or needing to carry a regular bottle whilst on a ride? This creative product from US brand Arundle may hold the answer. The Loonie Bin is an adjustable cage that will hold just about any sort of bottle; from skinny bottle of beer all the way up to a large soft drink bottle. It attaches to a regular two-bolt frame mount and the ratchet dial lets you tighten the cage around all manner of irregular bottle shapes. The Loonie Bin is offered in black or white and sells for $29. Bikesportz Imports www.bikesportz.com.au
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Live Review W



hile the CamOne is similar in size to most point of view video cameras, it features a built in 38mm display that lets you review the footage whilst out on the trail. It also utilises six buttons to scroll through the on-screen menus, making it easier to navigate around the settings. Despite this added functionality, it weighs 131g including the waterproof housing and measures 67 x 54 x 35cm. The CamOne offers a range of recording options (including stills) including ‘full HD’ (1080p at 30 frames per second). Recording times should range from two to three hours depending on the settings and it has two micro SD slots for 32GB cards. Various aftermarket options are available including a smart phone control with ‘live-view’. The kit is supplied with a range of mounts and sells for $299. Mask Australia 0421 733 932 www.maskaustralia.com.au



Tubeless Fatty L



ike most subspecies of MTB, fatbikes are moving towards tubeless tyre setups for performance-oriented applications. Tyre and rim designs are steadily morphing to make tube-free inflation easier and more reliable. The Dice Ollie rim is one such example. While Swiss cheese like fatbike rims with large cut-outs may look cool, they force you to employ heavy-duty rim strips that add more weight than the holes remove. The new Dice Ollie rim features a solid inner wall with raised shoulders that help to lock the tyre bead in place and minimise the chance of ‘burping’. While the 798g individual rim weight is not earth shattering for an alloy fatbike rim, you only need a minimalist strip of tape to cover the spoke nipples from the inside. These 80mm wide 26-inch fatbike rims should sell for around $159 each. Dirt Works (02) 9679 8400 www.dirtworks.com.au



All-Terrain Kicks G



iro says their Terraduro pedals like an XC shoe but offers better off-the-bike performance than a typical MTB shoe. To achieve this, Giro has engineered some flex into the forefoot and wrapped the sole in ‘Vibram’—a rubber often used on rock climbing shoes and hiking boots. The Terraduro also offers a reinforced toe box with a secure click-lock and velcro closure system. A pair of Terraduro shoes is said to weigh 840g (size 42.5) and they sell for $219. Sheppard Industries 1300 883 305 / www.giro.com



1X Alternatives F



RM is another brand offering an oversized cog to expand the gear range on a regular 10-speed cassette. This Italian made 42-tooth cog is CNC machined from 7075 aluminium, weighs 80g and is offered in anodised red, black or gold. It features machined in shift ramps and is said to work with both SRAM (X.5/X.7/X.9) and Shimano (XT/XTR) cassettes. FRM is also offering aftermarket chainrings to suit the unique bolt pattern found on SRAM XX1 crankset. These are also CNC machined from 7075 alloy and utilise alternating wide/narrow teeth to improve chain retention. Offered in 28, 30, 32 and 34 tooth sizes, FRM says they are 8-10g lighter than the original XX1 product. The 42-tooth cassette cog sells for $125 while the XX1 compatible ‘Syncro’ chainring goes for $100. Carbuta Pty Ltd 0439 902 770 www.frmbike.com page 22
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Racy All-Rounder T
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Race Special



ypically MTB shoes have gone one way or the other; they’ve either prioritised pedalling efficiency, or they’ve been comfortable to walk in. The X-Project shoes from Pearl Izumi aim to do both. They use a full length unidirectional carbon fibre plate within the sole that’s said to provide flex in one direction but not the other. The result is meant to be immediate power transfer when pedalling without the compromise when walking. While they certainly look like a ‘race’ shoe, there’s a bit more tread on the sole than some. The top-end X-Project 1 utilises a twin dial ‘Boa’ closure mechanism and sells for $399 while the second tier X-Project 2 has a single dial closure and goes $329. We laid our hands on the X-Project 1 and they were impressively light for something that’s intended as an all-round trail shoe (680g in a size 43). Look out for a full review in our next issue. Shimano Australia (02) 9526 7799 / www.shimano.com.au



M



avic’s Crossmax wheels have long been recognised as a premium choice by XC racers and the latest version of the Crossmax SL is said to be the lightest yet. As always, these wheels are fully tubeless compatible using the UST tyre standard. The unique spoke-to-rim interface means there’s no need for rim tape and adds further reliability when running a tubeless setup. Weights range from 1,470g a pair in 27.5 up to 1,520g for the 29er version. Interchangeable end caps allow the axles to fit most axle standards; 9mm or 15mm up front and 135mm or 142x12mm on the rear—they also offer a special front wheel that fits a 2015 Cannondale Lefty fork. Expect to pay around $1,499 for the new Crossmax SL wheelset. Groupe Sportif (03) 88781000 / www.groupesportif.com



Minimalist Retention C



W



MultiMount LED



ith the growing popularity in POV video cameras, we’re seeing a number of products that come with built-in mounts. You’ll find GoPro mounts as standard fare on some helmets, as well as numerous aftermarket mounts available for the handlebars. The Candle Power Technology Trail Torch is designed to work with these fittings. It bolts straight onto a GoPro mount and produces a claimed 2,100 lumens of light with two Cree XML-2 LED emitters. The light head weighs 105g and the 258g flat-pack battery will power the system for two hours. You can choose from anodised black, red or silver and the kit retails for $395. Full-Beam Australia www.fullbeam.com.au



hain retention devices were traditionally bulky and aimed at the gravity end of the MTB spectrum. Now with the popularity of single chainring setups for XC use, we’re seeing more and more in the way of lightweight retention devices. So far we haven’t encountered anything lighter or more minimalist than this. German brand 77 Designz offers three versions of their Freesolo guide and they all rely on ISCG tabs for mounting. If you have a threaded bottom bracket, the guide uses just one bolt to hold the mounting plate (it gains stability by resting against the alloy bottom bracket cup). With only one bolt and the abbreviated back plate, the Freesolo guide weighs just 20g including the mounting hardware. For press-fit bottom brackets, there’s a two-bolt version that weighs 28g—still amazingly light. Both versions of the Freesolo work with chainrings from 28 up to 34T and use a series of washers to adjust the chain line. This tiny and trick guide should sell for around $75. Crankin www.crankin.net.au
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Nic Learmonth pursues her story on the Hollybank singletrack.
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Tassie Treats Northern Tasmania is shaping up as a hotbed for mountain biking as Nic Learmonth discovers, riding two of their newest offerings at Hollybank and Derby.



Rob Potter on ‘No Sweat’. This is an easy ‘green’ rated trail but the optional wall ride lets you spice things up if you want.
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Nathan Rennie – ex-World Cup racer turned track builder – shows his style.



“



Then I was up on the wall, with the ground whizzing past out to my right and the end of my wooden path approaching fast. Uh-oh!



”



I



Trail builder Kozi tackles the rocks of Reverb—an optional track near the Juggernaut.



n the world of singletrack, investigative journalism is a wonderful thing. Late last year this role took me past the barriers and red tape to ride Tasmania’s then yet-to-be opened Hollybank Mountain Bike Park as well as the trails of Derby, which were still a work in progress at the time. I flew into Launceston and was met at the airport by the crew from Dirt Art; the trail building company behind the Hollybank MTB Park. My ride guides included local lads Rob Potter, who designed Hollybank’s tracks, and trail builders Kozi (Antony Kostiuk) and Jarrod Samson plus mainlander Nathan Rennie. Yep, that’s Rennie as in the World Cup winning downhiller – woohoo!



mba 29 I was a tad nervous about meeting Nathan—as I was about to see firsthand, Rennie rides like he’s cutting the track with his tyres as he goes. When he’s not cutting lines on his bike, Rennie can cut a pretty fine line with a digger too, which is how he became part of the Hollybank build-team. Aside from being a tower of talent, Nathan is also a proud father and quite the teddy bear, as I discovered when we caught up for brekkie at the hotel that first morning.



HOLLYBANK Nowhere in Launceston is very far. When Rennie and I went in search of pre-ride coffee, we all but fell over a bike shop, practically on the hotel’s doorstep. Still looking for coffee, we continued on a stone’s throw further to find a farmers’ market full of good things to eat. Tasmania is a veritable pantry of bike-fuel—we only made it past the stalls of baked goodies, cheese, fruit, seafood, salamis, craft beers and ciders, and local wines because our caffeine levels were dropping dangerously low. Back at the hotel with takeaway coffees safely in hand, Nathan and I met Rob and our shuttle driver and logistics extraordinaire Buck Gibson from VertigoMTB. Local photographer Heath Holden and regular



Strait-hopper Adam Fernyhough completed the line-up. We loaded the bikes and headed out to Hollybank; three-quarters of a flat white later, we were at the trailhead. Word had spread about the track development behind the ticker tape and barriers at Hollybank, and Buck and Rob had invited a handful of local riders to join us on this pre-launch expose. Assuming that the locals would have slipped past the barriers for a few sneaky rides, I asked around, hoping to glean a preview of the riding ahead. But chitchat revealed that the locals had respected the hypothetical red curtain draped over this project. Even Dirt Art builders Kozi and Jarrod had yet to ride beyond the sections they’d worked on and Rennie was looking forward to seeing the sections that he’d cut in their finished form. Everyone else had that star-struck look of a first-division Lotto winner. Rob and Rennie led the way to the trailhead proper, as the rest of us formed a train behind.



NO SWEAT The car park to Hollybank Mountain Bike Park is at the base of a huge wooded hillside. The forest has ash, pine, larch, douglas fir and redwood, as well as native bush, with bracken claiming the space



below. Hollybank forest has long been a resource for sport and recreational interests, originally supplying England with ash wood for cricket bats and tennis racquets. The trees in this part of the forest share a distinctive slim, tall profile, but they close in around the car park, hiding all but the first few metres of trail. On that first ride, the trail had the same untouched feel of a lawn tipped with earlymorning dew. The shingle trail surface crunched under our wheels but showed no mark of our passing. As the first trail from the car park, ‘No Sweat’ is designed to be a friendly introduction for beginners and a low-key warm-up for more experienced riders. Even so, this trail struts its stuff, winding between the trees and swirling in beautiful rounded arcs though Hollybank’s distinctive petanque-like boulders. Our little train came to a halt at a hairpin that had a wall ride built onto the corner. The posse divided in two, with one group spectating and the other zooming back up the trail to ride the wall. Kozi built this wall – he’s a builder by trade – but this was the first time he’d actually ridden it. A solitary breach of No Sweat’s ‘green’ rating, Kozi’s wall offers an opportunity to play and defy gravity, but it’s entirely optional and less confident riders can trundle past without it



Other Trail Options LAUNCESTON In addition to Hollybank Mountain Bike Park and Trevallyn Nature Reserve, you’ll also find trails at Kate Reed Reserve and Mount Stronach.



DERBY The Blue Derby trail network will link back to the Blue Tier alpine descent, creating 50-60km of singletrack between the Derby and Weldborough townships. You can also take a look at Cascade Dam and Rattlers Hill.
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Nick Bowman from World Trail gave us an early look at the Derby trails. This small town is set to become a real hive of MTB activity. Photo: Nic Learmonth



interrupting the flow of the main trail. There are no wall rides on my home trails, so I’d yet to go vertical. But with the designer, the builder and a gravity guru to consult, plus photographer Heath snapping our every move, it seemed as good a time as any time to give it a try. Besides, we were still close to the car park and emergency services if required! My first attempt was not stunning, so I asked Kozi for some pointers. “Get on early, and get off early,” he told me. His mate Jarrod nodded and added: “And build as much speed as you can.” We watched Rennie fly down the straight, hit the wall and ride within inches of the top edge. He pulled up next to me and gave me a wicked grin. Right, got it. I rode back up the track and joined the queue. All too soon, it was my turn; I ploughed down the straight leading in to the turn and hit the wall at full noise. Then I was up on the wall, with the ground whizzing past out to my right and the end of my wooden path approaching fast. Uhoh! But somehow the world righted itself and my front wheel touched down on the track proper just as I was about to run out of wall—what a high! Now I had a grin to match those the lads were sporting, and I was revving to see what other features Rob had seasoned this network with.



TALL TIMBERS With the posse reunited, we continued on to the twisting turns and velvety natural dirt surface of Tall Timbers. A step-up from No Sweat, Tall Timbers curls and unfurls over those Tassie contours. It took us through the trees, around more big boulders and through gaps chain-sawed through the trunks of sleeping giants. Then, gaining momentum and mischief, the lower section coils up in a series of luscious round berms. Up ahead, Nathan and Rob put a different spin on these lines, swooping through the corners and launching the curves as the notion took them. Back at the car park we piled into the shuttle for the five-minute drive to Lilydale for lunch—situation urgent. Though Lilydale Larder looked kind of posh, owner Mark was completely unfazed by his verandah-load of grimy, smelly diners. He was a good sport too, helping us choose the quickest and biggest dishes on the lunch menu—the morning’s riding had whetted appetites and we were in a hurry for more. And when the lads nipped over to the bar



For more information check out the Tassie Trails site: www.tassietrails.org



to buy a beer, they each returned with a beer in one hand and a bottle of Leaning Church wine in the other, to take home ‘for the missus’.



JUGGERNAUT This was the trail we’d been waiting for. The noise-level in the van increased as Buck drove us through the maze of fire-roads up the hill. Between the trees I caught glimpses of plains falling away—it was going to be a long, steep descent all right. Rob filled me in on the intricacies of forging a track through this rock-strewn terrain. “Designing this trail has been more about providing people with the opportunities to experience the terrain and interpret it in ways that reflect their abilities and preferences. I like giving riders opportunities to interpret the terrain in ways that are not necessarily the most obvious. As a designer I like being able to include multiple lines and multiple options within a slightly wider single trail. Juggernaut definitely reflects this philosophy.” Juggernaut is six kilometres of solid descent, with another four of slightly gentler gradient to cool your heels on, but it starts with a climb. As we pedalled off, Rob gave me a sheepish look; “I wanted to bring the track right up to the ridge,” he explained. Familiarity with the tight turns and stonecobbled pinch gave the Dirt Arties the upper hand, and it was a few minutes before I caught up to them at the ridge-top. Juggernaut had quite a different vibe to the loops lower down. Things felt steeper, narrower, more varied. It seemed full of possibility and gravity was calling. Adam and Nathan set off, with Kozi and Jarrod close behind. I tucked in behind Rob, hoping to get the inside line on Juggernaut’s inside lines. The first thing I learnt is that Rob Potter rides with a calm, powerful intensity. The second thing I learnt is that he can float over anything. And the third? He’s quick. Rob’s red-shirted outline shrank to a dot in my peripheral. I could have tried chasing him down – hah! – but I was busy getting acquainted with Juggernaut. The challenges Rob had described on the way up are clear in the Juggernaut’s design. It rolls down natural rock slabs, crosses rock-armoured watercourses and weaves through more mature forest, complete with fallen tree debris. I don’t know how they found a path through, but these features provide lots of scope to play. I crouched low over the bike and sank in to the rhythm of the track. Gravity fell away as



I swooped and sailed, leaning left, leaning right, the trail writhed under my wheels. When I caught up with the lads at the shuttle pick-up point, we all had that same Juggernaut grin. They’d been flushing out sneaky lines. Nathan’s discoveries included “gap lines going from turn to turn,” and “rocky insiders leading onto straight sections that let you carry more speed.” Juggernaut then dropped down into darker, damper forest for a couple of kilometres more, giving us lots to play with as it rippled through the trees. From there an undulating connector track led us to the car park. This was the section Nathan had cut; no easy task in this tangled bushland. I paused to admire a neatly cobbled section of armouring. Turning to Rob, I asked if this workmanship was his or Rennie’s, “This was Jon Sidney.” Apparently Jon’s even more modest than Rob or Nathan, but if you meet Jon, buy him a beer immediately. Nathan and Jon’s connector put us back onto Tall Timbers, just in time for a steady climb up to the car park. By the time we reached the van, we were tired, dirty and well ready to explore Launceston’s restaurant scene. Two shakes of the van tail-light and a hot shower later, and I was back out the door. After a quick hydration stop at the Red Brick Road Ciderhouse, Rennie, Adam and I caught up with Buck, Heath and the Dirt Maestros at the Black Cow Bistro for Hollybank’s christening feast.



HOLLYBANK’S REVERB & TREVALLYN We’d planned to hit the Trevallyn trails next, but Hollybank called us back. This time we headed straight to the top of Juggernaut for some serious shuttle time. On one trip down, Rob pointed out an alternative route; ‘Reverb’ is a real diamond in the rough—a black diamond that is. It takes the game and the well travelled down the near-vertical flanks of a series of mossy rock slabs. A quick peek from the top reminded me I was feeling pretty tired, and it’s not often you get to watch a world class downhiller and a track’s designer duke it out, so I settled in to watch the show. Like its bigger sibling, Juggernaut, Reverb is full of options. Nathan, Adam and Rob explored as many of those flight paths as they could. Once Rennie the Eveready Bunny called it quits, we clambered into the van and scuttled back to town for a couple of laps at Trevallyn. Rob’s pretty quiet, so if Adam hadn’t spilt the beans I’d never have found out that



General Information WHEN TO VISIT By all accounts Tasmania is cold and wet in winter, but no matter when you visit, bring some warm layers and a jacket just in case.



GETTING THERE Amazing climbing switchbacks at Blue Derby. Photo: Glen Jacobs
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Rob is the mastermind behind Trevallyn too. Built several years ago, and being a two-way, shared-use network on very different terrain to Hollybank, Trevallyn’s trails have a completely different personality. The trails ride smoother and wind through mostly open country, though the region’s smattering of rocks and boulders still keep you honest—especially on the rocky descent line down to Cataract Gorge. By now my blood sugars were doing an excellent impression of Rennie on Reverb, and I shuddered at the thought of the climb back up to the van at the trailhead. But Buck and Rob were two steps ahead, and they’d concocted a brilliant plan. Rob led us on a shortcut down Cataract Gorge – walking our bikes down the bankside pathway – to our last fuel stop, the Blue Cafe at Inveresk. Just in the nick of time!



BLUE DERBY Like I said, in Tassie, nowhere is ever very far away. Derby (pronounced ‘derrbee’) is a tiny two-pub town, way up in the top right corner of the Apple Isle – but it’s still only an hour and a half’s drive from Launceston. Plenty of time for Nick Bowman to fill me in on the recent splurge of development in Derby. As Dirt Art was preparing Hollybank for its official opening, the work at Derby was just beginning. Glen Jacobs and World Trail has been shaping their trademark curvy tracks into the landscape since April 2014. Blue Derby was a closed site when I visited at the end of the year, so I was stoked to see this future hub in its infancy and observe World Trail’s artisans at work. The first thing I noticed when Nick pulled up at the trailhead was the vegetation; the north-eastern Tassie rainforest is noticeably denser and damper than in other parts. Tree ferns and their smaller siblings grow in gnarled-up clumps, and the long leaves of the tree ferns catch and filter the light overhead; as a Kiwi it was a strangely familiar environment. To me, Derby felt like Rotorua rolled up in a ball with the South Island’s West Coast. Derby township is about to boom again, thanks to this Blue Derby mountain bike development. But before World Trail descended, Derby was a relic town. Though currently light on population, Derby is full of heritagelisted wooden houses—relics of the town’s tin mining origins. “Those miners cleared and stripped the place. They smashed it to death,” Nick told me. “Our teams are still finding mining artefacts and stonework.” We scrambled out of the ute and geared up to ride. A recent recruit to World Trail, hand-picked by Glen, Nick explained how



his new team-mates work together. But even without Nick’s generous praise it was clear these guys fit like many pieces of a dry wall—the track we were riding up was a work of art. The stonework supporting this climb would bring a Roman road-engineer to his knees. Full of curves, it winds a gentle way up what should have been a horribly steep climb. Corners wheel playfully around tree ferns, and the ‘straights’ – well, there are no actual straight lines in a World Trail trail, but you know what I mean – slip between huge pale boulders of granite and basalt that glow in the tree-fern light. The next morning Nick and I put on our orange vests and walked out to the sharp ends to observe the crews in action. Machine operator Ryan de la Rue gives the trail its wiggles. “Yeah, a fair part of the trail design comes down to my interpretation of the terrain,” Ryan says. “It’s all about sustainability, drainage and predictability for the rider – and fun.” Rhys Atkinson, World Trail’s other senior trail designer, was operating a digger at a second trail end. Though absorbed in the work at hand, Rhys stopped the machine to show me round. We chatted about Derby’s more distinctive characteristics, “Working with all the dead matter and all the different types of soil is quite challenging. You have to adjust your gradients to work with the soil types. It’s very rocky around here too, with lots of boulders. I quite like that—the boulders are a natural feature of the track and I like using them. Getting to all the boulders you can and linking them is pretty challenging, but at the end of the day, once it’s all cleaned up it’s going to be amazing.” When I asked about Blue Derby’s stonework, I was directed to Steve Tambovsoff. As we walked back along the track, Steve told me about the types of construction we were walking over, their function and how he’d laid the stones down—stuff I’ve been mulling over since that first turn on No Sweat. “It’s all about flow,” Steve said. “We want to keep the rider on the track for as long as possible, and to get the water off of it.” I don’t think they’ll have any trouble doing that. With track design and construction of this calibre, the riding scene in Northeast Tassie is poised to go off. The first 20 kilometres of trail at Blue Derby will be open by the time you read this and the remaining 30-40km will be ready in June 2016. Hollybank is open right now and the Juggernaut is riding like it’s on rails! Article by Nic Learmonth Photography by Tourism Northern Tasmania - Heath Holden



Launceston is 15km from the airport. Grab a rental car at the airport or catch a shuttle ($18 one way) or taxi ($30$35) to get into town. From Launceston it’s a 20-minute drive to Hollybank Reserve and about 90 minutes to Derby. Trevallyn is in Launceston, within riding distance from town. We stayed at the mountain bike-friendly Best Western Plus on Earl Street in Launceston and found it a convenient base for our adventures. VertigoMTB (vertigomtb.com.au) offers shuttle services, and driver Buck Gibson specialises in travel logistics-taming.



BIKE SHOPS & RENTAL VertigoMTB does bike hire and guided rides. Launceston has a tonne of bike shops, but for an urgent, mountain bike-specific retail hit, try Cycle Torque and Coffee (Brisbane St) or Avantiplus Launceston (St John St). In Derby, Norm and Jess Douglas have opened ‘The Corner Store at the Tin Centre’ on Main Street. This cafe will include a bike shop as well as hire, accommodation and some secret squirrel innovations, all a few pedal turns from Derby Council’s eco public toilets and clean-up facilities for bikes and riders. www.ridebluederby.com.au



FUELLING UP IN LAUNCESTON Get your caffeine hit and stock up on bike fuel at Launceston’s Saturday morning Harvest Market on Cimitere Street. Five minutes from Hollybank, Lilydale Larder (in Lilydale) is an obvious midday lunch stop, and it has Leaning Church Vineyard wine-tastings for non-riders. Black Cow Bistro on George Street has locally-bred protein and carbs for post-ride fuel-ups along with a wine list and desert menu to pass for a romantic dinner destination. Rehydrate at the Red Brick Road Ciderhouse (Brisbane Street) or at St John Craft Beer on St John Street. Great food and beer can also be found at the Blue Cafe in Inveresk (below).



Curl up with a good book! We’ve got a great range of Books covering maintenance, training, guidebooks and more.



bicyc.com.au/store



Books | DVD’s | Posters | Jerseys Magazines | Giftware | And More



latest dirt



Shimano M9000 XTR
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Christening the new XTR at the Cape to Cape MTB in Western Australia—the perfect way to test Shimano's top-end group.



T



wo issues ago we previewed the latest version XTR groupset, Shimano’s flagship component line. Now we’ve had approximately three months of trail time on the new parts, plus the opportunity to pull it apart and see what makes it tick. While we have ridden the Di2 version with its electronic shifting, most of our time has been on the M9000 mechanical parts. The Di2 group will be around 60% more expensive than mechanical XTR and certain parts – like the $885 Di2 rear derailleur – are more than three times the price, so it’s safe to say that more people will find themselves on XTR mechanical. Of course most of the components are shared and the gear options are the same, so this information will be equally relevant whether you’re looking at Di2 or mechanical. And speaking of broader relevance, even if XTR is way out of your budget, history dictates that the features that you see here will filter down to the mid-priced group sets in the coming years—rest assured that Shimano SLX 11-speed is on the way.



TECH BREAKDOWN CRANKS & CHAINRINGS ALL-OPTIONS OFFERED Double and triple options have been around for some time within the older M980 group but this is the first time an XTR single ring has been available. Flexibility is a key feature and unique spider on the ‘Trail’ cranks allows you to swap between all three options. There’s also a lighter ‘Race’ crank that features a narrower pedal stance or Q-factor (something



that road riders and some XC racers tend to favour). The Race cranks can swap between single and double ring formats but won’t go to a triple. Some may bemoan the addition of yet another chainring mounting ‘standard’ but the flexibility of the new design could well justify the move. Besides, the curvaceous lines are so unique that any aftermarket chainrings are likely to look pretty hokey on the XTR arms. The new ring design isn’t just for looks; for the main drive ring Shimano melds a carbon inner plate with an alloy outer face and titanium teeth. This creates a hollow structure for added lateral stiffness and sharper shifting. Titanium teeth also promise better durability when compared to the alloy dentures found on most other cranks (including last year’s double ring XTR).



The chainrings mount from the inside with the bolts treading into the shaped alloy outer covers. Also note the main drive ring with its thick but hollow construction and titanium teeth.



You’ll only find the harder wearing titanium teeth on what Shimano calls the ‘main drive ring’. This is the front chainring that should see the most use. With a triple it’s the middle ring, on a double it’s the big ring and with a one-by setup—well you know the answer there! With the new system it’s quite feasible to run a one-by drivetrain (if that suits most of your trails) and occasionally fit a double or triple chainring when heading off to ride some bigger hills; the XTR Trail crank will work with both—you’ll just need to add a front derailleur and left-hand shifter. Chainring swaps aren’t the most convenient however; all the torx bolts fit from the inside, and with a double ring setup you need to remove the small cog to access the big ring mounting bolts. In most cases it’ll just be easier to remove the cranks entirely if you need to swap ratios or replace worn chainrings. If you opt for a single ring drivetrain, you’ll notice that Shimano hasn’t employed alternating wide and narrow teeth. Instead they use a very tall tooth profile that’s ever so slightly hooked at the top. It’s designed specifically to retain the chain without needing a supplementary device. We had a play with the 1X setup and it works as intended in most riding conditions. As with the wide/narrow rings employed by most of the competition, we’d still suggest fitting a simple top guide if you’re riding hard and fast through particularly rough terrain. With full-profile titanium teeth, we’d expect the XTR 1X chainrings to last a lot longer than the aluminium competition, and with a replacement cost in the vicinity of $260, you’d really want it to last! It’s worth bearing this cost in mind if you’re a one-by user and like to swap chainrings to match the terrain; assembling a collection of XTR chainrings for this purpose will set you back a fortune. Our 26/36 ‘Trail’ cranks weighed 716g with a regular thread bottom bracket, that’s almost identical to the previous generation ‘Race’ cranks in the two-by format. The new narrow Q-factor M9000 ‘Race’ cranks should be around 30g lighter again. Overall the chainring options have fewer teeth for 2015, reflecting the across the board move towards bigger wheels. The triple is now a 22/30/40 combo. Two-by options include 24/34, 26/36 and 28/38. The single ring is offered in 30, 32, 34 and 36 teeth.



Aside from offering a single chainring option, the other big change for XTR is the move to 11-speed—it’s Shimano’s first off-road groupset to take the plunge. Rather than trying to match the huge gear spread offered by SRAM’s 11-speed cassettes, Shimano has taken their own approach. While offering a broader range than their 10-speed cassettes, new 11-40 system is focused on providing close and evenly spaced gear steps. The goal is to provide sufficient gear range whilst maximising pedalling efficiency—they use the term ‘rhythm step gear progression’. Take a look at the ‘Gearing Range’ table (page 37) and you’ll see that each gear step varies by 10.5% to 18.2% with the Shimano 11-speed cassette while its SRAM counterpart ranges from 12.5% to 20%. On average the XTR drivetrain provides a smaller change in cadence with each gear shift, so you’re less likely to find yourself wishing for an ‘in-between gear’. Of course with the closer steps you get a narrower range, and for a given chainring you’re going to get a higher top end and a lower climbing gear with the SRAM cassette. Put it this way; if you select a chainring that gives you the same top gear, your bailout climbing gear will be 14% lower with a SRAM cassette. Interestingly we did try running a SRAM XX1 cassette with the XTR drivetrain and it worked well, although Shimano would never recommend that sort of combination! So, if you like the idea of a one-by drivetrain but think you’ll struggle with the 11-40 gear range, well Shimano believes you should stop kidding yourself and get a two-by drivetrain (either that or grow stronger legs). One thing’s for sure, when combined with a double chainring setup, the 11-40 cassette offers an impressive total gear range that’ll make the most dedicated 3X10 fan reconsider. The wider 11-speed range lets you stay in the big ring for longer and minimises the front shifting. And when you do need a proper bailout gear, a quick flick of the left thumb will take you there. Shimano has gone nuts with exotic materials on the cassette; seven of the cogs are titanium and the inner carrier is formed from carbon composite. Despite these efforts the cassette comes in at 329g—that’s



58g heavier than 10-speed XTR and 62g more than SRAM’s XX1 11-speed cassette. One final key point on the cassette; it’ll mount on any regular 10-speed freehub body. There are no new standards and no need to buy new wheels if you are retrofitting the M9000 drivetrain onto an older 10-speed bike. They fitted the extra cog by reducing the spacing slightly and ‘dishing’ the 40 tooth cog inboard. Although it’s only a fraction narrower, it does require a new 11-speed specific chain.



DERAILLEURS & SHIFTERS The new triggers take the positive shifting feel of the 10-speed version but make it more consistent. Now there’s no obvious ramp-up in shifting effort when you’re moving up into the bigger cogs on the cassette. If anything the individual ‘clicks’ are more defined than before; it delivers a really solid feeling that makes mis-shifts near impossible. Whenever I used it, I couldn’t help but question the need for electronic shifting, as there’s absolutely nothing wrong with the mechanical version—it’s a very refined bit of kit. XTR gear levers either use a traditional band-style mount or they fit directly to the new M9000 brakes via an updated ‘i-Spec’ fitting. The new i-Spec setup is much easier to fit and remove whilst offering a broader adjustment range. They’ve also given the release trigger a textured finish to help if things get wet and slippery. Possibly the most attractive item in the XTR group, the sleek looking rear derailleur is an integral part of the new 11-speed



The full-sized titanium teeth provide chain security and promise great durability for their 1X system.



system. The clutch mechanism is now ‘standard issue’ and the resistance level can be adjusted without disassembly. Shimano has also relocated the clutch switch to prevent it clashing with certain frame designs—it now looks tidier whilst still being easy to access (switching the clutch off makes wheel removal easier). At 221g the new derailleur has gained around 14g when compared to the 10-speed Shadow Plus version. Up front Shimano has released a new ‘Side-Swing’ front derailleur. This system routes the gear cable along the down tube and straight into the front of the derailleur; a very direct path with fewer bends and less cable friction as a result. With less effort wasted in overcoming cable friction, more force goes into moving the chain. Shimano also claims a substantial increase in the shifting power with the Side-Swing design. We tried both Side-Swing and traditional format XTR derailleurs back to back and they do offer a different feel. To us the new system seemed to offer greater leverage over the chain but requires a slightly longer throw at the gear lever. By repositioning the bulk of the shift mechanism, the Side-Swing derailleur also creates more space between the tyre and the back side of the derailleur. There’s potential here for frame designers to run shorter chainstays without running into derailleur clearance issues, although we don’t know of any brands that have done this. As it stands, there aren’t too many bikes that have the down tube routed cabling required for the Side-Swing derailleur—our
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While the carbon and titanium cassette proved noisy to begin with, it settled in and went quiet after a month or so of regular use.



THE CASSETTE – TAKING IT TO ELEVEN



latest dirt



rims measuring 24 mm internally and the Race version coming in at 20mm. We’ve been riding a pair of 1,721g 29er Trail wheels and will follow up with a review in our next issue.



HITTING THE TRAIL BH Lynx test rig didn’t, so the bulk of our time was spent using the traditional style M9025 front derailleur. Whether you’re looking a Side-Swing or not, all the new generation front derailleurs incorporate a couple of nylon pads around the cage to reduce chain noise.



BRAKES Most of the attention is understandably directed at the new 11-speed drivetrain but the brakes have also undergone a revision (this was a mid-2014 update). As with before they’ll be offered in both lightweight Race and powerful Trail versions. We tested the Race brakes which have a softer lever feel and require more lever input to lock the wheels. Shimano has trimmed more weight from the latest Race brakes, with a front system weighing 322g (lever, hose, calliper and a 125g Freeza 160mm rotor)—a saving of approximately 35g per end. The pistons now use a ‘glass fibre phenolic’ material that is said to offer improved insulation while eliminating any chance of porosity (something that may have caused fluid seepage in older generation ceramic pistons).
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PEDALS While the weight and form of the M9000 SPD pedals remains unchanged, the spindles have been updated. They now run a reverse thread on the cone and locknut assembly within the right-side pedal. This will stop the locknut working its way loose if the bearings are poorly maintained. Even if the right-side bearings seized completely, it’d only tighten the bearing assembly and the pedal body would remain intact.



WHEELS The new XTR wheels feature thin walled alloy rims that are wrapped in carbon to add stiffness for minimal weight. They are slightly wider than before, with the Trail



Once on the dirt, much of what Shimano preaches in regards to gearing comes to light. The official Australian launch of the M9000 group was held in conjunction with the Cape to Cape MTB race in Western Australia, and we had to ride a 60km stage to christen our newly XTR-clad bikes. Forgoing gear range to get close-step gear ratios may sound like crazy-talk to some, but when you’re pushed to the limit trying to keep up with another rider in a pace-line, it can be a



“



The ‘rhythm step’ gearing was great for marathon events; it gave me plenty of top end without sacrificing my bail-out gear.



”



make-or-break thing. Overall the difference between the SRAM and Shimano cassettes is subtle but the less obtrusive gear steps do help in a race situation. It’s most noticeable when changing between top gear and the next one down (an 18% jump with XTR versus 20% for SRAM) and when shifting to the easiest gear (14% versus 16%). The closely matched front chainrings – 26/36 on our review cranks – also help with maintaining a comfortable cadence in varied terrain. When dropping from big ring to small, the change is relatively smooth and you won’t go from grinding to



The optional Side-Swing derailleur offers a straighter line for the gear cable but you’ll need a compatible frame to take advantage of this feature.



spinning like mad in one huge leap. With the 11-40 spread offered by the cassette, you no longer need a big gap in chainring sizes to get a huge gear spread. So XTR 11-speed delivers efficient closestep ratios and a really wide gear spread, as long as you opt for a multi-ring system. If you’re tempted by the simple allure of a oneby system, you’ll get the close-step ratios but the total gear range won’t be as broad as the 1X11 competition. Whether that suits your legs and local terrain is up to you. As far as multi-ring drivetrains go, the XTR was whisper quiet. Well it was quiet once we got through the first month of use. Initially the XTR cassette had an audible ‘clicking’ under heavy pedalling loads. Greasing the spline on the freehub body helped a little but the noise was still there. Over the ensuing weeks the plinking and ticking noises mysteriously subsided. We’d speculate that there’s a tiny bit of ‘give’ between the inner carrier and the cogs, and the titanium material is prone to making noises. We’ve heard the same noise on brand new 10-speed XTR cassettes (which also use titanium cogs) while the steel XT models are always quiet. Over time the titanium surface seems to ‘bed-in’ and chain lube probably works its way in there too. After three months our drivetrain is now dead silent—just as a range-topping Shimano product should be. The rear derailleur clutch is very effective at keeping the drivetrain quiet. In theory, the little nylon guides on the front derailleur should contribute to the near-silent running but I suspect it was more to do with strong clutch mechanism. Minimising unwanted chain movement also helps to keep the chain on the chainrings. While our 2X11 system wasn’t as silent and bombproof as a good one-by system with a guide, it still offered solid chain management and certainly wasn’t dropping the chain left-right-and-centre. Prior to the XTR test, I’d spent most of my time aboard 1X11 equipped bikes. Going back to a multi-ring setup, I appreciated the wider gear spread as there are some steep and sustained hills in my local area. The ‘rhythm step’ gearing was great for marathon events; it gave me plenty of top end without sacrificing my bail-out gear. Chain retention was sufficient for anything this side of gravity enduro racing too. If there’s one thing I missed it was the vacant space under the left side of the handlebar. I’ve grown to appreciate the reduced clutter of a one-by drivetrain and the spare real estate that it leaves for a dropper post remote. Whenever I swapped back to ride my SRAM 1X11 equipped bike, the difference in shifting feel was clear. Both have a nice light action and a sufficiently short lever throw. With the SRAM triggers each gearshift is singled by an audible ‘click’ while the Shimano shift is comparatively silent but more tactile; it’s very defined and positive. Both shift with great precision and a lot will come down to individual preference—personally I could live very happily with either. Many fear the move to 11-speed, believing that it will compromise robustness and durability. Obviously three months of riding isn’t going to tell us a lot about its durability but the system is dead easy to adjust and very tolerant of misalignment. You can turn the barrel adjuster a fair way in either direction and it won’t miss-shift.



The wide range cassette keeps you in the titanium toothed main drive ring for longer, and the reduction in front shifting will improve longevity too. I can’t see why the new system won’t offer better durability than its 10-speed predecessor. One thing that mightn’t fare so well in the long-term is the highly polished smoky-chrome finish. Scuff marks and small scratches seem more noticeable with this finish—it was especially apparent on the cranks. Speaking of aesthetics, the M9000 XTR really seems to polarise opinions. While the styling didn’t grab me when I first saw photos of the group, it looks 100% better in the flesh. I’ve got a feeling the styling will really grow on people as time passes. Shimano’s first foray into 11-speed isn’t a cookie cutter copy of the competition. They’ve offered their own take on the concept and delivered a solidly engineered product. It mightn’t meet the expectations of some one-by devotees, but not everybody needs mega-range gearing. If you do, they’ve got a very refined and sharp shifting two-by system that offers great chain retention, low chain noise and no weird jumps between gear ratios. All in all the M9000 group is a worthy successor and well deserving of the XTR badge.



Gearing Range: Shimano's 11-speed cassette doesn’t match the range offered by SRAM XX1 but the ratios are closer together. When combined with a double ring crank, XTR offers a wider gear spread than any one-by system.
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Note: The ratios are expressed in 'gear inches' and calculated on a 29-inch MTB.
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SRAM XX1



XTR Electronic We’ve now had a few rides on the Di2 version of the new XTR group and it clearly offers some distinct advantages over the mechanical group. The downsides are pretty clear too; it’s insanely expensive and it requires the occasional battery recharge (Shimano conservatively suggests 300km between recharges as a worst case scenario but it’s likely to last much longer). Between mobile phones, tablets and whatnot, battery charging is becoming pretty normal; adding your bike to that list shouldn’t be a big deal. The pricing is bound to be high on a first generation product such as this, but if things progress as they have on the road, there will be more affordable electronic groupsets in the future. Here are the main Di2 highlights: • There are no cables to stretch, wear or clog with mud. • Beyond the initial setup, the gear adjustment should never falter. • Great shifter feel with a very positive click; it’s almost like mechanical but lighter action as you’re not pulling on a cable.



• Running a tighter clutch for improved chain retention won’t affect the shifting speed or alter the feel at the gear lever. • The motor driven front derailleur takes chainring shifts to a whole new level. You can shift under load without hesitation and it’s really fast too. • The ‘Syncro’ feature shifts the front derailleur automatically whilst only using the right hand trigger. For a cleaner cockpit you can remove the left side shifter entirely. • It’s highly programmable via a software interface (PC but not Mac). This allows you to customise the shift pattern that the Syncro mode follows. • You can select which shift lever does what; if it feels more natural having the bigger paddle shifting towards the easier gears, then set it up that way using the PC software—easy. • In stock form there’s next to no weight penalty with Di2, and if you remove the left hand shifter it’s actually lighter than its mechanical counterpart. • There’s the opportunity to integrate the Di2 electronics with Fox iCD suspension components and piggyback off the one battery. • A bar-mounted display lets you track the battery charge, shift mode and gear selection.
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SRAM Guide RSC Brakes



I
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t’s no secret that Avid, SRAM’s brake department has been doing it tough for some time now. Go back a few years and their twin-piston Elixir models had all manner of quality control and bleed related issues. In some cases – especially on models with the in-line contact point adjustment – it was near impossible to get the last bit of air out. Aside from the problematic setup, the rotors often made ‘turkey gobble’ noises. While these issues were present, Avid gained a lot of OEM spec on new bikes, so a large number of mountain bikers were exposed to these troublesome brakes. This left many mountain bikers feeling burnt and disgruntled, so the brand has a lot of catching up to do up before they regain widespread respect. The last Avid brake that we reviewed was the X.0 Trail, and it was a big step up from the preceding models. The four piston calliper offered plenty of power and the first set that we tried was very quiet too. However the dreaded turkey gobble



returned on our second set of X.0 Trails, so there was still work to do. Even so, they were a damn sight better than any of the previous Avid models and I’ve had a set of X.0 Trails on my personal bike for the past 18 months. In this time they haven’t been bled and I’ve actually had more reliability issues with other popular brake brands.



SRAM NOT AVID! Now they’ve released a new model called the Guide. It’s been launched under the SRAM name in an effort to escape the Avid stigma. While the name is new, the four piston callipers carry over from the Avid X.0 Trails. The changes are in the lever and the rotor; both are totally redesigned. Previously Elixir levers used a master cylinder design called ‘Taperbore’, a system that was unique to Avid. With a perfect bleed Taperbore worked swimmingly but any air in the lever would lead to inconsistent feel and performance—it wasn’t a very tolerant system if the bleed was off. The Guide reverts



back to a more traditional straight walled master cylinder with a timing port—it’s a similar setup to most other MTB brakes. While the lever blade is slightly shorter, the master cylinder body has grown in size when compared with to the Taperbore version. Overall the new levers are similar in size but they incorporate a larger fluid reservoir. This is supposed to improve consistency; both from a heat management perspective as well as providing a spot where any random air bubbles can hide without affecting the performance. ‘Deadband’ is the other new feature incorporated into the Guide lever. It is a cam that drives the pads quickly onto the rotor when you first pull the lever. They then change to deliver more leverage deeper in the stroke for when you really haul on the anchors. With a more consistent and rounder shape, the Centreline rotors promise quieter running. They also have more steel in them than before, which is said to improve heat dissipation. The added material also makes them heavier; a 160mm Avid HS1 rotor was 95g versus 113g for the Centreline equivalent (and 133g versus 150g in a 180mm size). The new levers are heavier too; a front X.0 Trail was 229g compared to 260g for the Guide (lever, calliper and hose). All up the new system will add 100g to a bike when compared to the X.0 Trail brakes that they replace. To put this into perspective, they are now 10g heavier than Shimano XTR Trail brakes and 27g lighter than Shimano XT (based on the lever, calliper and hose, no rotor). The Guides are offered in three flavours. The base model ‘R’ goes for $155 per end and has a tool-free reach adjustment but a regular pivot mechanism. Next is the RS; it runs the Deadband cam-style lever with a tool free reach adjuster ($180 per end). We tested the fully featured RSC; for $240 it features reach adjustment as well as a toolfree pad contact point dial that lets you finetune the free-stroke in the lever. These prices don’t include rotors, so add approximately $55 per end for the new Centreline rotors. Given the trepidation that some have over SRAM/Avid brakes, we wanted to give the Guide some proper trail-time before writing this review. After all, some products work and feel great for a month, only to fall apart shortly thereafter. Initially I found the power to be a bit off compared to the X.0 Trail brakes but it seems the Centreline rotors require a longer bed in period. After a week or two of riding, the brakes started to come on strong. Now it seems they offer as much or slightly more grunt than the X.0 Trail stoppers. With the new cam actuated design, the lever has a different feel. It’s still very smooth thanks to the sealed bearing pivot but the action is much firmer when the pads first contact the rotor. While they have a more defined on/off feel, the modulation remains exceptionally good—a traditional strongpoint for Avid brakes.



GOBBLE BE GONE As for the turkey, well it appears that someone at SRAM ate it for XMAS dinner, as there were no gobbling noises from these brakes. I also fitted some Centreline rotors to the X.0 brakes on my hardtail and it’s now gobble-free too. In wet conditions there’s still a howl from the brakes when they are first applied but you’ll encounter
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While the Guide lever is slightly shorter, the overall size of the brake is very similar to the X.0 Trail.
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the same thing with any brand of disc brake in the wet. I tried my review brakes on three different bikes and the result was equally smooth and quiet in each case. To test their claimed resistance to air pockets, I initially cut and fed the hydraulic lines through the internal routing on my frame, reattached the hoses and hit the trails without bleeding. While I tried not to get air in the system, it was pretty much inevitable. Despite this, the brakes performed competently enough for the first month of the review; the imperfect bleed only became apparent under sustained braking where the lever pumped up and produced an inconsistent feel. The bleed process for the Guide is identical to the outgoing Avid models. You need a proper Avid bleed kit with two syringes and a dose of patience. Personally I don’t think it’s a difficult job, it’s just one where you need to take your time and follow the steps as instructed (SRAM has a Youtube video that takes you through it). One bleed had the front brake sorted but my rear required two goes to get it right; quite understandable after passing the disconnected hose through the frame. They still aren’t as easy to bleed as Shimano brakes, but it’s not the sort of job that needs to be done too often—my Avid X.0 Trail brakes haven’t been bled in 18 months and they’re still going fine. Are the Guide brakes the answer to SRAM’s braking woes? Well my experience suggests they had it 90% right with the outgoing X.0 Trail. Centreline rotors have (finally) silenced the brakes and for me the intermittent noise was the only real fault with the last generation of Avids. I took some time getting the bleed just right on my old X.0 Trail brakes and they didn’t give me any troubles. Of course it’s better to have a more tolerant system in case the bleed isn’t perfect, and it seems that SRAM has delivered on that front too. With the idiosyncrasies seemingly sorted, we’re now left with an excellent brake for trail and all-mountain use. While they’ve gained some weight, they remain competitive enough for the gram counters. The lever shape is very comfortable with a smooth action and a nice ‘not too firm, not too soft’ feel. All of the adjustment dials on the RSC model are easy to use and they make a real difference. The modulation is brilliant and easily controlled, and when you do need to really haul on the anchors, the four-pot callipers are more than up to the task. Hopefully the quality control is up to scratch and every set of Guide brakes works as well as these. If that proves to be the case, then SRAM will be well on the way towards redeeming themselves and they can certainly lay claim to making one of the best disc brakes on the market. Monza Imports (03) 8327 8080 / www.sram.com
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Fox Float 32 ‘Factory’ Fork
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he relaunch of the Fox 36 fork may be nabbing all of the headlines but it’s one big unit; offering up to 180mm of travel. While they may be slightly out of the limelight, latest batch of 32 and 34mm legged forks will suit a broader audience of trail/XC riders and they’ve also undergone numerous updates for 2015. Externally these forks look near identical to the 2014 product but there’s quite a bit of change inside. The more upmarket ‘Factory’ level forks ($1,240) continue to use their self-contained FIT damper, but the seal-head within has been updated with the aim of reducing friction. They still employ the ‘CTD’ system with its three easy to select modes (Climb, Trail and Descend) but extra tuning options have been added. Previously, Factory-level forks offered three manually selectable tune options within the middle ‘Trail’ setting. Now the damper has seven options within the middle CTD setting. A new process is used when finishing the stanchions that’s said to further lower the friction of their dark gold Kashima coated inner legs. This combines with 20w bath oil that’s now formulated with molybdenum, again with friction reduction in mind. On the left side, Fox is using a redesigned air piston assembly too. Individually there’s nothing that’s radically different but these tweaks can add up in the end. One thing that hasn’t changed is the weight. Our fork came in at 1,743g or 1,815g if you include the 15mm thruaxle. That’s roughly the same as the 2014 equivalent. The 32 mm forks are geared towards shorter travel applications and riders who are more weight conscious. Bigger riders and anyone who prioritises steering precision in a longer travel format will find the same 2015 design hop-ups in their ‘34’ forks—they’re around 200g heavier but undeniably stiffer. In years past, I’ve had a number of Fox forks that developed a creaky crown and steerer assembly. It was never a structural concern and not everyone encountered these noises but it was something I was checking for in this fork. After a couple of months with plenty of steep technical



terrain and ‘stoppies’, I didn’t hear a single creak. I’m told that Fox has changed the assembly process on their fork crowns and that the creaking issues are no more. Based on my experience with this fork, I’d be inclined to think this is true. In general I’d say that this fork felt a tad more solid than the Float 32 forks that I’d ridden previously—I thought it performed admirably in the 120mm travel format.



when things got rugged. The ride was always controlled and smooth, well beyond what you’d typically expect from a typical 32mm XC fork. The 2015 updates have made the 2015 forks more compliant over the small stuff and more capable when really pushed. Overall it’s a clear step in the right direction. Sola Sport (02) 9550 1655 www.ridefox.com



TWEAKED TUNE Many people have suggested that the 2013/14 forks lacked damping support, reporting that they tended to ‘dive’ unnecessarily into their travel. I didn’t find this on my 2015 fork and suspect it’s due to the updated spring assembly more than the damper changes. Five or so years ago Fox forks ran a smaller volume air spring which made them very progressive and unwilling to use all of their travel. In 2013 this changed and the forks became far more linear; they used all of the travel and felt ‘plush’ but for some they used the travel too easily. Now it appears that Fox has struck a happy medium; the spring rate still allows full travel use but it’s less inclined to blow through it unnecessarily. Of course there’s still scope to fine tune the spring rate by adding or removing oil from the air chamber, but I feel that Fox has pretty much nailed it for 2015. With the older 2014 forks, the three CTD damper settings offered a distinctly different feel. Descent was fully open and supple; Trail made the fork firmer for efficient climbing whilst still working actively to absorb the trail, and Climb was nearly locked out. This has changed for 2015. Descent mode is still open and supple but the Trail mode didn’t make the fork much firmer. Using the seven clicks of ‘trail tune’ adjustment (the darker dial beneath the main CTD lever), I cranked it up to the firmest Trail option. With this setting I could sense the fork had more low speed compression damping but the difference was ever so slight. For 2015 the middle mode is more of a subtle trail bike oriented low speed compression tune rather than an efficiency enhancing pedalling platform. Turn the CTD dial one more click and the Climb mode remains a very solid setting that was best reserved for road riding. Personally I would have preferred a firmer Trail setting, but that’s the thing with suspension; everyone will have their own preferences. The good thing about Fox is that they offer a myriad of custom tuning options. Firming up the low speed damping in the Trail mode would be a simple task for a Fox service centre. One thing is for sure, the Float worked very well as a straight-out suspension fork. Set it to Descent or Trail and the Float was supple and sensitive to smaller bumps whilst offering good damping support
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ISI Bike Carrier
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enjoy getting away for a weekend of camping; it’s always nice to head somewhere peaceful and scenic. If it involves mountain biking too, then all the better. But if there’s one thing that really detracts from the weekend camping experience, it’s packing and preparing. With the family in tow, car packing evolves into a task of epic proportions. Loading up can take the best part of a day and there’s certainly no room to have the bikes inside the car. As a result, some form of bike carrier is a must and I’ve had a few over the years. While there’s no shortage of bike carrying options, most tend to suffer if the trip takes you down the roads less travelled. My search for a well-made off-road ready bike carrier led me to ISI. ISI products are designed and manufactured in Melbourne from Aussie made steel. The man behind ISI, George Couyant, is the obsessive engineering type who has sweated over *every* tiny detail of this carrier. George likes the odd adventure, usually travelling with his trusty fatbike on-board, and he’s designed the carrier to withstand the rigours of travelling long distances on corrugated outback roads. This is no cookie-cutter one-size-fits all product. The ‘Extreme Duty 4x4’ carrier that we tested is offered with three different beam lengths; ideally you choose the one that tucks the bikes as close to the back of the vehicle as possible whilst still



offering clearance for the rear-mounted spare tyre. Further to this, ISI offers a range of different mounts that are tailored to solve all manner of door and wheel carrier clearance issues. Both 50mm square hitch and tow-ball mounts are catered for with different fittings, and whilst it is pitched as an ‘extreme’ 4X4 carrier, it’ll work just fine on a regular cars as well. On the bike mounting side of things, ISI even offers oversized wheel-hoops made specifically for fatbikes, and if they don’t have a stock item for your requirements, they can custom design a solution for you. With a modified '80s era four-wheel drive, I’d always struggled to find a carrier that offered enough clearance for my oversized spare wheel. If I did find a rack that cleared the tyre, it wouldn’t allow access to the rear doors. The ‘extended beam’ version of the ISI rack with a low-profile mounting bracket (to clear the swing-away spare wheel latch) fitted my vehicle perfectly and the pivoting base allows rear door access without needing to unload the bikes. Upon delivery, I was surprised by the dimensions of the package—it’s not as heavy or bulky as you’d expect. Assembly was straight-forward but it’s still worth reading the instructions. The ISI page is loaded with assembly and usage information; it’s very comprehensive and dare I say longwinded, so make a coffee beforehand and prepare to absorb. Disassembly is easy too, which is handy for storage.



The most striking feature is the ground clearance afforded by the ISI design. The main support beam sweeps up at a 40-degree angle, and it does so almost immediately upon exiting the tow hitch. Some racks may position the bikes up high but the base still hangs low and compromises the departure angle. This is one rack that you’d feel comfortable with in true off-road conditions. A sturdy high clearance rack is worthless if it delivers your bikes bent and battered. Thankfully years of ‘product development’ in the Simpson Desert and Victorian Alps has allowed George to refine this aspect of the design too. Racks that hang the bike from the top tube can damage lightweight frames and usually encounter compatibility issues with dual suspension designs. By supporting the tyres from underneath, it’ll work on just about any bike and won’t place any abnormal loads on the frame. The hooks that cradle the top tube are coated in a very specific vibration isolating rubber. George selected it because it grips the frame, offering excellent support with no rubbing or scuffing. We’ve taken this rack over all manner of roads and tracks and the bikes have stayed secure and damage-free. I’ve been particularly impressed with the bolt hardware; snug up the fixtures and they stay put. Nothing ever came loose—there’s no need to over tighten the wheel cradles or top tube hooks. As the bikes don’t swing and sway, there’s no rubbing between the bikes. Aside from offering excellent ground clearance, the steeply angled support bar also offsets the bikes vertically, reducing the chance of interference between one bike and the next. I mounted everything from kid’s bikes to roadies and all manner of mountain bikes; while I had to tweak the placement of the mounts and top tube hooks, I didn’t find a combo that wouldn’t work.



Once the wheel hoops are correctly positioned, bike mounting and removal is super-fast. It only takes a minute to load and even less time to unload the bikes. While you need to completely remove the vertically mounted bars to unload the second bike, it’s easy to do and allows unrestricted access (I found it easier than dealing with a pivoting bar as found on some other systems). Holiday car packing remains a chore but at least the bike mounting is comparatively hassle-free! When it comes to opening the rear door, you can lower the carrier on its pivoting base with the bikes still fitted but ensure that you read the on-line instructions first. It’s certainly doable but there’s a fair bit of weight when fully loaded, so you need the correct technique some strength to perform this manoeuvre. Initially the locking pin that releases the rack was tight and hard to remove, but this loosened up and became far easier to use after a few hundred kilometres on rough roads. With the bikes mounted up high, your numberplate may still be visible. If not, you can hang the plate from one of the wheel hoops (make sure it’s illuminated if driving at night) or purchase a licence plate holder (available separately from ISI). Aesthetically the looks rather utilitarian, but even this is backed by a well-founded design choice. Standard Duragal steel is used for much of the framework, as it’s available from every hardware store and outback engineering workshop—you’ll find this square tubing in just about every farm shed too. Likewise, the 12mm main pivot



pins are the same as used on farm gate hinges. Bend something in the bush and at least there’s some hope of repairing it. Selling for around $700 plus freight, the ISI Extreme Duty 4x4 isn’t the cheapest bike carrying option but it’s certainly the most thoroughly engineered that I’ve seen. It also fulfils a niche that no other carrier does as a truly off-road worthy design. Being a two bike carrier may be limiting for some (ISI do offer a four bike version but the departure angle isn’t quite as



stellar), but this is the first rack that’s completely earned my trust. I’d happily take my bikes anywhere with this with total peace of mind; at the end of the day that’s what it’s all about and the ISI product has been a hot-ticket to new adventures. ISI Advanced Bicycle Carriers www.isicarriers.com Article & Photography by John Hardwick



Bontrager Flash Charger
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hen it comes to inflating tubeless tyres, there’s no denying that an air compressor with a decent sized reservoir is the best tool for the job. With a big reservoir inflated to 100psi or more, they offer a strong and constant release of air that makes it easy to seat the tyre bead, even with a loose-fitting tyre and rim combination. However most air compressors aren’t all that portable, they need a power source and they’re noisy too. The most common non-powered alternative has been a large volume floor pump—just like a regular pump but with an oversized barrel that delivers lots of air fast. While a big-barrelled pump can work, pumping whilst simultaneously attempting to locate the tyre bead can be a juggling act. You’ll succeed with a well-matched tyre and rim combo but it’ll leave you frustrated and sweating when things don’t go to plan. This pump from Bontrager offers a solution. The heart of the TLR Flash Charger is a regular alloy skinny-barrelled highpressure floor pump, but instead of feeding directly into the tyre, it fills a separate air chamber—that’s the larger black barrel on the pump. With the filler hose locked off, you inflate the black air chamber to 160psi—this takes a minute or so of pump-



ing. Now you can ready your tyre and attach the universal presta/schrader hose fitting to the valve. Flip the red lever and the pressurised air is released, blasting the tyre bead on just like a compressor would. With 160psi behind it, the initial blast from the Flash Charger equalled my large home-workshop compressor when it came to the initial tyre seating step. If the tyre didn’t seat in the first 10 seconds, the rush of air would subside and you’d need to charge the chamber again for a second crack. I tried a range of tyre and rim combinations and never had any issues—it seated the bead first time, every time. We also used the Flash Charger to inflate every tyre for our sealant feature. With 14 sealant products on test and a range of different puncture tests to conduct, we would have used the Flash Charger over 100 times. At $160 it’s expensive for a floor pump and it costs more than a cheapo compressor too. However it’s also a unique product that proved itself extremely handy at events, at work or any time I needed to inflate a tubeless tyre without an air compressor. Trek Bicycles Australia www.bontrager.com Article & Photography by John Hardwick
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Spank Oozy Wheels
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pank industries set out with a goal of creating a range of products that find the sweet spot between weight, performance, style and value. In today’s competitive market place that’s a pretty tall order, as engineer and bike designer Keith Bontrager famously said, “Light, cheap, strong; choose two.” Our 29-inch Oozy Trail 295 Bead Bite wheel set weighed in at 1,845g (claimed weight is 1,800g). That’s certainly respectable for a $700 alloy 29er wheel set that’s aimed at the all-mountain/trail market. Sure, carbon all-mountain wheels may be 300g lighter, but you’ll pay a $10 premium for every gram saved! Some all-alloy offerings can be lighter but the Oozy is in the ballpark given the ‘beyond XC’ intentions of the wheels. These wheels are designed to be tubeless ready. How ‘ready’ depends on your tyre choice and how well equipped your workshop is. Using the same tyre, tools and technique we converted the Oozys to tubeless in parallel with another tubeless ready wheel from one of the more popular and commonly available rim brands. Armed only with some soapy water and a modest floor pump, we struggled to get our first tyre choice to bead on the Oozy rim. The same approach on the competitor’s rim gave us no trouble at all. Switching to another brand of tyre and using a bigger pump yielded a better result. While mightn’t be an issue if you’ve got a compressor or a big volume floor pump at home, many home workshops won’t be so well equipped.



OOHBAHS & GRIPPY NIPS The Oozy rims certainly have some creative design features. The first of which is the patented ‘Oohbah’ profile with its inverted tube well. In layman’s terms this means the central portion of the inner rim wall – the bit where the tyre bead sits when it’s first mounted – is an ‘outie’ not an ‘innie’, so it’s convexed rather than concaved. Spank claims this profile significantly increases rim rigidity whilst at the same time saving weight. This convexed inner rim profile also means that you can’t just run any old valve stems when setting them up as tubeless.



They need to seat securely against the reversed profile of the inner rim wall. Spank has their own compatible valve stems, and it’s worth using them to avoid air leakage hassles. Next up is the ‘Beadnip’; a series of raised edges on the inner rim designed to keep the bead seated and reduce the chance of ‘burping’ the tyre. This should be a good feature if you plan on running low tyre pressures on a tubeless set up—especially if you ride aggressively. Internally, the rims measure 24mm between the bead hooks. While that’s not amongst the widest rims on the market, it’s not super narrow either and this will also assist in keeping the tyre stable and reasonably squirm-free on the rim. Both front and rear wheels are built with 28 straight-pull spokes. While straight-pull spokes aren’t the most commonly available at the local bike shop, Spank uses the same length throughout the wheelset. If you like to play it safe, you’d only need to keep one spare spoke in your toolbox for both wheels. The front hub converts between 15QR and 20mm thru-axle ups while the rear swaps between quick release and 142x12mm thru-axle. The adaptors are supplied with the wheels, so you’re pretty well covered for most modern trail bike setups. Overall the build quality was firstrate. The spokes were tight and evenly tensioned, and they stayed that way throughout the review; a good starting point for any wheelset that you want to last. Aesthetically the Oozy Trails won me over; the relatively wide profile and understated graphics gave the test bike a purposeful look. With three pawls offering 27 engagement points per revolution, there’s less free-play in the cassette mechanism than many entry-level wheels but this figure still falls short of the 36-point engagement that you expect to find on high-end rear hubs. In the end there’s not a huge amount of movement at the cranks before you get the power down and I never found them a hindrance on technical trails. As a 90kg rider who definitely prefers trails with gravity on their side, I was keen to put their ‘all-mountain’ abilities to the test. On trail the wheels feel stiff and responsive; they inspired confidence straight off the bat. Compared to the slightly more XC oriented wheels that they replaced, I was able to carry more speed through fast rocky descents and their stiffness provided more snap out of the corners. During our test we experi-



mented with low tyre pressures to put the Beadnip design to the test. While we certainly found plenty of traction, we never had any tyre burping issues. The sidewall support was good too, although even wider rims would always lend the tyre a more solid and squirm-free feel. Of course it’s also hard to find alloy rims that are wider without being excessively heavy or fragile. The Oozy rims proved to be far from fragile. We shredded two tyre sidewalls whilst charging through rock gardens yet the bead hooks remained dent free and the rims stayed true. Wrap them in some sturdy rubber and you’ll be able to tackle your favourite descents with impunity. For their comparatively modest asking price, the Spank wheels would be a good upgrade to your typical OEM wheelset. They are affordable, not bad weight wise (for their intended use) and strong. Sorry Keith, but I think Spank has done pretty well in achieving their goal of being light, cheap and strong. Pushie Enterprises (02) 9560 7841 www.pushie.com.au Article by Nick Willis Photography by John Hardwick
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Schwalbe Nobby Nic Tyres
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espite its relatively low weight and fast rolling, high volume casing, Schwalbe’s Nobby Nic has been a bit of a polarising tyre in the past. Those who ride mostly softer and drier terrain have often sung its praises, whilst those in rocky, rooty or wet conditions have often complained about poor grip on wet surfaces or high lean angles. The tread blocks also tended to wear out so fast you could watch them disintegrate before your eyes, and that’s if they didn’t get torn off first. Schwalbe have clearly been listening and have taken time to address these issues with the third generation Nobby Nic. Whilst the name may be the same, pretty much everything else about the tyre is completely new. Over the last few months we’ve been putting this new design to the test to see if it lives up to the promise of being the ultimate trail bike tyre. The Nic is available in an almost bewildering array of sizes, compounds and casing constructions to suit just about anyone’s preferences. Our 27.5 x 2.25 Evolution casing tyres featured the new ‘Tubeless Easy’ construction and the grippy Trailstar compound. We know that there are variances in manufacturing – especially in tyres – but someone at Schwalbe was smoking crack when they claimed this tyre weighed 610g; ours hit the scales at 750g. That weight is absolutely fine but putting them on your bike mightn’t deliver the weight reduction you expect. That said, the casing is true to size, measuring 58mm across the tread and 60mm across the carcass at 20psi on a 35mm internal width rim. Trim 2-3mm off the casing width if you’re using narrower rims, but either way it’s a generously proportioned piece of rubber.



HANS MEETS NIC Tread-wise the new design has little in common with the older Nobby Nic. Instead it looks like a trimmed down version of the Hans Dampf, although the Nic’s profile is quite round however as the tread doesn’t extend very far down the sidewalls. It presents a rather oddlooking silhouette on wide rims, with the tread perched precariously on top of the tyre, rather than wrapping around it. Initially this led to some concern as to whether the tyre would be able to hold an edge, but our doubts proved to be unfounded. From centre to edge, the traction on offer was seamlessly consistent and its grip is much higher overall than on the outgoing Nobby Nic. It’ll hold any angle that a trail bike is likely to



encounter, even when ridden aggressively. Rapid changes in direction are met with predictable traction without any dead spots or sketchiness. Once push beyond its cornering limits, the breakaway is reasonably rapid but the ensuing drift was controllable enough that it was still possible to pull things back into line. It doesn’t corner like a DH tyre but it has more than enough grip for its intended use. Climbing and braking traction are likewise both commendable and consistent. Minimal ramping to the tread means that steep terrain, whether up or down, is met with an array of perpendicular edges that dig in and ensure that the decision to speed up or slow down is entirely up to the rider. It doesn’t seem to roll as fast as the older Nic, but it provides so much more useable grip that it just doesn’t matter. Across a wide variety of trail surfaces the new Nic impressed with its predictable grip, with the only exception being wet roots; whether it’s the rubber compound or the tread design (or both) it still isn’t the tyre you want if you’re heading to Vancouver’s North Shore or anywhere similar. The new Tubeless Easy construction works well. All rim and tyre combinations are a little different but with a bit of fiddling we managed to mount them tubeless with a floor pump. Once seated they stayed put and held air as well as, or better than, any other tyre we’ve come across. The Snakeskin sidewalls are now reinforced with monofilament nylon rather than a multifilament (think fishing line versus sewing thread), which Schwalbe claims makes them tougher



and more cut resistant. Ours have shrugged off countless rocks and sticks without missing a beat, so we’re inclined to agree. As for overall durability, we’re very happy to say that, despite being the grippier but less durable Trailstar compound, our test tyres are wearing very well. Both front and rear show precious little deterioration through the harder centre tread, and whilst there’s a little feathering and rounding of the edge blocks, it’s about what we’d expect from most tyres—far better than previous versions of the Nobby Nic. This is very good news, because the greatly improved durability goes a long way to offsetting the comparatively high $95 asking price. All up, we think the new Nobby Nic is everything its predecessors promised, but failed to deliver. It provides excellent and utterly predictable traction in almost all circumstances, rolls fast enough to not feel like a boat anchor, works reliably without tubes, and seems much more durable in both the tread and the casing. It perfectly splits the middle ground between Schwalbe’s heavier ‘enduro’ tyres and their fast/ light XC tyres. Bike Box (03) 9555 5800 www.bikebox.com.au Article by Steve Hinchliffe Photography by John Hardwick
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Bicycling Australia Cycling Club Gran Fondo Series Starts January 2015!



To celebrate our 25th anniversary we’re giving away prizes… all you have to do is ride! Join BACC on Strava, ride 130km in any, or



• 12 monthly prizes up for grabs



every, calendar month and you’ll be in the



• 1 prize for for completing 3 rides



running for some great prizes. Stay tuned for



• 1 prize for for completing 6 rides



more info via the Strava BACC page.



• 1 major prize for completing all 12 rides



Join the Bicycling Australia Cycling Club today!



www.strava.com/clubs/bicycling-australia-cycling-club-5830
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ack when Cane Creek introduced their Double Barrel Air, it was the most tuneable air shock on the market. It offers external control over the low and high speed compression as well as the low and high speed rebound – each being independently tuneable. While this user tuneable ride held great appeal to some, the size, weight and piggyback format meant the DB Air was always going to have a limited market—it simply wouldn’t fit on many regular trail bikes. But now we have the Inline; a shock that bundles up all the same tuning options and delivers them in a lighter and more compact package. It’ll fit most bikes and may allow you to fit a drink bottle within the frame if you wish. At $549 it’s also a good deal cheaper than the DB Air CS and roughly comparable to other high-end XC shocks. A 216x63mm Double Barrel weighs 510g and the equivalent Inline is 353g. To give this perspective, a regular Fox Float CTD



is 260g and a piggyback style RockShox Monarch Plus is 394g (all 216x63). So the Inline is somewhere between the weight of a typical XC shock and a lightweight piggyback shock. Currently the Inline is the only nonpiggyback air shock to offer the full gamut of tuning options. Other air shocks are certainly tuneable, but if you want to change the high-speed compression for example, it’ll require a trip to the service centre for revalving. The Inline lets you do this on the trail with a 3mm allen key. I fitted the new shock to my 160mm travel Norco Range, replacing the Double Barrel Air CS that it came with the bike. Cane Creek offers a range of ‘base tunes’ for their shocks; it’s basically a starting point for your setup (you’ll find them at www.canecreek.com). With both the DB Air and the Inline, I didn’t have great success with the base tunes. At 63kg I’m probably a good deal lighter than the average American male, so the rebound was unworkably slow when using the suggested settings. It may provide a good setup if you’re in the middle of the weight bell curve; be prepared to fiddle if you’re not. With the DB Air CS, I had the high speed and low speed rebound very close to the fastest setting and found myself running minimal compression damping too. There’s nothing abnormal about the leverage ratio on the Norco, so it appears that I’m towards the bottom end of the workable rider weight range with the big DB Air. The shock was working great in the end, but it seemed odd to be all the way at one extreme of such a massive adjustment range. The Inline was different and I was no longer at one end of the tuning range. For lighter riders, I feel the Inline shock may be the better choice. Everyone tends to focus on the damper settings but it’s important to consider the air spring too. The shock is supplied with volume spacers that let you make the shock more ‘progressive’ and resistant to bottoming. These spacers are extremely easy to fit— the shock can even stay on the bike while you do it. The Inline is very linear; it almost uses full travel too readily. I fitted a couple of volume reducers on the Range to make it more progressive, and this allowed me to run less high speed compression damping for a super plush feel.



CALLING CONTROL FREAKS Between the volume spacers and the four-way adjustable damper, there’s a lot to play with on the Inline, and with the power to adjust comes the risk of getting it all very wrong. Of course it’s easy to zero the settings if you stuff things up, but having some patience and suspension awareness will go a long way. Once the tune was sorted, the Inline proved to be a great shock and it never felt under gunned on the 160mm travel Norco. Bigger riders and those who tackle halfhour long descents will probably benefit from the added oil volume of the DB Air but for most applications the Inline will be more than sufficient (its twin tube architecture provides around 20% more oil volume than a regular shock). The ‘Climb Switch’ is another feature that’s shared on both the DB Air CS and the Inline. Other shocks stifle the lowspeed compression damping to minimise suspension movement when climbing. Cane Creek takes a different approach by increasing the rebound damping to reign in the suspension. This proved very effective; the suspension remains able to absorb rocks and step-ups but the subdued rebound stabilises the bike and stops you getting bounced off-line on technical climbs. As the name suggests, the Climb Switch is just for climbing and you’ll probably find the rebound too slow if you leave it in that mode for faster pedally trails. Both Cane Creek shocks use ‘poppet valves’ to provide the damping force—it gives them a unique feel that’s quite different to shim stack controlled dampers like those from Fox and RockShox. The Inline shock provides a very controlled ride and keeps the tyres feeling glued to the trail. In some ways it feels less ‘lively’ than a traditional shock but in the end it’s the overall tune-ability that really sets the Inline apart. If you like to tinker and take control your damper settings, or if you simply can’t get the required adjustment range from a traditional shock, then the Cane Creek product has your name on it. Dirt Works Australia (02) 9679 8400 www.dirtworks.com.au Article & Photography by John Hardwick
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Western North Carolina isn’t the first place that comes to mind when planning a MTB trip to the USA, but sometimes taking the road less travelled brings its rewards.
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Cedar Rock offers some great views of the region.
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Above: Fording the South Mills River—it can be icy cold in spring.



S



ometimes you just have to take a run-up and hope for the best. My recent jaunt to Brevard in the US launched me across a cultural divide and into the depths of new territory. As far as jumps into the unknown go, this one was a biggie. The run-up involved two and a half days travel from my home in Central Australia to Charlotte Airport in North Carolina, plus a couple of hours drive to get to Brevard. By the time I arrived at my friend Marion Boatwright’s house, it was about one in the morning. I’d been awake for the best part of the weekend and my body clock felt like it had been



shaken into next week. I fell into bed like a swimmer coming off the rope-swing and plunging into the water below. The next morning I began my crashcourse on the American South. Lesson one was a good ‘Southern breakfast’; coffee, grits, proper Southern pork sausage and eggs. Bleary-eyed from jetlag, I wandered out onto the verandah, mug in hand, while Marion bustled about in the kitchen. I squinted at the leaves beyond the verandah railing and the forested flanks of the ranges further across the valley. I was looking at trees I’d only ever seen on television. Marion grew up in these parts, so he was able to tell me a fair bit about Brevard as



we chowed down on our sausage, eggs ‘n’ grits. Despite the name, ‘grits’ are not some kind of fried goodie; it’s a kind of porridge made of cornmeal that you have to be born ’n’ bred to have the palate for. Brevard’s a tiny town of about 8,000 people, in Transylvania County, in western North Carolina. Being in the South and on the wrong side of the Mississippi, it doesn’t really rate as a go-to American MTB destination for most. However, someone went and told Greg Heil from Singletracks.com about it and he rated it amongst his Top 10 North American MTB spots. After that riders are starting to trickle in to this sleepy little town.



2X Bar - 740mm



20mm Trail Riser 740mm



Above : Descending on the technical Burnt Mountain Track.



TrailStem Stem Trail 4545-100mm to 100mm



Below: Negotiating a ‘root baskety’ trail at Turkeypen in the Pisgah.
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Trail Post 27.2, 30.9 31.6



Trail Saddle Saddle Trail



CompPedal Pedal Comp



It had to happen—the ranges I was admiring from Marion’s veranda form the southern tip of a 2,400km long mountain chain called the Appalachian Mountains, which rumples up the eastern side of America all the way to Newfoundland in Canada. The Appalachians give the western side of North Carolina a staggered line-up of ridgelines and valleys that you can stare at for days and days. Adding to the area’s chocolate-box appeal, the flanks of these mountains are lined with stands of oak, pine, hickory and maple (depending upon which way the hillsides face), along with beautiful streams that stall and fall their way down the slopes. This is Cold Moun-



tain country, it’s starred as the home forests in the Hunger Games films, and its practically custom-made for mountain biking. I’d pencilled in a cultural excursion for that first day, to give my body clock time to reset. First stop – the bike shops, and there are two in Brevard. The first had craft beer on tap, the second had a crew so friendly and full of casual Southern charm I felt like a local as soon as I walked in the door. Art Odell at Sycamore Cycles leaned against the counter and rattled off a leisurely selection of his favourite trails and link-ups. The lads in the workshop behind him added their favourites, lightly seasoned with a bit of shop banter for Art.



02 9456 7342
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Riding the suspension bridges at Turkeypen requires a degree of skill.



Then they invited me along to their weekly mountain bike shop ride, to make sure I got the full quota of recommended Pisgah and DuPont trail fun—done! Chatting to folks, I was getting a sense of Brevard’s distinctive Southern style, and it’s no surprise that mountain biking fits in so seamlessly with the local scene. The Appalachians Mountains have really shaped the history and culture of western North Carolina. They formed an all but insurmountable obstacle to early colonists and those folks who did settle remained fairly isolated up until in the mid-twentieth century, when the roads were put in. Before then, the living was hard and the people developed a culture that worked around and even celebrated those hardships. Yep, Brevard’s locals are descended from barefoot, fiddle-playin’ hillbillies, and proud of it—heck, they even call themselves ‘mountain folk’ (pronounced: moun[t]’n). In Brevard anything ‘mountain’ is tops; the shops are packed with mountain crafts (wood carving, leather- and metalwork and glass-blowing) and the locals play and dance to traditional mountain music, live in lovingly maintained mountain log homes and season their food with the flavours of traditional mountain living – smoked hickory, maple-candied bacon, pimento cheese. Yep, mountain biking fits in real well here.



DUPONT STATE FOREST I finally got to scrunch some of Brevard’s red Southern dirt under my tyres the following day. My friend Ryan Sigsbey and I hit the DuPont trails with Sycamore Cycles owner Wes Dickson. We met at the trailhead car park and fell into formation behind Wes, who led us into a maze-like network of fire trails and bike trails that snaked through the trees. The trails are a lyrical testimony to the early settlers’ experiences of the land; Cart Trail, Big Rock Trail, Laurel Ridge Trail, and Oak Tree, Pine Tree and Scarlett Oak trails, Lake View Loop, Triple Falls Trail, Cedar Rock Trail. The ride began with a steady uphill slog that delivered us to the top of a descent that



Wes, not given to exaggeration, described as ‘pretty good’. A born ‘n’ bred local, Wes knows these tracks better than most folks know the lines and curves of their own hands. As we climbed on, he pointed out trails and filled us in on DuPont’s history. Before being sold to the government and being declared a State Forest, DuPont was owned by the company DuPont, which has a long history of making things us mountain bikers could not do without, including x-ray film and velcro. Now, DuPont-the-forest is a favourite plaything of hikers, dog-walkers, horse riders and bike riders. The place is humming, but the 40-odd square kilometres of forest and its trails (estimated at 160km)



“



track had a whole new feel on the way down. I never knew what I’d find round the next corner. There were sections of seemingly naturally occurring rock cobbling, there were cheeky drops we could roll down or launch as the notion took us, sticky slab-steps, twisty corners, rock islands and lengthy rocky chutes. We yipped and yahooed our way down, sometimes stopping to do a chute a couple a times over. Next, Wes led us up a brutal climb to a rock slab for sunset. We ground our way up a fire road, and then a steep, loose, winding trail to the final stretch; a rock slab lined with brilliant-green grasses and patches of moss. Above tree-line, this last



Everything is bigger in western North Carolina; hills mean heart-wrenching climbs, and descents that go on and on. My biggest struggle was getting enough fuel on board to ride as much as I wanted to. are enough to keep the place from feeling crowded. All the loops and link-ups allow for anything from an hour-long nip-around to a full day of play on the bike. The climb was steady and the tracks here are wider than Aussie singletrack because they are shared-use and mostly dual-direction. But the geography just gives and gives; the trails are always heading up or down a hillside or ridgeline, and they’re peppered with rocks and tree roots. Our climb was punctuated with rockgardens and sections of stepped rock slabs that were punchy, but wide enough for the three of us to find lines to suit our tastes. I was soon huffing and hacking – I’m going to blame the jetlag for that too – but the stepups and pinches were rewarding. The sweeping but rocky DuPont-style



”



stretch looked as about as gnarly as the English countryside, but it was deceptively steep. You’d think a rock slab would make the climbing a little easier; no such luck. I hunkered down, pushing hard on the pedals hoping to catch Wes—the race was on! Our ‘sprint’ was a slow lung-buster to the top, where we dropped the bikes and collapsed in a heap, laughing and trying to breathe. ‘I don’t know,’ Wes huffed, ‘I think ya mighta had me there!’ Those laid-back Southern manners! We then cruised past wind-stunted trees on the rock plateau to take in views in the pre-sunset light. I know, I know – sunsets are a daily occurrence, but the liquid-gold light we got up there was a whole new kind of wonderful, and the surrounding ranges glowed.
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australia’s most respected and toughest one-day mtB marathon, held at australia’s #1 mountain bike destination
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“The Odyssey is one of my favourite races on the calendar and I keep coming back for the awesome trails and atmosphere of the race,” Scott chancellor



www.giantodyssey.com.au



General Information GETTING THERE From Dallas, fly to Charlotte Airport (200km from Brevard) or Asheville Airport (30km from Brevard). Flying to Asheville costs a little more but it’s smaller, closer and easier. You will need a car to get to most of the trailheads, though parts of Pisgah are within riding distance of town.



WHEN TO VISIT The riding is good from spring through to autumn (April to October). Winter brings snow to the region and makes the trails pretty unpleasant.
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PISGAH NATIONAL FOREST Ryan and I met up with Wes and our friend Eric Crews early the next morning. This time we were headed out to an area called Turkeypen Gap. Although Turkeypen is a little further out of town than DuPont and it was still fairly early, the car park at ‘Turkey’ was pretty busy – would the trails be too? I needn’t have worried; Turkey Pen is part of Pisgah National Forest, which covers over two thousand square kilometres of forestland—that’s bigger than Adelaide! Turkeypen was significantly steeper than DuPont. It was damper, too, with less light getting through the trees and the South Mills River shadowing the trail. Turns out the lower part of Turkeypen is all about river crossings, with fords and swing-bridges leading across the tributaries that feed into the South Mills. The swing-bridges pre-date the mountain bike scene by who knows how many generations, and many had high steps leading on and off. Eric and Wes, both knowing the track, hopped up the steps and rode across at their usual pace, using the step-down to launch back onto the track. I started out more cautiously until I got familiar with the steps. Riding across was fun. The swing-bridges swayed gently as I pedalled across; the only real danger was the views of the river below. Further on, I encountered another classic feature of the Turkeypen; a river ford. We rode across the shallower ones, but there was one that was way too wide to ride across. Eric, Ryan and Wes shouldered their bikes and waded into the water. I picked up my bike and followed them into the river. The water was icy-cold—it was spring, and these ranges had been covered in snow a few weeks ago. The ice water rose higher and higher up our legs. I wished I was taller… Further along, the trail swooped down a valley and then climbed back up the hill on the other side. ‘Yeah,’ said Wes, ‘It gets a bit root-baskety through here.’ Rootbaskety? We pulled over for a recce. It was steep, with a technical off-camber push up through the tree roots and rocks. I saw two lines; one going high and straight through the tree roots, the other staying low to bypass most of the roots before powering



up the steepest section and over a rooty lip. Both ways were hard. I wondered if it would be easier as a descent on the return journey—it wasn’t. The root-basket was so steep it dropped from sight after that troublesome lip. I managed the descent and mentally filed the climb for another day. By the time the four of us returned home, we were grimy, scraped up and happy. Pisgah’s tracks are shared-use too, but they felt narrower and rougher. Something about them drew me in. Ryan also showed me some of the tracks near Sycamore Cycles; I liked them so much I returned as often as I could, dragging Ryan and Wes out whenever they were free or heading out on solo missions. Then the guys from the shop took me out on a shop ride; ‘La Tour de Steepest Tracks a la Pisgah’. Every time, I discovered something new; cobbled staircase climbs, picnic spots by the creek, a box turtle, cobbled creek crossings, sustained steep climbs that fed onto railing descents so long that I had to pull over to laugh, and roots, roots and more roots. Everything is bigger in western North Carolina; hills mean heart-wrenching climbs, and descents that go on and on. My biggest struggle was getting enough fuel on board to ride as much as I wanted to. Being in the South, I got to try all kinds of delicacies; pickled ochre, Boston butt (barbecued pulled pork), cornbread laced with jalapenos, and litre-sized glasses of margarita. The Jordan Street Cafe's burgers were next level. I tried the ‘Led Zeppelin’ (a mustard barbeque pork burger with pimento cheese, pickles, bacon and sweet barbeque sauce); the Buffalo (stuffed with BLT, a Southern cheese called monterey jack, and buffalo sauce) and the New Orleans (andouille sausage, Tobasco, blue cheese, lettuce, tomato, onion and Dijon mayo). Though the riding at Pisgah and DuPont works up an appetite, I struggled to hit the halfway mark on those burgers. But now that I’ve taken the plunge, I’ll be better prepared for next time I visit. Can’t wait! Article by Nic Learmonth Photography by Ryan Sigsbey



The ‘Western North Carolina Trail Guide’ range has trail maps for both Pisgah and DuPont. You’ll need South Pisgah Ranger District, including Bent Creek and DuPont State Recreational Forest. These maps are available at the bike shops.



BIKE SHOPS Sycamore Cycles: Friendly and close to those Pisgah trailheads, this store has a cafe on site. It’s located on the Hendersonville Hwy – www. sycamorecycles.com The Hub: A bike shop with beer on tap; could well be heaven. Located on the Pisgah Hwy – www.thehubpisgah.com



BIKE FUEL Jordan Street Café: Great locally brewed beers and ciders, and true-blue Southern burgers. Pescado’s Burritos (North Broad Street): The fish burrito is solid midday bike fuel. Crank Coffee in Sycamore Cycles (Hendersonville Hwy): Good coffee and all kinds of pre-ride fuel. Also keep your eyes peeled for Threshold Provisions snack bars; ‘handcrafted’ in Asheville, they’re gluten, dairy and soyfree, and they still taste good!



BREWERIES The craft beer and cider scene in Western North Carolina is huge, and summertime is festival time! For info go to: www.wncbeer.com Oskar Blues Brewery (Mountain Industrial Drive, www.oskarblues.com): In addition to making great beer, these guys also do weekly social rides and sponsor all kinds of bike-related activity in the area. Stop by for pre or post-ride hydration, or chuck a couple of tinnies in your backpack for out on the trail. It’s also the home of the Reeb bike brand www.reebcycles.com Brevard Brewing Company (East Main Street, www.brevard-brewing.com): An entirely local brewery.



Mt Buller Bike Park HOME OF THE SOUTHERN HEMISPHERE’S



FIRST AND ONLY IMBA Epic Trail



the Australian Alpine Epic



Experience world class biking at Mt Buller: Be part of history this summer and ride Mt Buller’s newest and most spectacular trail, the 40km Australian Alpine Epic. – Over 120km of quality XC trails – 5 chairlift-assisted gravity tracks – Modular pump track – 2 skills parks – Bike-friendly accommodation – Bike shuttles, events for all disciplines, clinics, tours and much more.



bike.mtbuller.com.au
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Fitter Faster Dedicating large chunks of time to riding isn’t always the key to improvement. You’ll get more from less by training smarter as Michael Hanslip explains.



I



’ve heard that everyone in Hollywood would like to be thinner and richer. I am not sure if this is actually true, but in that vein I am certain that everyone who loves mountain biking would like to be faster and have more time to ride. This is one of those ‘good news/bad news’ situations. I can offer absolutely no advice on how you are going to get more time to ride (the bad), but I have lots of experience in helping people go faster on their bikes (the good). Not all that long ago I devoted up to 25 hours per week to training for bike racing. It meant that I spent all of my time at home either eating or sleeping. These days, with a more demanding job and a desire to actually see the people I live with, I feel lucky to spend 10 hours a week training. Now even that may sound extremely generous and I should consider myself quite lucky (no matter how restrictive it might seem to me). In this article I’ll present some ideas for the really time poor enthusiast that will improve your performance. Maybe you’ve agreed to join a mate in an eight or 12-hour team’s race or perhaps you’ve booked in that long-considered biking holiday; a week in Rotorua, Mt Buller or on the trails of Canberra maybe. Whatever the case, you really need to do something to ensure you survive the experience and/or hold up your end of the bargain.



So how ‘time poor’ are you? Let’s break it down into the following groups: Level 1 – Our most time poor category; you may get out once or twice a week and a four-hour week of riding would be considered a pretty big one.



Level 2 – To attain this level you’d routinely log four to six hours of saddle time in a week. Level 3 – This group would typically spend seven or eight hours a week on the bike. This may be divided across a couple of shorter pre or post-work rides as well as weekend riding.



PICK YER POISON One option for all time-poor cyclists is indoor training. It is hard, boring and definitely not mountain biking, but it works for many people and helps to get them fitter and faster. Five time world 24-hour solo champion Jason English often speaks of big hours on the trainer at home. If you hadn’t considered it but now think a stationary trainer may work for you; well terrific! However this article isn’t really for you. See ‘Six Weeks to a Faster Ride’ (page 60) if you are willing to work really hard using an indoor trainer to get ready for your key event. A few skills lessons can also help any mountain biker with a competitive urge



Suggested Drills (or even those of you who hate the idea of racing). Every time you slow down for a corner you lose momentum and have to pedal up to speed again. Learn to corner faster and you’ll gain ‘free speed’ – but this article isn’t about skills development either. Our real focus involves devoting some of your limited ride time to focused training sessions that are specifically aimed at increasing your fitness level, and hence your speed on the bike as well as your ability to ride further. These drills are best executed on non-technical fire trails or on the road if getting to the dirt is too much trouble. If you choose to pound the tarmac, you can still do it on the MTB; it’ll just wear your knobby tyres faster.



“ ”



When training time is limited, it's a given that you should work on your climbing.



GET FOCUSED



There is an age-old saying that really works well: train your weaknesses and race your strengths. This means that you should work on the aspects of riding that limit your performance, but put your race-day efforts into the stuff you are good at. For example, most regular mountain bikers challenged whenever the trail points uphill. Unless you are a naturally gifted 55kg climber, you will see a big improvement in your overall lap times by working hard on your climbing ability. Once you have done this you are still going to get smoked by the natural climbers in the race, so use your improved climbing ability to limit your losses and take it to them on the flatter terrain, or in the technical sections—wherever it is that you excel. Some of the people I coach haven’t done enough racing to know what their strengths and weaknesses lie. That’s okay too. Whenever training time is limited, it’s a given that you should work on your climbing as the first priority (except perhaps the gifted climbers). It is *mountain* biking after all; the name implies there will be climbing! As you add to the number of training sessions per week, and once you’ve been training for a long period, you can target other things. Level one riders might have to take exception to my rule-of-thumb because climbing drills typically take around 60 minutes to complete—you may need to look to more time effective sessions. Instead focus on short but intense interval work to progress your fitness. If you are a level two or three rider, you should be thinking about doing the intensity and the hill work in two separate sessions each week. With this, the intensity work should always come before the climbing if



Climbing Repeat (for strength and endurance): This drill involves riding your bike in a good position (don’t let yourself slump or twist) and grinding up a non-technical hill, pedalling at around 60 rpm (one complete pedal revolution per second if you don’t have a cadence meter). You should remain seated the whole time. The ideal hill is about 10 minutes long (obviously you can stop early if your local hill is longer). Start with two 10 minute efforts and work up to several over the course of a few months. Try to quit each session before exhaustion sets in completely. Climbing Interval (for endurance, power): This climbing effort uses a smaller gear and therefore a much higher cadence; around 90 rpm. You remain seated and ride up a hill for four minutes and 45 seconds. This first ascent establishes the baseline for the day by climbing for 4:45 and for each subsequent ascent you will ride to the exact same point. When it takes more than 5:00 to get up the hill, you are done. Short Interval (improves power and strength): Find a straight section of flat to slightly descending trail. Aim for an extremely hard effort that takes between 30 seconds and three minutes. After each go, take a set break between 30 seconds and five minutes to recover. Try to start out too slow so that you can finish evenly. Most people go out too hard and have to ease up part way; it takes several sessions to learn just how hard you can go. After several repeats, when your effort feels like rubbish, quit. There’s absolutely no point in doing poor quality efforts. I like to start at one minute ‘on’ and three minutes ‘off’ and vary things once you really nail the execution. Long Interval (works endurance and strength): On a flat to undulating bit of trail begin with five minutes of hard effort followed by a five minute roll down to recover. Use a loop trail if possible with no tight corners or steep slopes.



Note that these will be quite a lot mellower than the ‘Short Interval’ because they last much longer. When you can do several of these at the same effort level in the one session, double the ‘on’ times to 10 minutes. You may even want to go to 20 minutes ‘on’ when you get good at doing the 10 minute efforts. Endurance: Work in some longer duration, moderate effort rides to build up your endurance abilities. Your endurance target heart rate (or power) is approximately 70-90% of your threshold heart rate (or power). In basic terms, you can ensure you are in the ‘E-zone’ if you can at least speak in short phrases. But make sure you aren’t slacking off either—see ‘recovery’ below. Start off with 30 minutes and work up. The longer these go (within reason), the better, so make the ride as long as your schedule will permit. Recovery: Quite gentle rides that promote active recovery. If the ability to speak means you are in the E-zone then the ability to sing out loud means you are in the R-zone. Try it! As you pick up speed you will lose the ability to sing, but will still be able to talk—this indicated that you’re going too hard and have gone from ‘recovery’ to ‘endurance’.
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Training Sessions Level



Time (Hours)



Rides Per Week



Session 1



Session 2



Session 3



Level 1



2-3



1-2



Climbing or Intervals



-



-



Level 2



4-6



2-4



Intervals



Climbing



-



Level 3



6-8



3-6



Intervals



Climbing



Climbing or Intervals



the sessions are within two days of each other. If you are particularly devoted to training, you should consider adding in a third drill each week (see ‘Training Sessions’ table above). A rider has three enabling factors in their performance abilities: strength – the ability to push a big gear; endurance – being able to pedal for a long time; power – essentially the ability to accelerate. My favourite exercise for cyclists is the climbing repeat—see ‘Suggested Drills’ (page 60) for details on each drill and which factors are targeted. Climbing repeats not only work the strength and endurance abilities in almost equal measure, but also work on technique and mental toughness. A nice counter to the climbing repeat is the climbing interval—it works on both your power and endurance abilities. A very solid level of ascending performance can be obtained just from these two drills. Climbing intervals seem to count more as climbing work than as interval work so generally you should still put an interval session in your week if you have two or more sessions planned. Short intervals are good both because the entire session can be very quick and because it works purely on power. This fits in nicely with the climbing repeats to round out a rider’s abilities. If your climbing ability is particularly suspect and you really want to concentrate on getting better, by all means use the climbing interval as your second session. By mixing and matching drills, you can either supercharge one limiting factor or spread the love around. Combining climbing intervals with long intervals in the week targets endurance. Swap in short intervals instead of long and you are targeting power. Most cyclists progress best on a four-week cycle. This means that after three repeated identical weeks you need to have an easy



While indoor trainer sessions are both boring and painful, they can offer a solution if you need to get fit in and around a busy lifestyle.



week; this is your recovery week. It is during this easier period that your body rebounds from all the stresses placed on it by the preceding three weeks and gets stronger, fitter and faster. If you skip the recovery week for any reason you are minimising the gains that you can realise. During recovery week you should ride the same number of hours but you do not include any tough sessions— try throwing in a recovery ride instead. After three or four cycles it is time to switch things up. Like the changing seasons of the planet, I call these 16-week periods seasons. Over a year you can spend one season on each enabling factor and have the fourth season more generalised. Keeping things fresh keeps your body adapting, maintaining progress over the months and years. So if you’re strapped for time but still want to improve, don’t despair. Formulate a plan, structure your riding as I’ve outlined and you’ll gain far more out of you riding time. Combine this with a sensible diet – balancing the calories that go in and out – and you’ll be shocked by how much you’ll improve. Don’t just ride, ride smart and you’re sure to reap the rewards!



Six Weeks to a Faster Ride Absolutely time strapped but still need to get fit? Well there’s one drill I know of that can dramatically increase your fitness with only six weeks of riding a mere 15 minutes per day for five days in a row and 45 minutes on the sixth day. It requires a trainer, a speedometer and a load of dedication because it is tough. Called the Tabata Protocol, it is named after Dr Tabata who built a team of winning speed skaters in Japan. With a 10 minute warm-up, get your heart rate slowly up the point where speaking is a bit difficult (about 75% of threshold if that means more to you). Then you put it in a fairly large gear and pedal at around 100rpm for 20 seconds keeping the speed constant (I suggest trying 40kph if you don’t know where to start). You then take a 10 second break. Next you repeat the 20 seconds ‘on’ and 10 seconds ‘off’ until you fail. By



‘fail’ I mean that you can no longer achieve the original set speed or you couldn’t hold it for 20 full seconds. Then have a couple of minutes to cool down before calling it a day—you’re done and it only takes 15 minutes! If you didn’t achieve five full intervals then drop your speed by 2kph for next session. If you finished between five and nine efforts, then your efforts are on track and you should aim for the same speed next time. If you did more than nine efforts, increase the speed by 2kph for the next session. This advice applies to the five short sessions. For the one longer weekly session do the same warm-up, then ride for 30 minutes at 60% of the speed you were using the day before. Finish off with exactly four intervals at full speed with a five minute cool down to finish. Have the last day of the week completely off the bike.
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Tubeless Tyre Sealants N ot that long ago sealant based tubeless setups used to be hit-and-miss backyard conversions. Now many regular MTB tyres are pitched as being ‘tubeless ready’ and a decent number of tyre brands have sealants that bear their name. With so many new products on the market, we decided to see whatt they had to offer. After assembling 14 different tubeless sealants we tested their ability to fix punctures, compared longevity and took notes on their differing qualities. To put things in context, it’s important to run through the test procedures.



Tread Punctures – We made holes of various sizes to test the puncture repair-ability. This starts with a 2.5mm nail before moving onto a big 4.5mm nail and then a 6.5mm bugle screw. The wheel was kept upright and spinning during this test, only stopping briefly to rupture the tyre. This test was repeated numerous times to ensure that our observations were consistent.



the casing. After a month and a half, 9% of the longer lasting sealant had been lost while 16% of the faster evaporating sealant had gone. This reflects what we found in the open cups, although the results weren’t as distinctly varied when the fluid was inside the tyre. All of these tests were conducted using the same brand and model of tyre on the same rim, and we did our best to maintain consistency throughout. For each tests we’ve rated the performance on a scale of one through to 10.



TEST PROTOCOL Price – Beyond listing the straight out prices, we’ve also provided a cost per 100ml for each product. This is close to the amount that you’ll need to use per tyre. Where different quantities are offered, this pricing is calculated using the mid-sized bottle—usually 500ml. If they don’t offer a 500ml bottle we simply used the next closest size. Most manufacturers offer a recommended per tyre serve but in many cases these suggestions are on the conservative side. They may say to use 50-60ml of sealant but this is the same figure they printed eight or 10 years ago when everybody was getting around on 26inch wheels and skinny 2.0 tyres. With 2.25 tyres now being common for XC use (and wider for general trail riding), we feel it’s advisable to run 80-100ml of sealant per tyre— especially if you’re using 29-inch wheels. Where a manufacture recommends more than 100ml per tyre, you may as well roll with it. Also note that it’s much cheaper to buy sealant in large quantities. Brands that only offer small bottles appear comparatively expensive however they can be a convenient option for the infrequent user.



Sidewall Punctures – Whilst the wheel was spinning, a 2mm puncture was made at the widest part of the sidewall. Again this was repeated for consistency. Longevity – Sealants dry up and may need renewing every few months. Evaporation occurs through the tyre casing as it’s slightly porous, but in the end some sealants evaporate quicker than others. To compare, we placed 60ml (60g) of each sealant in an open plastic cup and kept track of the weight to measure moisture loss over time. Testing the longevity in an open cup speeds the process substantially. To check the relevance of this experiment, we also conducted an in-tyre test. We pitched one of the longest lasting sealants against one of the fastest drying; 100ml (100g) of each sealant was placed inside a brand new tyre and they were rotated daily to keep them flowing around



Tyre Compatibility Our review period spanned a two-month period, so one thing we couldn’t test is how these sealants affect the tyre with long-term use. Aside from the homebrew concoction, every single product is marketed as being non-hazardous, non-toxic and non-harmful to tyres and rims. Five or so years back, many tyres would react badly to sealant products; sometimes the rubber would delaminate from the casing while other times they would simply blow off the rim. Recent experience suggests that most current generation mountain bike tyres work quite well with sealants and tubeless setups. So combine a recognised sealant with a modern ‘tubeless ready’ tyre, mount them to a suitable rim and you shouldn’t see any problems within the normal life of the tyre.



Bontrager TLR



True Blue Puncture Goo



Distributed by: Trek Bicycles Australia www.bontrager.com



Distributed by: True Blue 1300 258 466 www.truebluegoo.net



Price: $4.22 per 100ml (based on 1L bottle) 59ml - $6 946ml - $40



Price: $4.40 per 100ml 250ml - $16 500ml - $22 1,000ml - $44



Smaller holes (2.5-4.5mm):



Smaller holes (2.5-4.5mm):



Big 6.5mm puncture:



Big 6.5mm puncture:



Sidewall:



Sidewall:



Longevity:



Longevity:



  



The TLR sealant is thin and flows easily around the tyre to get to punctures quickly. Whilst it performed very well on small to mid-sized punctures it fell short on the bigger 6.5mm hole. A fair quantity of sealant was lost before the air loss slowed, and then the tyre wouldn’t hold more than 20psi. The Bontrager product is really well priced and it’s one of the longest lasting sealants—as a result it offers really good value. Go by their recommended 50-60ml serving size and it’ll only cost $2.10 per tyre but I’d be inclined to use a bit more. Go with 80-100ml per tyre and there’s a better chance it’ll be able to plug a larger cut.



FRM Distributed by: Carbuta Pty Ltd 0439 902 770 www.frmbike.com Price: $5.40 per 100ml 500ml - $27 1,000ml - $47



   



This Aussie made sealant is quite different to most. Rather than being toxic smelling and latex based, it relies on a pulp-like material suspended in water. As long as you don’t let it dry out within your tyre, it’s relatively easy to clean up and won’t leave your hands covered in a sticky latex mess. It evaporated at a faster rate than most of the other products on test. When sealed within a tyre it lost 16% of its volume over a six week period compared with the longer-lasting products which only lost 9%. The comparatively large 125ml recommended dose means that you won’t need to top-up too frequently but you’ll also have more weight in your wheels and go through the product faster. Performance wise the water based product performed very well and even plugged the larger holes without too much trouble. A good locally made option for anyone who’s sick of dealing with stinky latex based sealants.



Juice Distributed by: SCV Imports (02) 4353 2633 www.scvimports.com.au Price: $5.80 per 100ml 500ml - $29



Smaller holes (2.5-4.5mm):



Smaller holes (2.5-4.5mm):



Big 6.5mm puncture:



Big 6.5mm puncture:



Sidewall:



Sidewall:



Longevity:



Longevity:



   



FRM is well known for their lightweight XC race oriented products and they’ve been offering their sealant for many years now. It’s one of the stickiest and most pungent sealants that we’ve tried. It offered moderate sealing performance on smaller holes but seems to lack the floating particles required to plug larger holes. It was also the fastest drying sealant on test; run the suggested 60ml dose and it’ll need regular topping up if you want to maintain puncture protection on the trail. The dense latex formula clings all around the tyre casing; this gives it half a chance of sealing smaller sidewall nicks. As it spreads itself around, it forms a solid rubberised layer that makes the casing reliably airtight— even once sealant has dried it’ll still hold air. And once the FRM sealant has plugged a hole, it remains sealed and doesn’t open up easily like some of the lower viscosity latex sealants.



  



 UK designed Juice sealant has a slightly creamy consistency and it really clings inside the tyre. There are both good and bad traits that stem from this. It takes a while to pool in one spot which makes the job of sealing larger holes tough. On the upside, its clingy nature helps it stick to the sidewalls and it is better able to seal small holes in that area. Juice works moderately well on smaller punctures but larger holes took some effort to seal; I had to stop the wheel and wait for the fluid to run down to the hole. While it wasn't the fastest sealing, it provided a reliably strong fix once a hole was plugged. Juice smells all right for a latex based sealant and while it takes a while to clean up, it seems less inclined to leave dried up latex residue stuck to the inside of the tyre casing.
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WTB



e-Thirteen Plasma



Distributed by: Dirt Works (02) 9679 8400 www.dirtworks.com.au



Distributed by: Dirt Works (02) 9679 8400 www.dirtworks.com.au



Price:$5.80 per 100ml 500ml - $29



Price: $6 per 100ml 250ml - $15 1,000ml - $25



Smaller holes (2.5-4.5mm):



 Big 6.5mm puncture:







Sidewall:







Longevity:







  



Well known for their tyres, WTB also makes a sealant. It’s thin, latex based and loaded with coarse granular particles that help it seal. It works too, and was amongst the best when it came to sealing punctures within the tread area. In addition to sealing quickly, it also formed a relatively sturdy plug within the hole. This made for a more reliable seal that was less likely to open as you rode. As for the negatives; it wasn’t a long lasting sealant and evaporated fairly quickly. When it did dry, it left a hard to remove mess thanks to the particle heavy mix. We weren’t fans of the bottle either; the lid doubles as a handy valve core applicator but it’s not removable and the small opening kept clogging with the sealant—in the end we cut it open and transferred the sealant to a wide mouth bottle.
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Smaller holes (2.5-4.5mm): Big 6.5mm puncture: Sidewall:



Longevity:







This is a brand-new sealant that’s said to use a ‘uniquely compounded acrylic resin with self-cross-linking properties’. Whatever it was, the eThirteen product was very effective at sealing punctures. It instantly sealed smaller punctures and the 4.5mm holes were stopped within five seconds. Even the biggest punctures were sealed in 5-10 seconds. While it was right near the top of the ladder in the puncture sealing stakes, it did evaporate relatively quickly in our testing, so you’ll need to top it up a little more frequently. When purchased by the litre, Plasma is the most affordable commercially available sealant that we reviewed, so adding a little extra per tyre won’t break the bank (it comes out at $2.50 per 100ml).



OKO Magic Milk



Oz Riders Spex



Distributed by: Cassons (02) 8882 1900 www.oko.com



Distributed by: Southcotts (03) 9580 7388 www.ozriders.com.au



Price: Price: $6 per 100ml 250ml - $15



Price: $7 per 100ml 500ml - $35 1,000ml - $60 5,000ml - $227



Smaller holes (2.5-4.5mm):







Smaller holes (2.5-4.5mm):



Big 6.5mm puncture:







Sidewall:







Longevity:







  



OKO offers a broad range of sealants and the Magic Milk has been made specifically with tubeless MTB applications in mind. It’s based on a synthetic latex formula and features a thicker consistency than most. It’s slower running nature coats the inner casing all around and offers some resistance to small sidewall nicks. It was moderately fast at sealing on the smaller 2.5mm holes but took 15-20 seconds to plug the 4.5mm puncture. It failed to repair the largest 6.5mm hole. The OKO fluid was long lasting and maintained a similar slightly thick consistency for an extended period. It was also reasonably pleasant smelling for a latex based sealant and comes in a handy bottle with an extendable applicator tube.



Big 6.5mm puncture: Sidewall:



Longevity:



 As the name suggests, Oz Riders is an Australian made product. It’s a thin latex based fluid with suspended particles that it has a strongly pungent smell. In this respect it’s not dissimilar to Stan’s, Bontrager, WTB and others. Spex was well above average when it came to fixing small to mid-sized holes and about mid-pack when sealing the largest punctures. It took 2030 seconds to slow the air loss with the big 6.5mm hole and I needed to stop the wheel and let the sealant pool to fix the puncture entirely. Once a large hole was sealed, it didn’t take long for the particles to form a strong and reliable repair—it was generally less prone to weeping than other low viscosity, fast flowing sealants. Spex was also amongst the longest lasting sealants that we tried, although we’d suggest running more than the recommended 50ml dose for improved sealing ability.



Distributed by: JetBlack Products (02) 4560 1200 www.jetblackproducts.com Price: $7.40 per 100ml 59ml - $7 473ml - $35 946ml - $55 Smaller holes (2.5-4.5mm):



 Big 6.5mm puncture:



 Sidewall:



 Longevity:



 Stan’s NoTubes is the brand that really kicked off the sealant based tubeless tyre trend. Over the years the process has gone from a hit-andmiss conversion that was frowned upon by tyre manufacturers, to an entirely mainstream way to go tube-free. This experience clearly counts for something, as their product was consistently the fastest acting. It sealed most punctures instantly and even the biggest hole was made airtight within 5-10 seconds. It also remained liquid for a long time, so top-ups won’t be too frequent. While large punctures were stopped in a speedy manner, they still tended to open up and weep a little when riding. Air loss was minimal though, which is the important part if you want to complete your ride. The particles that help Stan’s seal so well also have a tendency to ‘ball up’ inside the tyre and like most sealants it’s not the nicest smelling. On the whole the criticisms are pretty minor when you consider how well it performs its number one goal—quickly sealing punctures.



Caffelatex Distributed by: Echelon Sports (07) 3902 1155 www.echelonsports.com.au Price: $9.60 per 100ml 250ml - $24 1,000ml - $57 Smaller holes (2.5-4.5mm):



 Big 6.5mm puncture:



 6.5mm puncture (with ZOT):



 Sidewall:



 Longevity:



Schwalbe Doc Blue Distributed by: BikeBox (03) 9555 5800 www.bikebox.com.au Price: $8 per 100ml 60ml - $20 (includes a metal presta/schrader valve remover) 500ml - $40 (with extra applicator bottle and valve remover) Smaller holes (2.5-4.5mm):



 Big 6.5mm puncture:



 Sidewall:



 Longevity:



 Doc Blue comes in the same bottle as the No Tubes product and the fluid looks identical too, so it shouldn’t come as a surprise to find ‘Produced by Stan’s No Tubes’ in small print on the label. This isn’t a bad thing as Stan’s is a top performing product. There are some points of difference however. Each 500ml bottle is supplied with a 60ml applicator bottle and a presta/ schrader valve remover. The valve tool is a high quality metal piece and a real keeper, while the extra bottle is handy for measuring and injecting via the valve stem. These ‘extras’ add $5 to the cost of a 500ml bottle when compared to the Stan’s product, which seems entirely reasonable. Performance wise, the Blue Doc was pretty much identical to Stan’s. It fixed the 2.5mm punctures instantly and the 4.5mm holes were sealed within three to five seconds. The 6.5mm hole was plugged in 5-10 seconds but would open up again if you flexed the tyre casing. It should get you home without stopping but you’ll need to patch or repair the tyre if you want a reliable long-term fix.



Mavic Distributed by: Groupe Sportif (03) 8878 1000 www.groupesportif.com Price: $16.70 per 100ml 120ml - $20 Smaller holes (2.5-4.5mm):



 Big 6.5mm puncture:



 Sidewall:



 Longevity:







 When we last reviewed the CaffeLatex product (2010) it really struggled to fix mid-to-larger size punctures. That has clearly changed and the newer formula does a pretty respectable job. However the standout feature is its foaming properties; once shaken it forms a frothy mist inside the tyre. It was the only product that stood a chance of sealing sidewall punctures whilst you rode. Whilst it’s a solid performer on smaller holes, it still battles to fix larger punctures. That’s where their ‘ZOT’ product comes in. It’s a catalyst that solidifies the sealant; inject it into a larger hole and it’ll plug it up straight way. It was very effective but you’ll need to stop to apply the ZOT and hope that you’ve not lost all the air and sealant before you get there. Combine a bottle of ZOT with their ‘Espresso Doppio’ (a small $29 canister that’s charged with gas and sealant) and you’ll be able to perform trail-side tubeless repairs. A bottle of ZOT sells for around $25 and comes with a tiny frame mounting bracket.



Made to complement Mavic’s new wheel and tyre systems, their sealant is only offered in a small 120ml bottle—enough to do one or two wheels depending on the serving size. While this may be a convenient, it’s not an economical way to buy if you’re a frequent user with regular punctures and tyre swaps. Much of the high price is due to the serving size; even the most affordable sealant that we looked at would more than double in cost if we calculated on the smallest quantity. The Mavic product is thin and flows well around the tyre. It was near instant when sealing 2.5mm holes and plugged the 4.5mm punctures within 5-7 seconds. This out-rates Mavic’s claims as they say it’ll only seal holes up to 3mm. The large puncture presented a real challenge; it was able to stem the air loss but I had to stop and let the sealant pool over the hole. The Mavic product scores well in the longevity stakes; once installed, you shouldn’t need to top it up too frequently.
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Stan's NoTubes



Hutchinson Protect Air



Homebrew



Distributed by: Apollo Bicycles (03) 9700 9400 www.apollobikes.com



Price: $1.30 per 100ml 4L - $52



Price: $23.30 per 100ml 120ml - $28







Smaller holes (2.5-4.5mm): Big 6.5mm puncture:







Smaller holes (2.5-4.5mm):



Sidewall:











Big 6.5mm puncture:



Longevity:











Sidewall:



 Longevity:
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Like the Mavic product, Hutchinson only offers their sealant in a small 120ml serve—that’s one or two tyre’s worth of sealant. At $28 per bottle it’s not a cheap way to buy but it’s a convenient serving size if you’re an infrequent user. Adding to the convenience, the poptop lid features a drip-free opening that seals around the valve stem when injecting the fluid. Hutchinson says it’ll heal 1-2mm holes but our 2.5mm punctures were sealed within six seconds. The 4.5mm hole produces a fair bit of spray but sealed in around 10 seconds. It failed to seal the large 6.5mm holes. It was above average in its longevity but still tended to thicken a bit faster than some of the other watery latex based products.



ue l B e u Tr E R U T C N U P



O GESO T. 1978



Backyard scientists have been concocting their own sealants for many years and a quick browse of popular MTB forums will soon have you overwhelmed with recipe options and a plethora of opinions. We mixed up a simple blend using one part latex mould builder (from a craft shop), three parts window cleaner (to keep the product runny) and a bag of glitter to add sediment for plugging punctures. Once combined with the other ingredients, the $30 one litre tub of latex was enough to make four litres of sealant for $52. Our blend managed to provide respectable puncture protection. With an 80ml serve it sealed the smaller holes within five to 10 seconds. Bigger holes were also plugged but it took a good deal longer and continued to open up as the tyre casing flexed. It wasn’t long lasting but it is cheap if you’re a frequent user. Will your homebrew mix eat your tyres and corrode your expensive wheels? Well it’s a possibility. Every sealant manufacturer pitches their product as being safe and non-corrosive but who can say with a homemade blend.



Why are people converting to True Blue Goo? As seen in



S AS



NCTURE



PU APPEN! • Contains NO Ammonia or Glycol! Mountain Biking THEY H Australia’s Sealant • Does not damage the rubber! Shootout! • Works in Tube & Tubeless! Proud supporters of: • Prolongs life of the tyre! • Remains as a liquid! • Easy to install! • Will not ball up! For more information • Washes out easily! • Cost effective www.trueblueGOO.com



1300 258 466



Australian Made for Australian Conditions!



SEALANT SUMMARY After testing 14 different products we can only conclude that they’re all different and each has something to offer. NoTubes, e-Thirteen, Schwalbe, Spex, WTB and Mavic were all consistently fast at sealing punctures in the tread area. Bontrager was close behind and, based on the manufacturer's recommended serve, it was the cheapest per tyre to use (next to the slightly questionable homebrew blend).



Water-based True Blue Goo is great if you hate peeling dried latex off your tyres and it worked pretty well too. Caffe Latex was the only product that stood any real chance of sealing sidewall punctures. FRM provided a strong seal with its high latex content. Juice and OKO were mid-pack performers that were less ‘on the nose’ than the more pungent smelling latex sealants. Article & Photography by John Hardwick



Brand



Sml-Med Punctures



Large Punctures



Sidewall Punctures



Longevity



Cost per 100ml



Homebrew



















$1.00



Bontrager



















$4.22



True Blue Puncture Goo 



$4.40















FRM



















$5.40



Juice



















$5.80



WTB



















$5.80



e-Thirteen Plasma



















$6.00



OKO Magic Milk



















$6.00



Oz Riders Spex



















$7.00



NoTubes



















$7.40



Schwalbe Doc Blue



















$8.00



Caffelatex



















$9.60



Caffelatex + ZOT



















$9.60 (ZOT $25)



Mavic



















$16.70*



Hutchinson Protect Air 















$23.30*



*See note on pricing under 'Test Protocol' within the introduction.
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Sealant Performance
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Beyond Imagination Danny MacAskill became a YouTube sensation in 2009, and he hasn’t looked back since. Steve Thomas caught up with the flying Scotsman between cuts.



L



ate on April the 19th 2009 the 23-yearold Scotsman went to bed much as he did every other night. Little did he know that just a few hours later he would wake up as a newfound internet star, thanks to his Inspired Bicycles video. It was a true overnight success; “I really don’t know how it happened; right time, right place maybe, and I still don’t understand,” he told me when questioned about the success of the video. YouTube is stacked with great videos of people doing insane stuff on bikes, but somehow Danny’s videos go above and beyond the rest; he shines out in a way that few others do. That initial video went viral and by the following morning he was virtually famous. Things would never be the same again for the Scot. Some 34 million people have hit on the Inspired Bicycles video since then. Danny is possibly the most famous cyclist in the world, at least within the mainstream market. Even if people don’t know his name, there’s a good chance they’ve seen his amazing riding on their screens. Note that I say ‘cyclist’; Danny considers himself to be a mountain biker and a trials rider but he doesn’t really fit any specific genre. He clearly has his own unique riding style and



this has been a real driver for his success. At that time Danny was riding street trials. He was sponsored by Inspired Bicycles whilst working full-time as a bike mechanic and sharing a flat with a few mates. “There were seven of us living in the flat—a bit like a student house really; relaxed and chilled. Dave (Sowerby) is one of my flat mates and he filmed the fist video.” Almost overnight he quit his job and set about making his way as a pro trials rider, “I honestly would have never of believed that my life would go this way. I’d made videos years before but they’d never gone viral like this, although we did one in Aviemore (Scotland) in 2005 that was quite big on MySpace. Not long after the Inspired video I got my first well paid job; a Volkswagen advert, and that was the start of things.” Speaking to Danny is inspired in its own right. We were at the Eurobike trade show and just about everybody wanted a slice of his time, yet he remained humble, smiling and engaging, even apologetic of his status; “It’s not always like this, sometimes it really takes me aback. Most of the time I’m at home and working on new projects—it’s a lot more low key.” Danny’s ride to fame began in the Isle of Skye; a wild and spectacular part of the



Scottish Highlands. “As a kid I was really into mountain biking. I would try and ride up and over everything, and ended up breaking stuff on the bike regularly.” His early riding and bike attrition were ultimately to shape his future, “In the end my bike was more or less a trials bike because of this, and that’s how I really discovered trials; through breaking stuff. We lived in a small village and the local policeman would catch me riding on things and take me home—it became a regular occurrence.”



DAILY GRIND From the outside it may seem like the dream life; travel to amazing places and just ride your bike over things. Ask any of Danny’s peers about his success and they will admiringly strike on his work ethic and ingenious creativity as his key attributes—it certainly wasn’t pure luck. Take his Imaginate video as a classic example; the one where he rode around with huge toys in his make believe bedroom. This was conceived and created by Danny himself, “It never feels like work to me, but filming can be stressful. I really wanted to take things indoors, and Imaginate was about that. My thinking was that it would ease the stress of the weather, but I really didn’t imagine just



how much more difficult it would be.” A disused building was used for the film, “We had limited time as the owner had scheduled re-development and we were under pressure to get the job done. I’d been injured quite badly before this, and was pushing the therapists and myself to recover in time for the shoot. I had to push everybody really hard too and there were some very long days doing stuff; in some cases I didn’t even know if the tricks were possible.” One of the major new stunts in the video involved doing a flip over a huge inflatable ball; “That one trick took 300 attempts to get right. The camera was on a dolly and the team had to run 5km with it until we finally got it right, but I do like to push myself on every shoot.” Quite early in his career the RedBull media powerhouse hopped aboard, and together they’ve produced some amazing videos, some of which have been more special than others to him personally. “The Argentinean film Epecuen was pretty special to me, I just hadn’t quite expected it.” The film featured him riding around a once popular tourist village that was engulfed in a flood when a nearby dam broke. Mid-2014 saw one his most controversial videos being released, where he rode with the bunnies around the infamous Playboy mansion. “I was in California and we got a call from my sponsors asking me to do it. It wasn’t something I’d planned myself but it seemed harmless enough. In the UK Playboy has a really soft reputation, so I didn’t think it would offend anybody.”



LIFE ON THE EDGE More than making up for the Playboy ‘blip’ he followed through with The Ridge; perhaps his finest and most challenging film to date. For this project he returned home to the Isle of Skye, and took on the Cuillin



Ridge; the most exposed and famous ridgeline traverse in the British Isles. Until they started filming, he’d never scaled the 11km long ledge, which is regarded as the most difficult ‘scramble’ in the UK. In good weather, clambering and climbing up the exposed terrain usually takes around 20 hours. Throughout the filming, a BBC film crew also followed the team and made a documentary that aired on mainstream UK television. All done the project took six very long days of filming, with a full team clambering up and down to different peaks along the ridge on a daily basis. “The longest day was 23 hours, but we were lucky with the weather.” Danny said. It had been a long-term goal, or wish, to ride a bike on the ridge. “I grew up looking at it, and always wondered if it would be possible to ride my bike there. I spoke with Stu Thompson (Cut Media filmmaker) and we decided to go for it.” Showing off the beauty of Skye to the world was a huge driving force behind the project. “I wanted people to see just how amazing it is. I had a rough target in mind for hits on the film, but within a few days it had reached somewhere in the 10 million region—it really surpassed all expectations.” It was also noteworthy as the first big production where Danny was riding a regular mountain bike—a Santa Cruz dually. Don’t be surprised if we see a new genre of films ahead for Danny, although topping The Ridge would be a huge ask. “Japan has always interested me. It would be great to do something there if the opportunity comes up,” he said with a glint and possibly a hint.



DROP & ROLL In the meantime he was back on the road with the Drop & Roll tour; a travel-



ling street trials circus that he had created. “It’s been going pretty well so far. I wanted to create something not only for me, but to also show off the amazing talent of the younger street trials riders.” Offers to perform come along more frequently than metro trains but he’s pretty selective, and also sticks to his loyalties over royalties. “I get asked to do some pretty amazing things. Carrying the Olympic torch was very special to me. I was also asked to perform for Prince William and Kate, but it clashed with my friend’s wedding and that was more important.” Back at home and away from the fans he still loves nothing more than to ride. “What I enjoy more than anything is just to go out riding around the city (Glasgow) at night. After dark there are not many people about and I just like to go and ride off into the night, preferably alone. All around the city I have tubes and pumps stashed away for emergencies.” So if you do happen to find yourself on a late night stroll through Glasgow, don’t be surprised if you see a phantom like night-rider hopping over something simply insane. Photo: Steve Thomas.
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Photo: RedBull Media.
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trail test



Trek Fuel EX 9.8 27.5 I



n 2014, when Trek turned their Fuel EX range into a 29er-only platform, I was a very sad boy. It’s not that the 29ers were a bad bike, but the outgoing 26-inch wheeled Fuel EX had been a favourite of mine for quite some time. It offered a perfect mix of efficiency and playfulness which, in my eyes at least, had made it one of the most versatile, capable and fun trail bikes of the last five years. You can no doubt imagine, then, that my interest was well and truly piqued by the emergence of the all new 27.5 wheeled version. It was with a mix of excitement and apprehension that I took delivery of the carbon framed EX 9.8 for a few months of trouncing around on the trails. Excitement,



because I hoped that the DNA of its predecessor would shine through in this new generation; and apprehension because the bar had been set pretty high and the new EX had a great deal to live up to. The lime green machine has been put through its paces on everything from smooth fire road grinds to chunky, natural downhill trails and the verdict is in; there’s a lot to like, and Trek have done a lot more than just slap some slightly bigger wheels onto the previous Fuel EX.



FUEL ECONOMY The EX 9.8 is the second from top in a five bike line-up ranging in price from $9,999 down to $2,799. Their top model has a full carbon fibre frame, whilst the



lower three are all alloy. With a carbon fibre frame and alloy chainstay, the $5,899 the Fuel EX 9.8 splits the difference between the exotic and the affordable. It features clean, classy and mostly straight lines with colour-matched components and geometric decals that add a touch of mature sophistication to the aesthetics. The vibrant green isn’t as eye-watering as some of the fluoro colours kicking around at the moment, and whilst it still won’t be everyone’s cup of tea, it’s unlikely to date too quickly. There’s the now expected plastic down tube protector to guard against errant rock strikes, and the inclusion of ISCG tabs makes fitting a chain guide a breeze if you want to boost drivetrain security. Trek was



1



stretch out on extended climbs and it’ll help to keep your weight behind the front wheel on nasty downhills too. Fortunately, Trek has also kept the chainstays respectably short at 433mm, so it’s easy to loft the front wheel over drops and leaning back makes it easy manual your way down the street to impress a potential suitor. While the overall wheelbase is comfortably long, isn’t like steering a container ship. The Fuel EX’s bottom bracket height strikes a good balance between low for carving turns, and high for pedal clearance on the ups; in my opinion too many manufacturers are, at present, forgetting that you need to get to the top of the hill before you can bomb back down, and technical climbing should be a strong point for mid-travel bikes. Props also to Trek for continuing to make five frame sizes; with a medium, medium/large, and large, the vast majority of riders can get the perfect size rather than falling in between a too small and a too big option. The geometry element I’m not sure about is the head angle; it’s stated as 68-degrees which is pretty normal, but on my first ride it felt steeper than that, so I had another look at the charts. According to the Trek website, the geometry isn’t measured at the static height. Instead it’s taken with 25% sag at the rear suspension and only 10% at the front. I’d generally run a minimum of 15% at the front and often 20% sag to improve traction. With more front sag head angle is more like 68.5-69 degrees. Whilst this is perfectly fine for climbing, traversing, and flow trails, it definitely feels less comfortable than some of the competition on rough descents.



RE:AKTIV REVOLUTIONS One big change for 2015 is in the EX 9.8’s suspension. It’s not a structural change; the ABP Full Floater suspension design is still there, as is Trek’s proprietary dual-chamber DRCV shock. These are very good things; I’ve always been a fan of the ABP design with its concentric rear axle pivot and active braking qualities. When combined with the variable spring rate of the shock, it produces a rear end that is supple enough to hug the ground, yet supportive enough to pedal efficiently and resist blowing through the travel at the first
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sign of a ripple in the trail. What is new is the custom valved ‘RE:aktiv’ damper, developed as a collaboration between Trek, Fox and motorsport suspension gurus Penske Racing. One of the biggest challenges in mountain bike suspension has always been to have a design that doesn’t move exces1. Trek’s APB suspension design is well sorted and a real favourite for many. 2. With the 120mm travel Float 32 fork, the Fuel has a head angle that’s a little on the steep side; it delivers good agility for smooth and flowing terrain. 3. The mix of clamp-on Shimano shifters and a Reverb dropper remote adds clutter to the cockpit.



2
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one of the pioneers of carbon fibre bike construction and they’ve now been at it for two decades. From the massive, slightly angular tube shapes to the keyed pivot hardware, their experience and attention to detail is very clear; they’ve even bolted the front derailleur mount onto the seat tube so it can be removed for a cleaner appearance should you wish to run a one-by transmission. It’s also good to see enough clearance around the rear triangle for rubber up to 2.4-inches wide. The 2,410g frame weight (19.5-inch) is definitely at the lighter end of the spectrum, especially given how burly and stiff the frame is, whilst the overall weight of 12.37kg without pedals reflects the inclusion of a dropper post, moderate weight wheels and the two-by drivetrain components. Shimano’s XT drivetrain and brakes are what many ‘in the know’ riders would choose for a ground-up build. They offer a nice balance of bling and value for money along with a reputation for near maintenance free serviceability that’s second to none. The double front chainring goes against the current trend for one-by drivetrains, but it does mean you’ve got a gear for just about any terrain imaginable, whether uphill or down. Cable routing is a mixed bag; the rear brake line is external (yay!) and whilst both derailleur cables are internal from the factory, there is provision to run the front derailleur cable externally if you prefer, although there’s no such option for the rear derailleur. The dropper post routing is internal too, thanks to the highly regarded RockShox Reverb Stealth. Bontrager (Trek’s in-house brand) provides the wheels, tyres and cockpit; all are good value, high quality items. It’s great to see a nicely short 60mm stem, and whilst the 720mm handlebar may be a tad narrow for some by modern standards, it’s not far from the mark; I fitted a 740mm wide alternative after a few spins on the stock bar, but this will largely come down to personal preference. In keeping with the current trend towards longer front centre measurements, the 19.5-inch frame has a reach of nearly 450mm. This combines with the moderate 73-degree seat angle to create a 627mm effective top tube; plenty long enough to



4. While 2x10 drivetrain offers a wide gear range a one-by setup with a 32-tooth would have been optimal for the suspension kinematics. 5. Plenty of clearance here for meaty tyres. 6. A good size rubber guard protects the underside of the downtube. 7. Beautifully made; the main rocker is formed from one piece of magnesium to keep the weight down. 8. The dropper post hose is routed next to the brake line before popping inside the frame near the bottom bracket.



firm level of support when stomping on the gas, but opens up seamlessly to absorb trail impacts of all sizes—that’s the marketing claim, anyway. I’m keeping my eye out for flying pigs, because this is one of those occasions where the marketing hype is actually very close to the truth. Leave the shock in its open setting, where the RE:aktiv damper doesn’t come into effect, and the EX 9.8 behaves as it would with any other Fox shock in place. It pedals extremely well whilst you remain seated, with virtually no discernible movement. Standing efforts in the big ring elicit a noticeable amount of bob, but leaving the chain in the small ring keeps the suspension composed due to higher levels of chain-related anti-squat. The rear wheel stays planted on terra firma over all sizes of bumps, and it’s one of the most supple bikes available in the 120130mm travel range. Flipping the shock-mounted CTD lever to either the middle or firm setting brings the fancy RE:aktiv damper circuits into the equation. The mid-setting provides a subtle but noticeable increase in suspension support, either to resist pedalling movement or bottoming the suspension on G-outs, or to
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9. Trek partnered with motorsport suspension specialists Penske Racing to develop the RE:aktiv rear shock.



sively from rider weight shifts, braking and pedalling input, but still reacts quickly and easily to lumps, bumps and dips in the trails surface—something that moves when you want it to and remains stable at other times. It’s not dissimilar in motorsport; a Formula One car needs to be stable under massive acceleration and braking forces whilst still allowing the wheels to maintain ground contact over the ripple strips when cornering. Lots of different ideas have been used to try and balance these two conflicting needs; in the F1 world computers were used (until they were banned), and in the MTB arena we see technology like Fox’s CTD damper and the Specialized ‘Brain’, which uses a brass-weighted inertia valve to distinguish between bump forces and rider movement. Critics often say that inertia valves produce a wooden on/off feel, while Fox’s CTD shocks often wind up being too stiff or too subtle. Penske’s regressive damper technology – a design borrowed from the world of F1 and adapted to mass-production MTB applications – claims to strike the perfect, seamless balance between the two extremes. Using very clever mechanical valving, the RE:aktiv damper provides a
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push against when pumping over bumps or launching off the ground. The firm setting simply super-sizes these same effects, but without making the suspension feel totally unresponsive—it works far better than any ‘lockout’ is ever going to do. With these settings there is a corresponding slight decrease in suppleness over trail chatter but it’s not much and it isn’t overly detrimental to the suspension performance. Just as the marketing suggests; when the hits come harder and faster the RE:aktiv shock opens up in a truly seamless manner, so that even in the firmest setting you can leave the shock alone, bomb a gnarly downhill or cruise through serious braking bumps without having to book a dental appointment the next week to replace your fillings. The RE:aktiv shock does everything it claims, and from a trail riders perspective it feels better than an inertia valve design. Perhaps it’s better than Fox’s CTD system too, but the improvement here is much, much smaller; in a double blind test, I think the vast majority of riders would struggle to tell the difference between a well tuned CTD shock and the Penske beast. This is in no way a slight on the RE:aktiv damper, merely a credit to Fox who have also spent a lot of time and money refining their own MTB suspension technology.



PERSONAL RE:AKTION So here’s the thing; in order to balance the conflicting demands placed on MTB rear suspension, designers tend to go down one of two routes; either they refine the suspension kinematics to allow chain tension to balance unwanted movement, or they use clever damper technology to do the same thing. To use both techniques seems largely redundant, and Trek’s ABP system, especially when using a 32-tooth front chainring (around which it is optimised), simply doesn’t need a clever shock to behave neutrally. Both the alloy EX 9 and the top-end EX 9.9 use a 1x11 transmission that’s based around a 32-tooth ring, and when we rigged our test mule with the same size chainring, we found that it behaved flawlessly without needing anything other than the open damper setting. It was efficient and traction-hungry on the climbs, lively and responsive on the flats, and supple and sorted on the downs. Having the RE:aktiv



damper doesn’t make the EX 9.8 any worse, but it doesn’t really make it radically better either. Personally I think Trek would have been better off putting the clever damper tech into a fork where it would really be of benefit. Kitting out the entire Fuel EX range with one-by transmissions would allow their already excellent suspension system do its thing, and it would do so with the regular DRCV shock. You may appreciate the stiffer damper settings if you come from a road or XC-race background, but I feel the performance gain is quite minimal once you’re on the dirt. I’m also going out on a limb to say that the EX’s stiff frame and entirely sorted rear suspension are sold short by the skinnylegged, short-travel fork and steepish head angle. These days, many brands are fitiing their shorter travel trail bikes with more travel up front to boost confidence in the rough without losing agility and efficiency. I feel that the Fuel would also benifit from this style of setup; it would be an absolute beast of a trail bike with a 140mm travel Pike or Fox 34 up front. As it stands it’s a perfectly good bike for moderate trails, but its capabilities in the chunder would improve astronomically with a more capable fork and the added height would serve to slacken the front end too. Should you spend your hard earned on the Fuel EX9.8? That’s going to be a personal decision. If your trails or riding style doesn’t involve super technical or gnarly descents, it presents a well-rounded package based on a very well made frame and the proven ABP suspension. Personally, I’d opt for a frame-only with a build based on a burly fork and a one-by transmission, or simply spring for the alloy framed Fuel EX9. At $4,499 the EX9 already comes with a one-by drivetrain; a change that would come close to negating the weight gain from the alloy frame. The money saved could then be spent upgrading to a bigger fork and some wider, lighter wheels; two hop-ups that would enhance the ride more than the carbon frame alone. It’s certainly a great bike with some clever technology, but with a few changes the EX 9.8 could easily be one of the best trail bikes available. Article by Steve Hinchliffe Photography by John Hardwick



Thumbs Up



• Refined APB suspension design • Lightweight and stiff carbon frame • Great handling for flowing terrain



Thumbs Down • Would benefit from a one-by drivetrain • Head angle on the steep side for some • Untapped potential in the rough



SPECIFICATIONS Frame



OCLV Mountain Carbon with alloy chainstay



Shock



Trek/Fox DRCV with RE:aktiv damping 120mm



Fork



Fox Float 32 Performance CTD 120mm travel



Headset



Cane Creek E2



Handlebars



Bontrager Race X Lite Carbon 720mm



Stem



Bontrager Race X Lite Alloy



Shifter



Shimano XT



Front Derailleur



Shimano XT



Rear Derailleur



Shimano XT



Cassette



Shimano XT 11/36 10-speed



Chain



KMC X10



Cranks



Shimano XT 24/38



Bottom Bracket



Shimano



Pedals



N/A



Brakes



Shimano XT



Wheels



Bontrager Rhythm Comp tubeless ready



Tyres



Bontrager XR3 Team Issue 2.3



Saddle



Bontrager Evoke 3



Seatpost



RockShox Reverb Stealth



Weight



12.37kg without pedals (19.5 frame 2,410g)



Available Sizes



15.5, 17.5, 18.5, 19.5 (tested) & 21.5 inch



Price



$5,899



Distributor



Trek Bicycles Australia www.trekbikes.com
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trail test



Scott Spark 730 S et and forget, or don’t forget to set; that is the question. There’s a grubby Spark hanging in the garage but I’m still not sure what the correct answer is, even though it’s my rhetorical question! This bike is uber cool, every bit unique, and it delivers what Scott believes is the ultimate in MTB suspension technology; manually controlled on-the-fly suspension travel adjustment. At a glance the Spark looks like regular single pivot dually; a top tube mounted swing-link, nice profiles, sensible proportions and so on. The frame doesn’t conceal any particular tricks, but the two fireengine red cables sprouting from its bar mounted lever give the game away. Scott’s TwinLoc lever simultaneously controls the Fox CTD fork and the special ‘Nude’ rear shock—a Spark specific design that’s also made by Fox. The volume of



the air chamber in the Nude shock can be adjusted on the fly, offering three travel modes; a plush 120mm of travel, a firmer riding 85mm travel setting and a lockout. Does this contraption make the Spark three bikes in one, or simply three shades of matte black unidirectional carbon? We were keen to find out… For marathon events or XC racing the Spark is Scott’s go-to dually and it’s offered in both 27.5 and 29-inch flavours. Crosscountry legend Nino Schurter has even given his Scale hardtail a few days off during the 2014 World Cup season, opting to race his Spark dually instead. It’s fair to say that the Spark has some credentials on the race course. It also has some history, particularly the mindset that sits behind the Nude shock. Back in 2004 (when high end bikes still came with rim brakes) Scott launched the Genius series of bikes; at the time they



looked starkly different to anything else on the market. A huge pull shock sat between the rear wheel and seat tube—you couldn’t miss it! This shock had three settings, as per the current 2015 Spark. The original Genius was designed by Peter Denk, who has since moved on to work for Cannondale and you can now see Denk’s influence Cannondale Jekyll and Trigger models. While the funky pull-shock has been dispatched, Scott has maintained an unwavering devotion to the three-mode rider-activated rear shock. It forms an obvious point of difference on the showroom floor and the concept is so simple—you, the rider, are in total control. Flick a finger and this bike will dance to whichever tune you’d like. It does sound pretty darn good but since 2004 there have been some dramatic advances in both suspension design and shock technology. The logic behind the Nude shock and



TRAIL OR RACE? If we momentarily nudge the topic suspension philosophy to one side, the Spark also possesses an interesting combination of numbers that’s likely to hit a sweet spot for many riders. It may be a cross-country race machine but it’s got a fair helping of trail bike in its genealogy. If you asked for a slightly toned down trail bike, spliced with a lycra racer’s attention to weight, you’d come up with something pretty close to this. Cross-country bikes are usually pigeonholed at the 100mm travel mark but the Spark offers up 120mm. In addition to this, the swing-link features an offset mounting bolt for the shock that allows you to vary the geometry; the head angle can be adjusted between 68.3 and 68.8-degrees. Either way, the numbers are slack for a bike that simultaneously carries serious XC podium aspirations. I think the generous travel is a good move by the Scott team. A 100mm travel 29er (such as the Spark 29) is commonly accepted, so why not sneak in some extra travel for the 27.5 inch model; after all the smaller wheels don’t roll over obstacles as readily. The slacker head angle also makes sense; more ‘relaxed’ steering inspires confidence and bravado on the descents, while the shorter chainstays on the 27.5 bike prevents the wheelbase blowing out to truck-like proportions. The upshot is a nice mix of agility and stability rolled into one. Depending upon the price point, the



Spark is offered in a range of frame materials. To begin with the base models are all-alloy (from $3,399 to $3999). At $4,499 our 730 is the most affordable carbon option; it combines an alloy rear end mated with an HMF carbon front triangle. HMF is Scott’s base level carbon and the same frame also features on the $5,799 Spark 710. Above that the top models use Scott’s lighter HMX carbon in the main frame and include carbon fibre seat and chainstays too.



BREAD ‘N’ BUTTER BUILD Whilst we only had the mid-level carbon frame with alloy stays, it was still impressively light at 2,380g for a large frame and rear shock combo. There are lighter frames out there, but this is very respectable for a 120mm travel setup that isn’t bank breakingly expensive. Scott hasn’t gone too crazy with curves but they’ve still managed to keep the top tube very low whilst leaving plenty of room for a full size bottle in the front triangle. The two TwinLoc cables are kept out of the way for the most part; the cable to the fork is short and the one to the shock is routed internally through the top tube. Both derailleur cables run through the down tube with no internal liner or guide. Thankfully the Spark has a decent size hole and cap just forward of the bottom bracket, so fishing the cables through is relatively easy, although the job is still more involved than bikes with internal guides. The rear brake hose is routed under the down tube, so bleeding and replacing is nice and easy. The suspension pivot hardware is appropriately sized and the alloy bolts boldly
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3



state the required torque specs. Commonly available allen keys are used throughout; a handy thing if something does come lose whilst you’re out in the boonies. Overall, the Spark should be a very easy frame to own and maintain for several seasons. The trail bike that lives inside the Spark faces one significant hurdle; there’s no thought given to a dropper post. With no cables running along the top tube, you can’t even ‘piggyback’ off existing cable guides to make it work. With a little research we found a few home-baked stealth routed adaptations. These typically ran the cable along the down tube using the brake hose as a guide before entering via a hole drilled into the plastic gear cable exit



1. While it doesn’t look radically different, the Nude shock offers three different on-the-fly selectable travel settings. 2. Internal routing tidies up the frame but the birds’ nest of cables up at the bars is unavoidable with the TwinLoc system. 3. When the 85mm travel mode is selected, the CTD fork dial moves into the firmer ‘Trail’ setting. Lock the rear and the fork goes to ‘Climb’ mode. 4. There’s a whole lot of carbon down at the bottom bracket area to keep the Spark stiff under pedalling.
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TwinLoc system remains pure, but do we really need these levers and cables and corresponding rider distractions in 2015?
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4



cover. Once inside, the cable was routed up into the seat tube for the stealth-style dropper post. While this is a nifty solution, any non-stealth dropper would require a bunch of zip-ties to secure the cable to the frame. The other consideration with adding a dropper post is handlebar clutter; how many dodads can you cope with on your handlebar before deciding to go cold



turkey and buy a singlespeed?! Spec-wise the 730 is mostly Scott’s in house brand; Syncros. As fancy as the carbon main frame and special shocks are, the balance of the 730 leans towards utility rather than pizazz. The Syncros gear is decent alloy stuff with graphics that match the frame. I thought the saddle deserved special mention for being particularly 5. The XT rear derailleur adds bling but we’d prefer a clutch equipped SLX or Deore model to minimise chain slap. 6. Flipping the rear shock mount lets you adjust the geometry, offering a slacker trail-oriented ride or a steeper more climb-friendly setup. 7. Aside from the brake hose, everything is run internally through the frame. 8. The Syncros saddle proved surprisingly comfortable—definitely a keeper. 9. A DT-style wind-up thru-axle is used at the rear end—a simple and easy to use system.
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10. Simultaneously adjusting both the front and rear suspension, the TwinLoc trigger is easy to use and quite ergonomic.
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11. There’s enough space for bigger tyres if you want to give the Spark more of a trail bike guise.
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7



8



9



comfy with a high quality finish. On the flipside, all six stem bolts as well as the a-headset top cap, shock mounting bolts and seat post clamp use a Torx T25 fitting. Why? Regular 4-5mm allen key fittings works just fine in these applications and even the most basic multi-tool has them. Most of the running gear is Shimano Deore. The SLX crank and XT rear derailleur are the only deviations. On paper the XT derailleur appears to be an up-spec but it lacks the clutch mechanism that usually features on these units. The clutch reduces chain slap, keeping the drivetrain running quietly in rough terrain and also assists with chain retention. We’d take a lower spec SLX derailleur with a clutch in place of the XT version every time, especially on a trail worthy bike like the Spark. With a 24/38 combo on the SLX cranks, there’s a rather large gear ratio jump between chainrings. However, the smaller 27.5 wheels keep the end gear ratio down, ensuring that you’ll spend most of your time in the big ring anyway. When you do need a granny gear, the 24-tooth will be waiting to soothe your tired legs.



CHOOSE YOUR TRAVEL Whether you’re looking at the base model alloy Spark or a full-tilt HMX carbon version, the shared geometry and suspension technology will ensure that you get a similar ride. There’s no point describing what this bike is like when it’s locked out, but the other two modes are pretty interesting. Swapping between modes changes the effective air volume within the shock. This alters overall spring rate and as a result



changes the sag point of the suspension. In the max travel setting, the shock sags more, so the neutral ride position has a lower bottom bracket and slacker angles. The middle setting raises the bottom bracket and sharpens the steering, albeit only slightly. When fully open, the Spark feels quite linear and will give all 120mm of travel without a fight. It’s not the snappiest pedalling bike in the longer travel setting but relatively low 12kg weight (without pedals) and snappy to accelerate 27.5 wheels ensures that you’ll still have a spritely feeling bike in the singletrack. Going down is a blast with the 120mm setting. It sits down into its travel and feels far more ‘trail’ than ‘race’, although the Spark doesn’t seem as torsionally stiff as some of the more trail oriented competition. Hanging off the back helps to slacken out the front end even more, and the low weight lets you loft the Spark and pop from line to line with total ease. There is room in the frame for more aggressive rubber too—add some bigger treads with a dropper post and get excited. Fit it with a shorter stem and Spark would be a ball for dedicated trail use. Point the bike uphill for a proper climb and it’s really worth hitting the TwinLoc lever. Some bikes employ drivetrain forces to counter unwanted suspension movement – generally referred to as ‘anti-squat’. Get the amount of anti-squat just right and a bike can have soft and supple suspension yet still pedal with minimal bob (of course strong anti-squat forces can detract from the suspension performance too, but we won’t go there now). With the Spark, it is more reliant on the manual suspension control to tame unwanted bob. If you don’t hit the button for a serious out-ofthe saddle uphill assault, the back end will sink and wallow with each pedal stroke. Once stepped down to the 85mm travel mode, the Spark takes on a more attentive persona. The short travel rear end feels relatively snappy and taut. Pedalling is more responsive and out of the saddle efforts are rewarded with a sharp reply. Bear in mind that you still have 120mm of travel on tap up front too, albeit in the slightly firmer ‘Trail’ mode, so the middle TwinLoc setting isn’t solely reserved for climbing. It can be an effective option for pedally singletrack and many XC race situations. When it comes to climbing, the 85mm setting is almost perfect. It’s enough travel to let you squish your body weight onto the saddle and regulate traction as needed, and firm enough that you can answer an
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adversary’s acceleration without having that soggy trail bike feeling. You can dart up rocky scree and steps with bursts of torque that’s more in line with a hardtail than 120mm travel machine, and still use the traction of the dually to your advantage. The challenge is deciding when to hit the NOS button. Some people dislike bikes that have a lockout controlled on-off personality. In situations where the trail is constantly changing you can have a hard time keeping up with all the modes and button pressing. In this regard the Spark has two saving graces; the 120mm travel fork will get you through most situations that this bike can handle, so long as the rear end isn’t completely locked out. Secondly, the snappy feeling 27.5 wheels make up for some of the pedalling lag that you get in the 120mm travel setting, so it still feels responsive when you’re ducking in and out of the trees. There’s always a setting that suits the trail immediately in front of you, but if you’re in the ‘wrong’ setting it’s not a total disaster on the Spark. To my total surprise, I actually logged two personal best times on flat to uphill singletracks that I must have ridden over 100 times before. Both PBs were done in the 120mm travel setting, and neither felt like I was melting my face off due to excessive speed. There simply must be merit in having 120mm of active travel on hand for cornering and pedalling over rocks and roots, combined with the reduced effort required to accelerate the 27.5-inch wheels. It seems that the reduced roll over of the wheels when compared with a 29er is negated by the extra travel available, and acceleration is enhanced too. The Spark is a really hard bike to place. It races through the singletrack and can bomb descents, and so long as you push the buttons as required, it will climb with urgency too. It would be superb for 24 hour racing, especially on technical singletrack heavy courses, so long as you can do 24 hours worth of TwinLoc flipping. For shorter, high intensity riding, it’s easy to get caught up in the trail and forget to change settings. Not a disaster, but not a complete optimisation of the machine either. In spite of this, the Spark put a massive grin on my face every single ride. Yeah, that was a lot of fun, levers and all. Article by Pat Howard Photography by John Hardwick



Thumbs Up



• Agile climber, and bomber on the descents • Generous suspension travel for an XC race bike • Silky smooth through singletrack



Thumbs Down



• Reliant upon remote suspension adjustments for best performance • Lacks designed-in dropper post cable routing • A clutch derailleur would have been nice
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SPECIFICATIONS Frame



HMF Carbon with alloy seat and chainstay



Shock



Scott Nude 120/85mm Travel



Fork



Fox Float 32 Evo CTD 120mm travel



Headset



Ritchey Pro Tapered



Handlebars



Syncros 7075 Alloy flat 700mm



Stem



Syncros 7075 Alloy



Shifter



Shimano Deore



Front Derailleur



Shimano Deore



Rear Derailleur



Shimano XT



Cassette



Shimano HG50 11/36 10-speed



Chain



KMC Z10



Cranks



Shimano SLX 24/38



Bottom Bracket



Shimano



Pedals



N/A



Brakes



Shimano Deore



Rims



Syncros XC37



Hubs



Shimano Deore



Spokes



Black Stainless Steel



Tyres



Schwalbe Rocket Ron 2.25



Saddle



Syncros XR2.0



Seatpost



Syncros FL2.0 Alloy



Weight



12kg without pedals (Large frame 2,380g)



Available Sizes



S, M, L (tested) & XL



Price



$4,499



Distributor



Sheppard Industries 1300 883 305 www.sheppardcycles.com
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trail test



Knolly Warden S



ome brands offer similar bikes in a range A funny thing happened to me whilst out test-riding the Knolly Warden, and not just once. Every time I rode past an assembly of teenage mountain bikers they cheered, and it wasn’t just the usual ‘nice bike, mate’, but full on whooping, whistling, and yelling. I should be very clear that their unrestrained enthusiasm was for the bike rather than the rider, and it’s something I’ve never encountered before. So why is it that a small brand with no World Cup podiums, no Redbull Rampage wins, and in reality a very small presence in the mountain biking scene can provoke such fervent passion? After spending a few months on Knolly’s latest offering I’ve perhaps gained a little insight into that question; a sneak peek into the ‘Knolly Knation’ as it’s



known, and here’s what I’ve learned. If you’re not already aware, Knolly is a small, rider-owned company from British Columbia. Their proximity to the famous (and sometimes infamous) riding areas of Vancouver’s North Shore, the big mountains of Whistler, and numerous other world class riding areas in BC, has undoubtedly played a pivotal role in shaping the bikes they design and build. Instead of focusing their efforts on the elite racing scene Knolly’s bikes, and the people who ride them, are more about the thrill of riding challenging trails, travelling with friends to explore new MTB possibilities and generally pushing the boundaries of mountain biking in every possible direction. The term ‘freeride’ might have dropped out of favour in the last few years, but Knolly riders like James Doer-



fling, Ryan Berrecloth and Garrett Bueller epitomise what freeride has become; riding big, riding fast and riding hard, riding for the sheer love of the challenge and to share that experience with good friends. Knolly’s bikes are made for riders such as these, and there’s perhaps none more capable and versatile than the new 150mm-travel Warden. It’s available in Australia either as a frame-only or with a range of complete build kits featuring other Canadian brands like Race Face and Chromag. Built with high end components like our test bike, it’ll set you back $6,950. Alternately you can purchase the frame for $3,250 with a Cane Creek DBAir. We’re not going to pretend that this is cheap, however for a high-quality boutique brand it mightn’t be as much as you’d expect. The weight of 3,612g with



1



it’s marginally heavier than a post mount setup but it eliminates the chance of stripping a thread in the frame. All these little details show that Knolly aren’t just jumping on the latest bandwagon; they’re happy to adopt new standards, but only when there’s a perceived functional benefit.



KNOLLY KNOWLEDGE Geometry, not suspension travel, is perhaps the single most important factor in determining how a bike rides, and here the Warden again shows Knolly’s desire to forge their own path. As the push for longlow-slack bikes continues, we’re starting to see head angles on many of the Warden’s competitors pushing into 65-degree territory. That’s all well and good when your sole purpose is to go downhill at breakneck speed, but it definitely compromises low speed manoeuvrability and climbing precision. Knolly completely avoid using the ‘E’ word to describe the Warden, and I suspect it’s on purpose. In theory at least, enduro bikes only have to pedal up relatively smooth and not-too-steep trails in order to access descents that wouldn’t be out of place on a World Cup DH course, and it’s the descents that really matter in gravity enduro racing. As a result, enduro bikes are often single-purpose winch and plummet machines. The Warden, on the other hand, is designed to get you up or down just about any trail you can imagine riding. The 66 or 67-degree (adjustable) head angle strikes a good compromise between the conflicting requirements of climbing and descending whilst still being plenty slack enough to not induce puckering when speeds and descent angles increase. Likewise, the bottom bracket height (also with two settings) is 5-10mm higher than many of the competitors. It’s still low enough to feel stable at high velocity but with enough pedal clearance to get you back up the same trail for another run. Our local trails are steep with an abundance of rocks and roots. They are also tight and I actually found the steeper/ higher setting to be the best all-around option. If your trails are open and fast you’ll likely prefer the low and slack option, but having a choice highlights the Warden’s



versatility—this is no one trick pony. It’s also worth mentioning that the raked seat tube creates the illusion of long chainstays whereas in fact they’re only 429mm long. That’s shorter than most comparable 27.5 wheeled bikes and even some 26ers. Combined with the relatively long front-centre, the Warden maintains a high degree of manoeuvrability whilst still being long enough to feel stable at speed. 1. The bolt-up 142x12 axle isn’t as speedy when it comes to wheel removal but it’s both simple and very solid. 2. Running a one-by drivetrain? Just unbolt the front derailleur cable stop and the bike will look even cleaner and tidier. 3. The RockShox Pike is a perfect match for the Warden; it more than holds its own in rough and burly terrain.
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the 500g DBAir shock is competitive for a solidly built aluminium bike, and our test rig came in over a pound under the magic 30lb (13.65kg) mark at 13.16kg with a dropper post (but without pedals). Despite being a totally new design and the first Knolly bike with 27.5 wheels, the Warden still looks unmistakably like the rest of the Knolly family. The full-length, straight and heavily raked seat tube has long been one of their signatures. This allowed you to slam the seat completely out of the way long before dropper posts existed, while the raked back angle provides a comfortably stretched riding position with the saddle at full height. There’s also the instantly recognisable ‘Four by 4’ suspension linkage, but we’ll come back to that in a little bit. The heavily manipulated aluminium frames are now manufactured, impeccably I might add, in Asia, but Knolly claims to custom design every single tube on every bike rather than buying off-the-shelf parts. They also custom design their own titanium pivot hardware and all of the torque specs are listed on their website. Colour choices are mostly bright, but the graphics are clean and classy enough to prevent you feeling like you’re riding a fluorescent advertisement—the unique appearance of the Warden is something that definitely grows on you. Knolly bikes have earned an enviable reputation for reliability, versatility and ease of maintenance. Rather than following current trends, they use design elements that prioritise function over fashion. The well thought out full length external cable routing is one such example; it might not look as tidy as internal routing but it’s much faster and easier to service and is completely rattle free. There’s provision for either an internally or externally routed dropper seatpost, and if you’re running a one-by drivetrain, the cable guide for the E-type direct mount front derailleur can be completely removed to provide a clean look. Of course there are ISCG tabs and mechanics around the world will collectively rejoice that the Warden uses a threaded bottom bracket rather than the harder to service press-fit style. The rear brake uses the older ‘international standard’ mount;
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4. A threaded bottom bracket makes servicing easier and the swingarm runs on good-sized double row angular contact bearings—all built to last. 5. The test bike came with a very bling build kit, complete with this sweet looking Race Face Atlas stem and light but 760mm wide Next 35 carbon handlebars. 6. External cables may be unfashionable but they didn’t rattle (like many internal jobs) and they offer greater flexibility for different setups; for example, you’ll get tidy and rub-free hose routing whether you run your rear brake to the left or right side of the bars. 7. While it can run a front derailleur, the low-direct mounting system provides a clean and tidy appearance if you opt for a one-by drivetrain like our test bike.
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8. The extra link between the seat stay member and the rocker link gives Knolly greater flexibility in tuning the leverage ratio. With the Warden they’ve given it a simple progressive rate; great initial suppleness with added bottom-out resistance. 9. The Cane Creek Double Barrel CS shock adds weight, complexity and cost but it opens up the suspension tuning possibilities in a big way.



TWO WHEELED FOUR BY 4 The other visually striking and distinctive element of the Warden, and all Knolly bikes for that matter, is their proprietary and patented Four by 4 suspension design. It’s a variation on the common Horst Link design, which designer Noel Buckley developed to allow a greater degree of independent control of the often conflicting elements of bicycle suspension. The four rearmost pivots determine axle path, pedalling behaviour and braking activity just like they would with a traditional four-bar linkage. However, by adding a second smaller parallelogram to drive the shock, the leverage ratio can be manipulated without having any effect on the other parameters. It does add a few hundred grams, two extra pivots and an extra link to the suspension, but nonetheless it’s a clever way of gaining extra control of suspension design. The design is very neatly executed too; the shared pivot at the top of the seat stays is a particular example of saving weight and reducing complexity. Double row angular contact bearings are used in the main pivot and most of the other points spin on sealed ball bearing too, with high load bushes in the upper link junction. Although none of the links appear especially burly, the main pivot and the three large pivots from the seat tube back use full width axles. You’ll also find double-sided clevis joints on the rear axle pivot and the upper link pivot. The net effect of all this is a suspension system which is both very laterally stiff, and inherently well aligned between the two sides, which ultimately means less wear on the bearings, smoother operation
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7



and longer maintenance intervals. Many current suspension designs also run fairly high levels of anti-squat; the chain torque introduced when pedalling works to stiffen the suspension and resist its natural tendency to compress as the bike accelerates. Knolly takes a very different approach. Because they wanted the Four by 4 suspension to be totally active at all times, even when pedalling, they’ve chosen to keep anti-squat at exceptionally low levels. This does result in a loss of pedalling efficiency especially when out of the saddle, however it allows the rear wheels to hug the trail surface in a way that wouldn’t otherwise be possible. This again reveals the inherent nature of the Warden as a bike designed not just for climbing on easy ground, but for pushing the limits of traction on even the most marginal, stepped and rutted ascents—the sort of stuff you’re likely to find aplenty in North Vancouver. And let me tell you right now that it works. There are a lot of bikes these days that climb well, particularly on easy to moderate terrain where efficiency and momentum are the keys to cleaning an ascent. This is not where the Warden shines; it bobs more than you’d like and generally feels a bit sluggish. On chunkier terrain at lower speeds and whenever traction is questionable, the Warden comes into its own. If you can keep your legs spinning and weight over the rear tyre it’ll keep trucking along whilst other bikes are spinning, slipping, bouncing, and falling by the wayside. As an example, there’s a short uphill section on one of my local trails that is horrendously awkward; it’s filled with
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GETTING CANED As mentioned, the Warden comes standard with Cane Creek’s much lauded DBAir CS (Climb Switch) shock, and as with any bike the shock is a key component of how the suspension feels on trail. The Climb Switch slows both compression and rebound damping, and whilst it does work exactly as claimed, it also tends to stifle the active nature of the Warden’s suspension; in some ways detracts from the bike’s best attribute. The DBAir has a very wide adjustment range and a fairly complex damper arrangement that allows it to be set up for virtually any bike and any rider. This means you need to take some proper time to get it set up right. We’ve ridden this shock on a couple of different bikes now, and are starting to suspect that riders of 70kg or less are right at the extreme end of its adjustment range; even with compression and rebound damping wound all the way out it didn’t feel under-damped. The Warden (like another bike we’ve ridden with a DBAir) has a very progressive suspension design, and this combined with a lighter rider weight may be the cause of the slightly dead feel we encountered. We can only speculate, but it’s possible that heavier riders may well be able to set up the Warden’s shock to feel much livelier; the only way you can know for sure is to track down a Warden at one of the many events where Knolly runs demo days. A few months on the Warden and I can see why Knolly have built a very loyal and proud fan base; they design and make unique mountain bikes that are all about the love of riding challenging trails, and they make them in such a way that you’ll be spending a lot more time riding your bike than fixing it. The Warden may not be the lightest, or the cheapest, or the most efficient option on the market, but it’s certainly one of the most adaptable, most competent and easiest to live with in the long term. It definitely needs committing terrain, and an equally committed rider to bring out its best, but if that’s you then I suspect buying into the Knolly Knation is something you won’t regret. And you’ll have hordes of other riders cheering you on every time you hit the trail. Article by Steve Hinchliffe Photography by John Hardwick



Thumbs Up



• Active, ground hugging suspension • Well-considered geometry • Designed for purpose, not fashion



Thumbs Down



• Not a responsive or efficient bike to pedal • Shock lacks ‘liveliness’ under a lighter rider



SPECIFICATIONS Frame



6066 Series Alloy



Shock



Cane Creek DB Air 150mm Travel



Fork



RockShox Pike RCT3 160mm travel



Headset



Cane Creek 40 Integrated



Handlebars



Race Face Next 760mm



Stem



Race Face Atlas 65mm



Shifter



SRAM X01



Front Derailleur



N/A



Rear Derailleur



SRAM X01



Cassette



SRAM X01, 10/42 11-speed



Chain



SRAM X01



Cranks



Race Face Next Cinch



Bottom Bracket



Race Face



Pedals



N/A



Brakes



Shimano XT



Wheels



Stan’s ZTR Flow EX



Tyres



Schwalbe Hans Dampf 2.35



Saddle



Chromag Lynx



Seatpost



KS Lev



Weight



13.16kg without pedals (Large frame 3,612g)



Available Sizes



S, M, L (tested) & XL



Price



$6,950 (frame only $3,250)



Distributor



Endless Flow Cycles (02) 4285 2993 www.endlessflowcycles.com.au
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rounded, slimy, 20cm high boulders and off-camber roots. You crawl uphill at barely walking pace for 15 metres, changing direction every few pedal strokes to stay on line. I don’t remember ever succeeding on it before, but on my first ride on the Warden I cleaned it first try, and then cleaned it again second try. The Warden is like a 4X4 rock crawler; take it out on the highway at 100km/h and it’ll feel soft, mushy and horrible, but put a two metre high almost vertical boulder in front of it and it’ll clamber up like it’s barely even there. We all know that one-by drivetrains are the hot ticket right now, but I’m going to suggest that the Warden is a perfect candidate for a more traditional two-by setup. Smaller chainrings provide higher antisquat force; with a 22 or 24 tooth granny ring up front, the Warden would pedal much more efficiently on moderate climbs but still have less anti-squat than the vast majority of other bikes so as to still maintain its climbing prowess in the rough. It’s worth taking a leaf from Knolly’s own book here; don’t just follow what everyone else is doing, but instead go with what works best for you and your terrain. In many respects the monster truck personality continues when you point the Warden downhill. It’s somewhat tardy pedalling manners mean it’s not the fastest accelerating bike on the trail, and its desire to hug the ground, so beneficial when climbing, means that it feels far more planted than playful, more plough than plane. While it’ll manual easily and given enough encouragement from a lip it’ll launch predictably and precisely through the air, it also lacks the lively, poppy feel that sees some other bikes dance effortlessly from point to point down the trail. What the Warden does do is allow you to pick a line and hold it with almost complete disregard for obstacles and sensible line selection. You don’t need to take smooth lines into consideration for braking either, because the Four by 4 linkage feels totally unaffected by the anchors. Solid, stiff and stable are what the Warden does best, and it does them exceptionally well. However it also needs challenging terrain and serious speed to awaken the sleeping beast within; without them, it just feels like taking your lifted LandCruiser to the drag strip.
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trail test



Merida Big Seven Lite XT Edition



B



ack before there was #enduro, dropper posts and tubeless tyres, in an era when rim brakes were king, there once lived some of the most ‘rad’ and ‘badass’ mountain bikers of all time. These pioneering guys and gals rode one bike for everything, uphill or down; they were bike handlers of the first order. These were the days of quill stems, 50-tooth chainrings and in some cases 50mm of suspension travel too (but only for serious downhill racing). Things were intense! Racing was popular and the Grundig UCI World Cup was the real



deal, focusing mainly on alpine European courses and big elevations. Why is this relevant you ask? Well, Merida’s design program operates out of Germany, and if old school cross-country still has a beating heart, it most certainly lies in Europe. Also consider that Merida has one of the longest running pro cross-country teams on the circuit. It’s no surprise that this combination of heritage, location and commitment would trickle its way into the bikes that Merida manufactures with absolute precision, and volume, in their well-known Asian facilities.



The Euros held out against the incursion of the perceived slow and heavy 29er for about as long as they could, but the humble old 26er has now all but disappeared from the 2015 Merida catalogue (only one 26-inch downhill bike remains). Now Merida has invested heavily in 27.5 wheels for their cross-country, trail and enduro models, while 29-inch wheels only get a start in the cross-country bikes. So the new ‘tweener’ wheel size is clearly the future for Merida, but our fresh 2015 Big Seven Lite XT Edition (yes, that’s its full name!) is a real fusion of past and present.



SLICK PRODUCTION Representing the present is the wheel size of course, but also the fabrication— the Big Seven features a thoroughly up to date alloy frame. Merida’s production ability is rivalled only by Giant, and accordingly this new frame represents alloy fabrication at its mass produced finest. The lines of this extensively hydroformed frame closely resemble the higher-end carbon versions; the head tube junction is notably different, but that’s about it.



Whether you’re looking at alloy or a carbon, the geometry is near identical across the seven frame sizes (although only five sizes will be offered to the Australian market). We expect that stores will love the XT Edition; it’s well-equipped for the $1,899 asking price and it comes in a wide range of sizes.



RIDE LIKE HERMIDA It’s often overlooked but frame geometry is absolutely critical to the handling and performance of any bike. In this case, Merida’s best riders are plying their trade on bikes with identical geometry to our alloy test rig—something that adds serious credibility to the platform. Our tester was a 20-inch as per Merida’s terminology; the second biggest size option in this model. The frame is quite ‘square’ in its proportions with a tall 508mm seat tube and compact 605mm effective top tube length. We’re accustomed to seeing top tube lengths of 625-650mm on frames that are as tall as this. Every year bikes seem to get lower and slacker but the Big Seven harks back to cross-country’s halcyon days. As the sizes get smaller the Big Seven aligns itself more closely with modern expectations. Pocket sized riders could well find their perfect 29er antidote in the 15-inch size for instance, but for tall riders



the cockpit may be shorter than they’re accustomed to. Opt for one of the really big 21.5-inch size to gain a longer reach and the standover clearance will be compromised. I dug through my parts stash and dusted off a 110mm stem to add some extra length. In truth, I could have run a 120mm stem and not felt overly stretched. Like bodies,



1. Internally routed gear cables keep the frame looking clean and tidy. 2. Great to see a clutch equipped XT rear derailleur—no shortcuts here. 3. Slender seat stays contribute a small amount of give to the back end. 4. The ‘Gold’ level Recon features alloy stanchions to keep the weight down—it’s a tidy little fork.
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All of the eye-level welds have been smoothed to keep the junctions flowing, especially at the seat tube cluster. The top tube on the carbon frames flares around the seat tube before splitting off into skinny seat stays with loads of tyre clearance. The alloy seat stays of the Big Seven also meet the top tube, shaped and welded into a fantastic carbonmimicking form. The stays themselves are uniquely shaped with no bridge for added tyre clearance. All of this futuristic tube forming looks brilliant and the bare frame weight of 1,850g is acceptably light too. The Merida also serves up a good dose of beef in all the right places. Beyond the slender seat stays, everything else on the Big Seven is big with thru-axles at both ends and a tapered head tube. The old alloy machines of the ‘90s were prized for their low weight and stiffness, but they were also extremely harsh to ride. Since then we’ve come a long way in stiffness and the Big Seven leaves zero room for complaint, but it’s not nearly as bone jarring as its ancestors. Thankfully Merida has resisted the upsizing trend on the seatpost. Skinny 27.2mm diameter posts are once again finding favour on hard tails, and for good reason. Nobody needs a stiff seatpost—bend baby, bend! The similarity between the carbon and alloy Big Seven models is more than aesthetic.



1



2



3



4



bikes come in different sizes, and thankfully Merida provides a comprehensive geometry charts on their website—ensure that you read and understand the numbers before you commit to a particular size in the Big Seven. Out of the box, the 20-inch XT Edition comes with a 100mm stem bolted to a



680mm wide handlebar and a zero setback seat post. With this Merida has given the bike a real forward weight bias, positioning the rider more towards front wheel. Riding a hardtail fast requires a commitment from the rider to work the fork by staying light on the rear wheel—this is an easy task on 5. While the cranks come from lower down the price scale, they are still an external bearing Hollowtech II design and they performed just fine. 6. Sturdy thru-axle dropouts complement the thoroughly up to date spec on the XT Edition. 7. Merida sensibly uses a 27.2mm seatpost; the skinny diameter allows for added comfort enhancing flex. 8. We really liked the smart yet subtle graphics. 9. Integrated iSpec XT gear lever mounts help to tidy up the handlebar space. 10. Super tidy welds as we’ve come to expect from the Merida brand.



BIG WHEELED ALTERNATIVE If razor sharp steering scares you and you’d prefer a more forgiving and mellow ride, the Big Nine will deliver. The Big Seven’s



7
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11. The long stem is decidedly old school but a necessity given the relatively short top tube dimension.



the Big Seven. The chainstays are 425mm; nice and tight and a good deal shorter than most XC 29ers. Popping the rear wheel off the trail or skimming it over chattery sections is second nature. The trade-off for this is stability at speed and on descents. The front wheel bias of the Big Seven has obvious benefits when it comes to climbing but also accentuates the fine line between responsive steering and going over the bars. Rocky steps and ruts can be a white knuckle experience on this hardtail. The 27.5 inch wheels will never roll over or through obstacles as well as a 29er, and the requisite long stem and short front-centre conspire to place a rider’s torso and corresponding inertia right around the over-thebars tipping point. By modern standards the Big Seven is positively nervous and twitchy—a real traditional race hardtail. Riders that like to take charge of their bike rather than surf it may appreciate the outstandingly direct steering of the Big Seven, if they have the skills and bravery to match. This is clearly applies to World Cup XC racers such as Jose Hermida, Ondrej Cink and Gunn-Rita Dahle; they race on the Big Seven Carbon Team and it’s geometry is basically the same as our test machine.
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BANG FOR BUCK Merida has also done a nice job with the kit on the Big Seven XT Edition. It’s well spec’d for a $1,899 hardtail and the frame is a darn nice too. It’s not the ‘cheapie’ alloy frame by any means; it’s the best alloy model with great parts to achieve maximum value for money. The XT Edition does not get you a full Shimano XT group, but the key shifting bits are XT; the shifters and both derailleurs. Needless to say, the shifting is light and precise. The balance of the drivetrain is Deore and SLX level parts in a 2x10 format. The



iSpec XT shifters mount directly to the Deore level brake levers, delivering a tidy cockpit with a fancier feel than the price tag would suggest. There are more than enough gears for 99% of situations and the stopping power provided by the Shimano Deore brakes is more than sufficient for the Big Seven. The thru-axle equipped RockShox Recon fork is reasonably stout and smooth—its performance isn’t all that different to the more upmarket Reba models. With these parts on board, the Big Seven weighed in at 12kg without pedals—certainly acceptable for a $1,899 hardtail. Ideally we’d like to see the Big Seven come with a wider handlebar. We haven’t had a test bike with a sub-700mm bar in quite a while. Some additional width would help to temper the flighty front end and allow the use of a slightly shorter stem. Thankfully these are cheap and easy upgrades or swaps. Merida spec’s the Big Seven with fast and grippy Maxxis Ikon treads; a perfect match for this style of bike. However, in this case we found the tyres unnervingly squirmy unless we ran them at high pressures. The narrow Jalco rims were to blame; their 20mm internal width didn’t offer sufficient support for the big-bag Ikons. With higher tyre pressures the Big Seven feels very quick but the comfort factor drops exponentially. In this case we traded comfort for cornering stability, but a wider rim would allow us to have both, and who wouldn’t want that? We’d pencil in a wheel or rim upgrade as our first option to supercharge the Big Seven’s performance. In saying this, we’re postulating that the Big Seven will be a real ‘keeper’ and grow along with its rider. The frame and drivetrain should be super durable and the price point is about right for a first ‘serious’ mountain bike. The paradox with the Big Seven is that it doesn’t handle like a beginner or intermediate level bike. The small frames look great on paper, but in the most popular sizes this bike requires a confident and skilled hand to make it sing on the descents. With a clear bias towards climbing and negotiating twisty singletrack, it’s one that’ll appeal to XC racer-types and those who enjoy razor sharp old school MTB handling. There will always be room for nice hardtails in the market and the Big Seven fills a unique niche within this big, kaleidoscope-tinted piece of pie. Article by Pat Howard Photography by John Hardwick



Thumbs Up



• Tenacious climber • High tech alloy frame • Durable and sensible specs



Thumbs Down • Narrow rims • Polarising handling
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larger wheeled stablemate features the same high quality alloy frame construction and component spec for the same price tag. Geometry-wise it’s an entirely different animal. Despite running bigger wheels, the Big Nine has a more relaxed 70-degree head angle (the Big Seven is 71-degrees). Both the top tubes and front centre are proportionately longer on the Big Nine. The chainstays are longer too but not excessively so (440mm is reasonably short for a 29er). All of this will give the bigger wheeled variant a more centred or rearward weight bias and make it less nerve wracking on a descent or in rough terrain. As for the Big Seven, its behaviour is quite polarising. I found the twitchiness was a real detractor when going down but the Seven is an unreal climbing demon. Regardless of the grade you can always keep the front end weighted without leaving the rear too light. The rigidity of the chassis and lower torque required to move the smaller 27.5 inch wheels lets you stay in the saddle and pedal a firm, aggressive and fast cadence. Ridden like this, the Big Seven flies uphill like Elvis gravitates towards a deep fried bacon and peanut butter sandwich. Needless to say, it’s natural climber. Furthermore, the Big Seven is a star in really tight low-speed singletrack. The wheelbase is short and the steering oh-sodirect. She’ll nip around tight hairpins and obstacles that will leave most bikes floundering. In addition to zipping through the tight spots with minimal deceleration, the smaller wheels require less grunt to get back up to speed. In a race situation, stop-start accelerations are incredibly fatiguing, so it’s nice to know everyone on longer wheelbase 29ers is doing it harder than you. By now you’re definitely getting the picture. Eye-watering, will-scripting descents are not the Big Seven’s forte, but on steep climbs and tight singletrack the old school talents of the Big Seven sparkle.
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SPECIFICATIONS Frame



Hydroformed Alloy



Fork



RockShox Recon Gold TK 100mm travel



Headset



FSA Sealed bearing



Handlebars



Merida Pro Alloy 680mm



Stem



Merida Pro Alloy



Shifter



Shimano XT iSpec



Front Derailleur



Shimano XT



Rear Derailleur



Shimano XT



Cassette



Shimano HG50 11/36 10-speed



Chain



KMC Z10



Cranks



Shimano M625 Hollowtech II



Bottom Bracket



Shimano



Pedals



N/A



Brakes



Shimano Deore



Rims



Merida/Jalco alloy



Hubs



Formula Alloy



Spokes



Black Stainless Steel



Tyres



Maxxis Ikon 2.2



Saddle



Merida Sport



Seatpost



Merida Pro alloy



Weight



12kg without pedals (Large frame 1,850g)



Available Sizes



15, 17, 18.5, 20 (tested) & 21.5 inch



Price



$1,899



Distributor



Advance Traders 1300 361 686 www.merida.com.au



how to ride



Rock ‘n’ Roll
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So you’re cruising innocently along when all of a sudden, the trail plummets briefly but steeply in front of you. Here’s what you need to do…



1



A short but steep roll-down can be an intimidating thing—even for the moderately experienced rider. But as with most things in mountain biking, employing the correct skills will see you through unscathed. If you want to play it safe, scope out the drop beforehand. Hop off the bike and roll the wheels down the drop. Check to see if the chainrings will hit the ground and ensure that there’s nothing to suddenly catch your wheel at the base of the drop. Check those boxes if you wish or just proceed as follows if you’re confident and riding a trail that’s within your comfort zone. First up, you should be following trail-riding rule #1; you should be looking well ahead. As you see the obstacle, assume the ‘attack position’. That means you get off the saddle with your pedals level and your arms and knees bent. Bend your elbows out – not down – so they stick out like chicken wings to the sides. While it’s easier said than done, you need to relax. Grip the bars lightly and keep your arms loose and pliable—they are your suspension and you don’t want to leave it locked out!



“



Just as you approach the crest, bend your arms even more, pulling your torso forward and over the bars. You may feel like getting your weight back at this point—resist this urge!



”



2 You’re now fully committed. Hesitating or hitting the brakes at this point will be worse than just riding it out, so don’t panic and just roll with it. By all means cover your brakes, feather them gently if you need to control your speed but don’t slam them on! You should approach the roll-down at brisk walking pace; fast enough to have balance but not too fast or you’ll slam into the bottom of the drop with too much momentum and may get pitched forward. Just as you approach the crest, bend your arms even more, pulling your torso forward and over the bars. You may feel like getting your weight back at this point—resist this urge! As much as moving forward seems counter intuitive, it readies you for the following step.



Once the front wheel hits the bottom, your arms should bend as you suck up the transition. Remember that you’re still relaxed, right? A loose body is free to move around on the bike as required. As your absorb the transition, you’ll move forward and return to the centre of the bike. Don’t forget the saddle too; it needs to go back between your legs as you re-centre yourself. I’ve seen plenty of people execute steps one through to three perfectly, only to get stuck behind the saddle at the bottom—with their weight all the way back they’re left with no steering control and usually veer off into the bushes. Drop your saddle out of the way for added confidence when tackling a roll-down and you’ll be less likely to get caught behind. Always practise on smaller and less intimidating drops to begin with, then work your way up. The steeper and bigger the rolldown, the more natural this technique will feel, but make sure that you’re really shifting your body around as described. Many people think they are moving when they’re actually quite static and ‘just going along for the ride.’ With good technique you’ll be able to control your speed nicely and make steep roll-downs appear small and easy. Article & Photography by John Hardwick



3 As the front wheel starts to go down the drop, extend your arms and allow the bike to roll away from your body. Your arms will straighten as the bike speeds up and the saddle will need to slip between your legs—make sure you don’t snag your shorts and get stuck in front of the seat or you’ll be in trouble. When done properly, the bike will accelerate momentarily but your body won’t pick up speed as rapidly. This is where physics come into play; you may weigh 70 or 80kg but the bike is only 13kg. When your body gains speed, it’s much harder to slow down than the bike. If you’ve already got your weight back and arms outstretched in step two, you’ll accelerate at the same rate as the bike once you hit the slope. By going from a forward body position at the top, you’re allowing the bike to speed up while your torso maintains a more consistent pace.
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how tonical mecha



Tubeless Tyre Repairs Good quality MTB tyres aren’t cheap and some will set you back more than a decent car tyre. So it can be pretty shattering if you slash the sidewall on a $100 tyre after a handful of rides. Rather than rather adding it straight to landfill or reserving it for inner tube use only, why not salvage the badly damaged tyre. We’re not guaranteeing these techniques will fix every problem but they may offer you some hope.



5



Let the glue dry thoroughly before applying the patch—this may take five or 10 minutes. The patch won’t adhere properly if the glue is still wet and shiny so be patient. Peel the backing off the patch but leave the clear plastic cover intact. Locate the hole and apply the patch right over the top.
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Smaller Nicks



1



3



6 Press the patch down to help it bond. To do a really good job, mount the tyre with an inner tube and inflate. Leave it overnight and the tube will hold the patch firmly in place while everything sets. We’ve patched many tyres using this process and the repair has lasted for the life of the tyre.



Sometimes sealants struggle to repair smaller cuts. You may make it home without reinflating the tyre but the 2-3mm cut keeps opening up and weeping air and sealant whenever you ride. Start by locating the hole; easy to do if you’ve got reasonably fresh sealant inside. Use a marker pen or crayon to mark the spot.



Look for the spot that you marked on the sidewall and locate the hole. Turn the tyre inside out and remove any dried sealant from the area; rubbing with your fingers should get most of it off. Resist the temptation to use something abrasive as it could damage the tyre casing. Clean it with isopropyl alcohol or a similar product to remove any oil or waxy residue.



7



4 2 Pop one side of the bead off and scoop out any remaining sealant. Pour it into a bottle as you’ll be able to reuse it. Leave the wheel hanging for a while as the sealant can take some time to pool at the bottom. Once you’ve salvaged the sealant, remove the tyre and clean the inside. Give it a good wipe out and rinse it with water before letting it dry.



Use a regular puncture repair kit to patch the inside of the tyre. Apply a layer of glue around the hole, ensuring that you cover an area that’s larger than the size of the patch. It’s easy to lose the hole once the area is coated in glue; poking a small pointed implement through the hole will serve to mark the spot.



In some cases the patch just won’t take to the tyre casing—certain tyres seem harder to patch than others. If the tyre is tough to patch, try placing a blob of superglue into the cut. The glue will hold the rubber together and give the sealant something to coagulate around. Some choose this as their ‘go-to’ repair method as you don’t even need to remove the tyre.



Major Cuts I started stitching up damaged tyres around 30 years ago. In some cases it was repairing punctured ‘tubular’ road tyres and other times I’d be fixing MTB tyres with sidewall cuts. As a young racer you couldn’t afford to throw decent tyres away. Nowadays it works equally well on tubeless MTB tyres. I’ve found it to be a reliable long-term fix for slashed sidewalls and bigger cuts.



No matter how good it is, your sealant will never fix a hole like this. If you’re out on the trail, you’ll need to remove the valve stem and fit a tube to ride home. You will also need to place something behind the cut to stop the inner tube bulging out through the hole and puncturing. Plastic money works really well ($5 notes offer the best value but slip in $100 for maximum bling) but you can use a business card or some green leaves.



2



For the repair you will need a regular needle—don’t go too chunky or it’ll be harder to push through the casing and you’ll just make bigger holes. Common cotton or polyester thread is fine—it doesn’t need to be super thick. Porous thread is far better than nylon fishing line; cotton or polyester will absorb the sealant and become ‘rubberised’ like the tyre casing. A thimble will also come in handy for pushing the needle through.



3



Thread the needle and give yourself around 15-20cm of double line—don’t make it too long or it’ll just get tangled. Tie a knot at the end to stop it pulling all the way through. Turn the tyre inside-out and pick the starting point for your haberdashery. Push the needle through from the inside beginning at one end of the cut. Gently pull the thread all of the way through until the knot sits snug against the tyre.



Continue stitching the tyre as shown. Once you’ve gone the full length of the cut, start working your way back until you’ve used up most of the thread. When there’s only 20-30mm left, snip the thread and tie the two ends in a knot on the inside of the tyre casing. Trim the excess thread but don’t go too close to the casing—it’ll be on the inside anyway, so nobody will see it. Your tyre will look a bit like a Frankenstein experiment from the outside but it should be nice and strong; pull and stretch the casing to check that it’ll hold together.



6
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Now push the needle back through from the outside on the opposite side of the cut. Again pull all of the thread through and snug it up to the casing. Make sure you are stitching through a solid part of the tyre; 0.7-1.0mm out from the cut will ensure that the thread won’t just pull through the casing.



Now you have two options to finish off. Either glue a patch on the inside as described previously, or simply let the sealant do the job. Fit one bead and pour in the sealant; use a healthy serving, as you’ll lose a bit when the holes are being plugged. Mount and inflate the tyre, then place the stitching at the very bottom of the tyre—you want the sealant to pool around the repaired section. With 30psi or so behind the sealant, it’ll be forced right through the thread and bung the whole thing up. Leave it to sit with the sealant pooled in the right spot and before long it should be fully airtight. To begin with it’s wise to check the repair regularly but there’s no reason why a good repair won’t outlast the tread. Article & Photography by John Hardwick
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air time Jan 24-25... Subaru Australian Mountain Bike Series XCO - Pemberton, WA www.mtb.subaru.com.au



25......... Rollercoaster Gravity Enduro #1 Killingworth, NSW www.rockytrailentertainment.com



Feb 1.......... RockShox Enduro Challenge



Gravity Enduro event sponsored by SRAM Mt Buller, Vic www.emsaustralia.net.au/events/gravityenduro-mountain-biking



6-8...... Subaru Australian Mountain Bike Series DH - Thredbo, NSW www.mtb.subaru.com.au



8......... AMB 100 Marathon



MTB marathon with 100 and 160km options Stromlo, ACT www.rockytrailentertainment.com



20-22... Subaru Australian Mountain Bike Series
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DHI, XCO, XCE - Mt Stromlo, ACT www.mtb.subaru.com.au



26-1..... Subaru Australian Mountain Bike Series



DHI, XCO, XCE - Also includes 2015 Oceania Championships, Toowoomba, Qld



28........ Rollercoaster Gravity Enduro #2 Del Rio - Wisemans Ferry, NSW www.rockytrailentertainment.com



28-1..... Alpine 24



Multi-lap XC event with team or solo options. Barjarg, Vic www.alpinegravity.net



March 7-9.......Bike Buller Presented by Orbea Three day event with XC, marathon and super-D stages, Mt Buller, Vic www.rapidascent.com.au



7.......... Capital Punishment



21........ Giant Odyssey



MTB marathon with 15, 50 and 100km options Forrest, Vic www.rapidascent.com.au



26-29... Subaru Australian Mountain Bike Series DHI, XCO, XCE - Toowoomba, Qld www.mtb.subaru.com.au



28-29... Mont 24 Hour



24 hour race with teams of four, six or more riders. Kowen Forest, ACT www.selfpropelled.com.au



April 4-6...... Easter in Alice



Three day, four stage MTB race. Includes #2 of the National XCM Series. Alice Springs, NT www.easterinthealice.com



6.......... Shimano MTB Grand Prix #2



Multi-lap XC event over four or seven hours with teams or solo options. Awaba MTB Park, NSW www.rockytrailentertainment.com



11-12.... Rollercoaster Gravity Enduro #3



Also includes RedAss Downhill. Thredbo, NSW www.rockytrailentertainment.com



12........ Wombat 100



MTB marathon with 25, 50, 75 and 100km options. National XCM Series Round #2 Woodend, Vic www.wombat100.com.au



12........ Finishline Singletrack Mind #1



Multi-lap XC event over four or seven hours with teams or solo options. Wylde MTB Park, NSW www.chocolatefoot.com.au



18........ Shimano MTB Grand Prix #3



Multi-lap XC event over four or seven hours with teams or solo options. Awaba, NSW www.rockytrailentertainment.com



21........ The Giant Odyssey



MTB marathon with 15, 50 and 100 options Forrest, Vic



26........ Golden Triangle Epic



MTB marathon with 15, 50, 100 and 160km options. Bendigo, Vic www.goldentriangleepic.com



May 2.......... Convict 100



MTB marathon with 44, 68 and 100km options. National XCM Series Round #3 St Albans, NSW www.wombat100.com.au



MTB marathon with 50, 100km options that takes in the singletracks of Kowen Forest, Sparrow Hill and Mt Stromlo, ACT. Canberra, ACT www.capitalpunishmentmtb.com



17........ Rock & Road



8......... RockShox Enduro Challenge



17........ Finishline Singletrack Mind #2



Gravity Enduro event sponsored by SRAM Toowoomba, Qld www.emsaustralia.net.au/events/gravityenduro-mountain-biking



12-15.... Subaru Australian Mountain Bike Championships DHI, XCO, XCE, Trials - Bright, Vic www.mtba.asn.au



14........ Shimano MTB Grand Prix #1



Multi-lap XC event over four or seven hours with teams or solo options. James Estate Winery, NSW www.rockytrailentertainment.com



New format that combines both road and MTB disciplines into one event. Either teams or solo entries available. Rydal, NSW www.wildhorizons.com.au Multi-lap XC event over four or seven hours with teams or solo options. Wingello, NSW www.chocolatefoot.com.au



17-21.... Gibb Challenge



Multi-day 700km team’s charity event from Derby to El Questro Wilderness Park Kimberly region, Western Australia www.thegibbchallenge.com.au



June 7.......... Good Times Gravity Enduro Series #1 Mogo State Forest, NSW www.chocolatefoot.com.au



July 5.......... Rollercoaster Gravity Enduro #4 Kempsy, NSW www.rockytrailentertainment.com



11......... Jetblack 12 Hour



Multi-lap XC endurance event with solo and teams options. James Estate Winery, NSW www.rockytrailentertainment.com



20........ Shimano MTB Grand Prix #4



Multi-lap XC event over four or seven hours with teams or solo options. Ourimbah, NSW www.rockytrailentertainment.com



25-26... Three Ring Circus



Two part marathon with a 20km night event on the Saturday and 50km on the Sunday. Wingello, NSW www.wildhorizons.com.au



August 2.......... Rollercoaster Gravity Enduro #5 Stromlo, ACT www.rockytrailentertainment.com



8......... Shimano MTB Grand Prix #5



Multi-lap XC event over four or seven hours with teams or solo options. Stromlo, ACT www.rockytrailentertainment.com



20-23... The Redback



Four day, six stage XC event. Alice Springs, NT www.rapidascent.com.au



30........ Finishline Singletrack Mind #3 Multi-lap XC event over four or seven hours with teams or solo options. Nowra, NSW www.chocolatefoot.com.au



September 5.......... Dwellingup 100



MTB marathon with 14, 40 and 100km options. National XCM Series Round #4 Dwellingup, WA www.dwellingup100.com.au



13........ Flight Centre Epic



MTB marathon with 4.2, 11.5, 20, 50 and 87 options. Hidden Vale, Qld www.cycleepic.com



20........ The Kowalski Classic



MTB marathon with 50 and 100km options National XCM Series Round #5 Kowen Forest, ACT www.selfpropelled.com.au



October 3.......... Shimano MTB Grand Prix #6



Multi-lap XC event over four or seven hours with teams or solo options. Wylde Mountain, NSW www.rockytrailentertainment.com



4.......... Good Times Gravity Enduro Series #2 Taree, NSW www.chocolatefoot.com.au



15-16... Australian Enduro Championships Venue TBA - Qld www.mtba.asn.au



24........ Redlands Bayview Blast National XCM Series Round #6 MTB marathon event South Brisbane, Qld www.bsmc.asn.au



CLUTCH QUANDARY



I



was wondering if the modern clutch style rear derailleurs can affect the performance of some dual suspension bikes. I understand that suspension designs such as the DW Link, VPP and Maestro designs rely on chain tension to create anti-squat. If the tension is increased by the rear derailleur, would this influence suspension performance and under which conditions? My bike is a VPP design running 1x10 with a 32-tooth front chainring. So I was also wondering if the change to one-by (instead of the 3x10 stock) has resulted in any compromises. Mike Excellent questions Mike! With many suspension systems, the length of the chainstays increases as the bike moves through its travel. This can be the case on both the short-link four-bar designs that you’ve referred to (DW Link, VPP, Maestro etc.), as well as single pivot and Horst Link systems. Depending on the bike, you can expect the chainstay length to increase by around 15 to 30mm on a typical 150mm travel trail bike. In some cases the rate of chainstay lengthening will vary throughout the travel, with this effect being more pronounced in the earlier part of the suspension movement. The increasing chainstay length is closely tied to the ‘anti-squat’ effect that we often refer to, and suspension designers use it to make the bike feel firmer when you’re pedalling hard and putting lots of torque through the drivetrain. As the effective chainstay length grows and shrinks with the suspension movement, the rear derailleur compensates for the varying chain length. With a clutch equipped derailleur, the actual spring tension isn’t really tighter but they do have more resistance to movement—it’s as if the derailleur cage has a degree of ‘breakaway force’ limit chain slap. In theory, this added resistance from the clutch will make the suspension less willing to react to bump forces. However the forces that your suspension is dealing with are quite substantial and will easily overcome the small amount of resistance created by the derailleur clutch—at least that’s my take on it. Do a little test by compressing your suspension with the derailleur clutch on, and then try the same thing with the clutch disengaged or the chain removed. This will give some indication of whether the clutch affects the quality of your suspension. If you feel the suspension is compromised, you may wish to run a relatively low clutch force on the derailleur (assuming the clutch is adjustable). A lighter clutch setting will also improve shifting performance and give a softer feel at the gear lever. Go too light and you’ll be forever losing your chain, so there’s always a compromise and you’ll need to find a balance that you are happy with. In regards to your drivetrain set-up, on most bikes the size of the chainring will



have a bearing on the amount of suspension anti-squat. A smaller chainring commonly creates more anti-squat and you’ll get less in a bigger chainring. While some anti-squat is good for pedalling efficiency, you can have too much of a good thing. There’s usually a correlation between anti-squat and the amount of feedback that you get through the drivetrain when pedalling over bumpy ground. Too much anti-squat can compromise traction when climbing. In extreme cases it’ll even make a bike rise up in its travel and ‘pogo’ along the trail. Ideally you want a chainring size that plays well with your particular bike, matches your ride preferences (some people prefer more active ride with less antisquat for example) as well as providing a suitable gear range for your trails. Sometimes a multi-ring drivetrain can play well with the variable anti-squat found on most suspension systems. You’ll get a firmer ride with more anti-squat in the smaller chainrings, and that’s usually good for climbing. Shift to the big ring and you’ll get less pedal kickback and more active suspension for descending. Obviously this ‘on-the-fly variable anti-squat’ is mostly lost with a one-by drivetrain, but it shouldn’t be too much of an issue if the suspension performance matches your preferences in the single chainring that you choose. Hope that all makes sense. Ed.



SPECIALIST SERVICING



W



ho would you guys recommend as the best mechanic for Fox suspension in Sydney? My bike’s shocks need a service and the brakes need bleeding too. I normally do most work myself as I can trust that it’s done properly, but I don’t have enough experience on Fox suspension to risk it. Gareth Baker It depends on how complex the work is. Most decent MTB oriented workshops can handle brake bleeding as well as a basic aircan service and seal replacement.



Anti-Squat vs Gearing Example: Santa Cruz Tallboy LTC 22



32



44



11



170%



97%



9%



12



162%



96%



16%



14



151%



94%



26%



16



143%



93%



33%



18



136%



92%



39%



21



129%



91%



45%



24



123%



90%



50%



28



117%



89%



55%



32



113%



88%



59%



36



110%



88%



62%



This table shows how the anti-squat force can vary depending on the gear selection. Around 100% anti-squat is generally considered ‘neutral’, whereby the suspension won’t sink down under power but is still free to absorb bumps. More than 100% will see the suspension firm up and become less compliant while less may allow the back end to sink into its travel under power. If you need the damper worked on with new oil and a nitrogen recharge, then the shock will need to go to a specialist service centre (see below). Ed Sola Sport: (02) 9550 1655 www.solasport.com.au NS Dynamics: (07) 3393 0562 www.nsdynamics.com.au Tekin Suspension: 0433 147 467 www.tekinsuspension.com.au Cyclinic: (07) 3157 4480 www.cyclinic.com.au
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ask mba



readers’ rides A
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sweet looking example of a 2010 Specialized Stumpjumper FSR Carbon here from Stuart Wilson in Perth. He’s had the frame professionally resprayed before fitting it with custom made 1991-era Stumpjumper decals. While the graphics are retro, the parts spec certainly isn’t. It’s running a Fox CTD shock and a 150mm travel RockShox Pike fork. A Reverb Stealth dropper post keeps the cabling neat and the drivetrain is 10-speed Shimano XT with a Race Face narrow/wide single chainring. Formula R1 brakes and Answer Carbon bars keep the weight down to just under 12kg and the Mavic XM719 rims roll on a set of Chris King hubs. Aside from the frame, Stuart says there’s not one original component on the bike!



Winner!



M



artin reckons that the colour won’t be to everybody’s taste but he loves his Merida Big Nine 100 hardtail. He’s pretty new to the sport and this bike serves as a good starting point. While it’s still relatively stock, he’s keen to convert it to tubeless to avoid punctures and run lower tyre pressures for a smoother ride.



I D



amien Mayor picked up his 2006-7 Mongoose Rockadile for $20 via a Facebook group. It needed a few new spokes and a wheel true but it’s now up and running. Planned modifications include a set of bar ends (that may cost as much as the bike) and Damien is going to ride it in the Great Cycle Challenge; a charitable ride to raise funds for fighting kids cancer.



re is a general Disclaimer - The Readers’ Rides featu ifications and bike mod these g ishin publ By . interest piece is not suggesting ralia Aust g set-up ideas, Mountain Bikin by the respective oved appr way any in or safe are they will void warranties manufacturers. Most modifications own risk. your at n and should only be undertake



s it a Solo or a 5010? Well as far as owner John Regester is concerned it’s a Solo (Santa Cruz was forced to make the change after another brand claimed rights to the Solo name). Anyway, his alloy framed Solo was build using the parts from his previous ride along with a few modifications to suit his local terrain. He’s opted for a 2x10 setup with a nice low first gear for the climbs of the Dandenong Ranges and there’s a full complement of fenders to take on the damper months. Looks like a fun ride John!



T



he Giant XTC 29-1 is a light, fast and stiff-riding alloy hardtail, so Carl Schiller has tweaked his for a little bit of added comfort. He’s added a 27.2mm Van Nicholas seatpost along with a Muru Sandbar handlebar. Both items are titanium; whilst generally strong, Ti parts offer a degree of flex that helps with taking the edge off the bumps. Saddle choice is always a matter of personal preference and Carl has found comfort in a Brooks B-17 Special. The grips are ESI Chunky silicon foam; again a comfort enhancing item. Beyond these mods, he’s also converted the drivetrain to 1x10 using a Race Face 32-tooth narrow/wide chainring.



Show Off Your Bike & Win!



R



A



nother oldie but definitely a goodie, Martin Lewis is the proud owner of this ‘90s era Proflex K2 2000. It’s pretty much all original and Martin still hits the trail on it. He describes the ride as very nimble and capable and says the Vector EL2 linkage fork is ‘amazing’, although the rim brakes are scary after you get used to riding with discs.



HOW TO ENTER E-mail your high-resolution photos through to john@ bicyclingaustralia.com with ‘Readers’ Rides’ in the subject line. Send through a number of shots if you need to illustrate the different aspects of your bike. We can receive files of up to 6MB via e-mail, so you may need to split the images across a few e-mails if you have a number of large files to send. Alternately, you could burn the images to a disc and post them to: MBA Readers’ Rides, PO Box 218, Port Kembla, NSW 2505 Small, low quality digital image may not be useable, so take as much care with the camera as you would with your precious bike!



THE PRIZE Our Readers’ Rides winner receives an RJays helmet and Topeak pump package. The Pinnacle helmet features 21 vents with durable inmould construction and a removable visor. Offered in two sizes and a range of colours, the RJays Pinnacle is valued at $50. The $70 Topeak JoeBlow Mountain pump has a large diameter barrel that delivers lots of air with minimal pumping. This makes it ideal for seating tubeless tyres and MTB applications in general. The gauge is also mountain bike specific, it only goes to 75psi but this makes it easy to read at lower offroad tyre pressures. Enter the Readers’ Rides competition and you could win this great prize combo!
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N



ow this is something a little bit special—a Cadel Evans ‘Team Replica’ Cannondale from the late ‘90s. Mark Westaway said he was mad about this bike when he picked it up in 1999 and still loves now. The bike has been kept as close to original spec as possible; it’s still running the Coda double ring crank set, Mavic Crossmax wheels, Thomson seatpost and XTR cassette. Avid Juicy 7 brakes have replaced the original Cannondale Coda units and the hubs have been modified to fit modern six-bolt rotors—back in 1999 the Cannondale’s discs used a four-bolt pattern that’s no longer around. It certainly looks very authentic and in great condition for its age. Seems you’ve got a keeper there Mark!



iding mountain bikes is great fun – I’m sure we all agree on that – but some of us have almost as much fun in the workshop; tweaking, tuning, modifying and customising our bikes. If that sounds like you, send in some high-resolution digital photos of your bike, detailing the hop-ups and mods. What exactly are we looking for? Your bike can be expensive or very cheap, hardtail or dually, old or spanking new; it really doesn’t matter. We’re after bikes with some real thought or effort behind them; it could be modifications to improve performance or just a totally unique look. It could be a weight weenie special or custom suspension tuning.



photo comp



Winner! M



athew Johnston is a lucky guy. His wife Kirra works in the airline industry and, as part of her long service bonus, she scored a trip for two to Los Angeles. So they packed their two year old daughter off to the grandparents and headed for the US of A.
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Their trip took them to Breckenridge and Fruita—two huge MTB hotspots. This photo comes from the Zippity-Do-Da track at the ‘Book Cliffs’ trail network in Fruita. They both had to push up this steep pinch; at least it offered a chance to crack out the camera and take in the unique scenery. Great perspective on the terrain and the trail Matthew—we’re jealous!



Adam Rossiter sent in this shot, taken whilst having a break at the halfway point on the fantastic North/ South Track in Hobart, Tasmania.



Alice Springs is rapidly gaining a reputation as a go-to spot for mountain biking. Steve Chapman sent in this photo of Kaz Anwin that he took just east of town, out towards Emily Gap. They spent eight days there and rode for seven; “Great people, perfect weather and fantastic trails starting right in town. Rotorua may have flowy smooth tracks but The Alice has so much more.” Thanks for the photo Steve!



Cross-country fun at Hidden Vale Adventure Park in Queensland and a great spectator point on the course. Thanks for sending in the photo Cherie! R We



apologise to anyone whose photo doesn’t make it into these pages. We usually get a large number of entries and can’t print every submission. You can also check the JetBlack website for extra photo competition entries.



Geoff Adams went on a five-week long MTB adventure through Europe. He took this photo of his mate Jason Shepheard hitting ‘Jump to Blue’ at Alassio in Italy—the blue Mediterranean is all you can see as you approach the lip of this one. They also got to ride in the Swiss and French Alps whilst they were there.



MORE AWESOME EVENTS FOR 2015!



Jacqui McGraw rocking the unique terrain of the You Yangs trail network in Victoria—this entry comes from Gareth Harris.



entry details



I



f you think you are pretty handy with a lens, send us a copy of your best photo and you may win a Camelbak Mule valued at $179. The Mule is a perfect partner for all-day epics and was designed with three-hour plus rides in mind. It’s able to carry three litres of fluid and up to 11 litres of gear, so you can load it up for the long haul (or just use it as a lightweight commuter pack). Features include a wide and easy to fill screw-top lid on the reservoir, as well as a quick-disconnect hose that makes it easy to remove for bladder cleaning. A fully padded harness plus sternum strap and hip-belt helps to stabilise the load and a rip-stop nylon outer skin means the Mule is built to last. We will select the winning photo based on its quality, originality and content. You can only enter with a photo that you have taken—do not send us someone else’s photo without their permission. E-mail your high-resolution digital image to [email protected] We can receive digital photos with a file size up to 8,000KB. Larger files can be burnt to a disc and posted to: MBA Photo Competition PO Box 218, Port Kembla, NSW 2505 *Don’t forget to include some information about your photo as well as your contact details—just in case you win the prize!



SINGLETRACK MIND SERIES MTB SKILLS TRAINING and introducing the GOOD TIMES ENDURO SERIES!



*Photo entries may also appear on the Bicycling Australia website in the photo gallery section.



www.jetblackproducts.com



www.chocolatefoot.com.au



trail tale



Bikes for Carpets



D



uring the early ’90s we spent a couple of years living in a VW Kombi. That little bus took us from San Francisco to eastern Turkey, before we doubled back to Germany where we parted ways. For most of this time it laboured along under the weight of two people, all our trappings, and two bikes strapped to the rear hatch on one of those folding racks. I say most of the time, because the bikes weren’t always there.



“



invitations were genuine, and the carpets, while not something we could actually transport on the last leg of our trip home, were amazing. Hand-woven and knotted, they featured designs unique to their particular region; some of them took months to make and others, years. One day we dropped into a small carpet store voluntarily. It was a quiet day and a lovely little shop, and we thought we might be able to just browse around. In no time there was a tray of tea and we were deep in a negotiation that would take the rest of the
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This guy was intensely interested in mountain bikes and a deal formed itself out of thin air. What if we swapped the bikes for some carpets?



”



We had a decent cable lock that would at least make it difficult to steal the bikes. An enterprising thief could remove the entire rack/bicycle/lock assemblage for later disentanglement, but they’d require a couple of people and a large vehicle to make good their getaway. Even through Mexico, all went well. Then, parked in a friend’s front yard in Los Angeles, we awoke to find that a serious robber had been. The cable lock had been severed and the bikes had been stolen. The robber was serious, because they had a vehicle capable of carrying both bikes. We didn't gain that knowledge from studying the tracks they’d left; the day before the bikes were nicked, I’d reversed the Kombi into a concrete pillar and crushed them. They were totally unrideable – I was inconsolable – and now they were gone. So we wandered back to our home base in San Francisco with the back of the bus looking stark and naked. Thankfully they were insured and the payout was sufficient to buy two new bikes. It was decided that new steeds was too bigger luxury – enough to cover fuel and groceries for several months – so we trolled the Californian classifieds and ended up with decent second hand rigs that were more or less the same as the originals. We then left the West Coast bound for Europe in our trusty bus, with a more secure locking system for the ‘new’ bikes. A side trip to Turkey turned into an expedition of its own. History, spectacular terrain and very friendly people made it a hard place to leave. Friendly people for sure, and generous to a fault with one proviso. Some of their friendliness hides an ulterior motive, which is selling carpets. After going a couple of rounds with new ‘friends’, whose invitation to come for tea ended with us in a carpet shop, we became more defensive. However so many other



day. Somehow a chat with the carpet-seller’s brother revealed he was an adventure guide. I let slip that we’d been mountain biking around the region—we were in Cappadocia; a spectacular location with some great riding (as featured in MBA NDJ 14 and it has also popped up in a few MTB movies). This guy was intensely interested in mountain bikes and a deal formed itself out of thin air. What if we swapped the bikes for some carpets? The tray of tea became a lavish lunch, and several hours later, after more tea, we got an early dinner of sorts. They showed us dozens of carpets, and we piled more and more accessories next to the bikes.



They put dollar amounts on each carpet, and we of course valued the bikes. At one point when we questioned one of their prices, the carpet man politely said that if he did not argue about the bike valuations we should not haggle about the carpets. He was right of course; both were probably inflated about the same. They guaranteed they would ship the carpets back home as part of the deal. We gave them our address, had an emotional farewell, and rattled off towards the Black Sea with a much lighter Kombi almost dancing along the road. The last thing we saw as we left their village was the two brothers haring around the town square, elbows out, laughing like maniacs. It was reassuring to know that they had the basics of mountain biking behaviour down; now they had bikes to go it with. Article & Illustration by NzoGaz



Postscript: We arrived home a couple of months later, and there was no sign of any carpets. Everybody we talked to reckoned we’d been had, but about eight months after we left Cappadocia, we got a call from the post office; there was a parcel for us to collect. In an unmarked, open-ended sack were our two Turkish rugs, how they found us and where they had been is a story we will never know.



Australia’s #1 Mountain Biking Guide Books!



Where to Ride is an invaluable resource for anyone searching for new places to ride and explore. GPS generated mapping and detailed directions will show you the way, while altitude profiles and difficulty ratings



will give you a good idea of what’s in store on the trail. There are rides suitable for folks looking to get started in the sport, through to more challenging rides that will test the skill and fitness of experienced riders.



Available online or in all good book and bike shops
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Ride Advice WA PERTH.



Expert training, nutrition and technical information in the palm of your hand!



d Include m remiu with P rship! Membe for See p24 details.



Bicycling Australia is packed with interesting and useful information that will enhance your cycling experience. Our expert writers specialise in providing detailed information on training, positioning, health and nutrition, designed to help you ride better. There’s also unbiased, critical analysis of new products—from parts, and accessories, to clothing and nutrition, to full bike reviews—all with detailed photography to help you buy better. You’ll also find Where to Ride suggestions in every issue, for destinations both in Australia and overseas. Download your copy now!



Mountain Biking Australia is ‘the’ magazine for enduro, trail-riding and cross-country mountain bikers. Written by experienced riders who know what they’re on about, Mountain Biking Australia features detailed, critical analysis of new bikes, parts, clothing and nutrition. The five in-depth bike tests in each issue give great insight beyond the manufacturers’ marketing spin. Brilliant photography gets you up close and personal with the all new gear. There are mechanical ‘how-to’ tips to help you maintain your gear, and technical riding pointers to help you ride better. A great read for MTBers the world over. Download your copy now!



www.bicyclingaustralia.com.au/digital



BBBCYCLING.COM BBB created this new SlimFix grip. It’s slimmed down for better grip and control in technical terrain when riding trails. It still has the ergonomics of other BBB grips. With Kraton for additional grip and an outside clamp with integrated end plug that just looks slick. I think this could be the best grip ever. FOR THE FULL STORY, CHECK: BBBCYCLING.COM/ALLABOUTCYCLING/SLIMFIX



GRIP AND CONTROL IN THE PALM OF YOUR HAND Steffen Fischer, loves to rip trails on the weekend



BBB is distributed in Australia by Cambak PTY LTD / 1800 808 181 / [email protected]



GRIPS



SLIMFIX / BHG-72
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